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1. General Introduction 
Organocatalysis has a long history, but at the same ti  it is a currently rapidly 
growing field. The first example of organocatalys in the variant of benzoin condensation 
under cyanide catalysis was shown by Justus von Liebig und Friedrich Wöhler in 1832,[1] but 
the term “organocatalysis” was introduced by MacMillan only in 2000 for highly 
enantioselective organocatalytic Diels-Alder reactions,[2] and nowadays the development of 
organocatalysis proceeds briskly.[3] Obviously the pace will increase in the future, since the 
main goal of organocatalysis is synchronized with “green chemistry” – to develop 
environmentally friendly methods obviating the use of toxic metal-based catalysts. Since 
organocatalysis has become popular in modern organic chemistry, immediately a lot of 
mechanistically related questions arise, e.g.: What is the mechanism of a particular 
transformation? How to investigate the mechanism? What kind of molecule can serve as the 
most efficient and selective catalyst for a given raction? In spite of a large amount of studies 
such questions stay topical due to the complexity and mbiguity of organocatalytic 
transformations. The main goal of the present work is to make a step in the direction of 
organocatalysis mechanisms understanding. As the major topic to study the Morita-Baylis-
Hillman (MBH) reaction catalyzed by phosphorus- and nitrogen-containing organocatalysts 
has been chosen. Two additional topics: the frustratedness of Lewis acid – Lewis base pairs 
and acylation reactions catalyzed by 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) are considered. These 
three subareas will be now briefly reviewed and the motives and scopes of this thesis will be 
introduced. 
 
1.1. Morita-Baylis-Hillman Reaction 
The Morita-Baylis-Hillman (MBH) reaction is a reaction of aldehydes with electron-
deficient alkenes catalyzed by Lewis bases (phosphines or amines).[4] 
  
O
HR1
EWG
+ EWGR1
OH
XR3
X = N, P  
Scheme 1.1 MBH reaction.  
 
The MBH reaction has a series of advantages (e.g. atom economy), but also the big 
problem of a notoriously low reaction rate. Any attempt to improve the MBH reaction 
efficiency leads to the necessity of a better understanding of the reaction mechanism. In spite 
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of numerous studies in the field of MBH reaction mechanisms, there is still no agreement 
between different hypotheses. Currently it is accepted that the reaction involves a sequence of 
Michael addition, aldol reaction and β-elimination steps. The respective catalytic cycle is 
shown in Scheme. 1.2 
 
R1 H
O
PR3
R1
OH
O
R3P
O
O
R3P
R1
O
H
HO
R3P
R1
O
O
 
Scheme 1.2 Proposed mechanism of the MBH reaction. 
 
Topical questions are related to the zwitterionic itermediates, since their experimental 
detection is complicated,[5] also to transition states and the nature of the rate-limiting steps.[6] 
In the present study attempts to reinvestigate the mechanism for a “real-life” system will be 
shown – the major aim was to reject small model system , which are often used in 
computational studies, but they are practically far away from experiment. First of all a way of 
interplay between experimental and theoretical mechanistically related studies is suggested: 
development and testing of a reliable approach for 31P NMR chemical shift calculations in 
solution will be shown in chapter 2. This point can be helpful for assigning 31P NMR 
chemical shifts obtained in phosphane-catalyzed MBH reactions. Chapter 3 is devoted to a 
detailed investigation of the MBH catalytic cycle and possible side reactions. The latter are 
often ignored in mechanistical studies. It will be shown how important can be the 
consideration of side reactions, in particular the protonation of zwitterionic intermediates – 
this will be addressed in chapter 3 and then in detail s udied in chapter 4. Finally in chapter 5 
a Methyl Cation Affinity approach (MCA) as a descriptor of catalytic activity will be tested 
and a new descriptor of catalytic activity – “X ketone affinity” (XKA) that can easily and 
quickly bring important preliminary information on the efficiency and selectivity of any MBH 
catalyst will be suggested. 
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1.2. Frustratedness of Lewis Acid – Lewis Base Pairs 
A peculiar type of organocatalysts are so called Frustrated Lewis Pairs (FLP). FLP is 
a compound or mixture containing a Lewis acid and a Lewis base that, because of steric 
hindrance, cannot combine to form an adduct.[7] Due to their “unslaked” reactivity, these 
systems are very active and can split dihydrogen heterolytically (Scheme 1.3), thus they 
promise to be efficient for hydrogenation processes.  
 
Pt-Bu
t-Bu
t-Bu
B Ar
Ar
Ar
+ H2 Pt-Bu
t-Bu
t-Bu
B Ar
Ar
Ar
H H+
Ar = C6F5  
Scheme 1.3 Activation of dihydrogen H2 through reaction with a frustrated Lewis pair. 
 
FLP chemistry is currently a “hot” topic in organic chemistry and obviously it needs 
theoretical support as a guide line. The mechanism of the FLP formation and the subsequent 
splitting reaction, the structural properties of FLP, the interplay between the structure and 
reactivity – all these aspects and many others are not well understood today. The term 
“Frustratedness” of FLP by itself is not clearly defin d and it is arguable. Moreover the 
literature data for even small (“unfrustrated”) LA-LB pairs are scarce. In chapter 6 a 
development of a computational approach which can accur tely describe the LA-LB pairs 
geometrical and energetic characteristics will be presented.  
 
1.3. Acylation Reactions Catalyzed by DMAP Derivatives  
The acylation of alcohols and amines is a common tra sformation and it can be 
promoted by a variety of catalysts.[8] Special attention has to be drawn to DMAP and its 
derivatives, which have been extensively applied as esterification catalysts since the 
pioneering reports made by Steglich and Höfle[9] and by Litvinenko and Kirichenko[10] almost 
simultaneously in the 1960s. Today the field is still developing in the direction of new, more 
active and also enantioselective catalysts.[11] 
OR
O
R
O
+
NEt3
HO-R1
O
OR
R1
N
N
 
Scheme 1.4 DMAP-catalyzed esterification. 
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 The development of new catalysts obviously needs understanding of mechanism and 
therefore recently high quality mechanistic studies have been performed.[8, 12] The accepted 
mechanism involves the acylpyridinium intermediate (Scheme 1.5, on example of acetylation 
by acetic anhydride) 
 
O
O O
+
N
N
N
N
O
OAc
ROH
ROH O
OR
+
N
N
H
O O
DMAP
DMAP
NEt3
O
OR
+
OAc
NEt3
HNEt3
 
Scheme 1.5 Proposed mechanism for DMAP-catalyzed acylation reaction. 
  
 It has been shown, that this mechanism can be in competition with a concerted base 
catalysis pathway, avoiding formation of acylpiridinium intermediates. For many cases the 
latter pathway is less favorable, however, the difference between these mechanisms depends 
on the system. DFT calculations that continue a serie  of studies in esterification mechanisms 
of the Zipse group are presented in chapter 7. Some subjects that have not been discussed 
before are considered now – the acylation reagent co tains a benzoic acid moiety and the 
aromatic ring of the alcohol is substituted by donor or acceptor substituents in order to 
explore their effects. Different catalyzed pathways re compared with background reaction 
calculated on the same level of theory.  
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2. Theoretical Studies of 31P NMR Spectral Properties of 
Phosphanes and Related Compounds Relevant in 
Organocatalytic Processes 
 
2.1. Development of a New Approach for 31P NMR Shift Predictions  
 
2.1.1. Introduction  
Phosphanes are of outstanding relevance as ligands in transition metal mediated 
catalytic processes, but also as reagents in a series of named reactions such as the Wittig, the 
Appel, and the Staudinger reaction. The Lewis base properties relevant in these reactions have 
recently led to the highly successful development of phosphanes as catalysts in 
organocatalytic processes. This includes applications n C–C bond forming reactions such as 
the Morita–Baylis–Hillman1[1] and the Rauhut–Currier reaction,[2] in the addition of weak 
nucleophiles to Michael acceptors,[3] in the acylation of weak nucleophiles with carboxylic 
acid derivatives,[4] just to name a few. The Lewis basicity of catalytically active phosphanes 
can be characterized by their respective affinities towards cationic or neutral carbon 
electrophiles such as methyl cation or methyl vinyl ketone (MVK).[5] These thermodynamic 
properties can be complemented with kinetic data towards model electrophiles[6] in a way to 
allow for quantitative predictions of new phosphane-based organocatalysts. Experimental 
studies of organocatalytic reactions highly profit from 31P NMR measurements as these allow 
for a direct detection of catalyst-derived species under catalytic conditions. The phosphonium 
intermediates expected after nucleophilic attack of phosphanes on C-electrophiles have, for 
example, been detected in a number of studies.[3b, 7] The assignment of experimentally 
observed signals can greatly be supported by comparison to theoretically calculated 31P 
chemical shifts. Highly accurate shift calculations have been executed at correlated levels for 
a series of smaller systems.[8] For intermediates in organocatalytic processes, however, these 
methods are usually not applicable and calculations at either the Hartree–Fock (HF) or the 
density functional theory (DFT) level appear as the only practical option. Despite the fact that 
the application of DFT methods in NMR shift calculations meets with some fundamental 
concerns, there have nevertheless been numerous succes ful studies in this area in recent 
years.[9] One additional technical point concerns the treatmnt of solvation effects, which are 
known to be quite significant for some phosphane-derived species such as triarylphosphane 
oxides.[10] In order to identify computational schemes suitable for the reliable calculation of 
31P shifts for phosphorous-containing molecular system  we compare here the performance of 
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a series of DFT methods such as MPW1K, B98 and B3LYP with the ab initio methods HF 
and MP2 using the GIAO scheme. These studies will be combined with various approaches to 
account for solvent effects. 
 
2.1.2. Results and Discussion 
Triphenylphosphane (PPh3, 1) is a frequently used organocatalyst and will therefore be used 
as a first model system for 31P shift calculations on large systems. Under catalytic reaction 
conditions this catalyst is often degraded to the respective oxide (OPPh3, 2), either through 
reaction with residual atmospheric oxygen or through side reactions along a Wittig-type 
pathway. The 31P NMR chemical shift measured for 1 (relative to the 31P NMR standard of 
85% aqueous phosphoric acid) is quite insensitive to solvent polarity with δ(31P, 1) = -4.7 
ppm in benzene-d6
[11] and δ(31P, 1) = -4.7 ppm in chloroform-d1.
[12] As the use of aqueous 
phosphoric acid as the reference compound in NMR shift calculations is clearly impractical, 
we will in the following use the experimentally determined value of 1 as the reference for gas 
phase calculations. 31P NMR shifts determined for phosphaneoxide 2 are significantly more 
solvent dependent with measured values of δ(31P, 2) = +24.7 ppm in benzene-d6
[13] and δ(31P, 
2) = +29.7 ppm in chloroform-d1.
[12] Assuming the values determined in benzene to be 
representative also for the gas phase, NMR calculations must reproduce a shift difference of 
∆δ(2 - 1) = +29.4 ppm. In more general terms the direct result of NMR shift calculations is 
the absolute magnetic shielding σ, which reflects the NMR chemical shift relative to the free 
nucleus. Relative 31P chemical shifts of phosphorous-containing compounds X compared to 
phosphane 1 as the reference can then be derived from differences in shieldings as expressed 
in eqn (2.1). 
 
δ(X) = σ(1) - σ(X) + δ(1) (2.1) 
 
As a first step in identifying a computational protocol for reliable shift calculations we have 
calculated 31P absolute shieldings for compounds 1 and 2 using selected density functional 
theory (DFT) methods, the restricted Hartree–Fock theory (RHF), and the 2nd order Møller–
Plesset (MP2) perturbation theory in combination with the GIAO model. All of these 
calculations employ the same 6-311+G(d,p) basis set and use the same geometries obtained at 
the MPW1K/6-31G(d) level of theory. The MPW1K functional[14] is used here due to its good 
performance in calculations of zwitterionic structures, whose occurrence in organocatalytic 
reactions is quite frequent.[5c, 15] At this level of theory two different minima are identified for 
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phosphane oxide 2 (C3 vs. C1 symmetry; the latter structure is also found in solid-state X-ray 
studies).[16] Only a single minimum with C3 symmetry can be found for phosphane 1. This is 
in agreement with results from solid state X-ray studies, gas phase electron diffraction 
measurements and earlier ab initio calculations.[17] Fig. 2.1 shows the structures obtained at 
the MPW1K/6-31G(d) level and Fig. 2.2 collects all results obtained for these systems. 
 
1 (C3) 
 
2 (C1) 
 
2 (C3) 
Fig. 2.1 Structures of PPh3 (1) and OPPh3 (2) as optimized at the MPW1K/6-31G(d) level of 
theory. 
 
 
Fig. 2.2 Theoretically calculated and experimentally measured values for the 31P resonance in 
OPPh3 (2) using selected theoretical methods in combination with the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set. 
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Predictions made at MP2, RHF and MPW1K levels are in close to quantitative agreement 
with experiment, while the hybrid functionals B98 and B3LYP predict the 31P shift in 
phosphane oxide 2 to be too low. Given the slightly better predictive alue of DFT methods 
over RHF in previous studies[9n] and taking into account the high price of MP2 calculations 
we will continue with MPW1K as the preferred choice for further studies. We also note that 
predicted shifts for the C3 conformer are systematically lower (and thus inferor) than those 
predicted for the C1 conformer. The triple zeta 6-311+G(d,p) basis set used in the shift 
calculations in Fig. 2.2 is known to provide good results for structural and energetic data of 
molecular systems,[18] but may not be the ideal choice for the prediction of NMR chemical 
shifts. The dependence of the 31P chemical shifts calculated for phosphane oxide 2 with the 
MPW1K hybrid functional has therefore been analyzed using additional basis set variations. 
This includes on the smaller side the 3-21G and 6-31G(d) split valence basis sets often used 
for calculations on very large molecular systems, and on the larger side the 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
and IGLO-III basis sets. The members of the IGLO basis set family have been optimized for 
application in NMR and EPR calculations.[9h] The results obtained for all basis sets are shown 
in Fig. 2.3. 
 
 
Fig. 2.3 Theoretically calculated and experimentally measured values for the 31P resonance in 
OPPh3 (2) using selected basis sets in combination with the MPW1K density functional 
method. 
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The predictive value of the small basis set 3-21G is quite low. The basis set 6-31G(d), which 
has been used for geometry optimization, yields a surprisingly good prediction of the 31P shift 
in OPPh3, most likely due to adventitious error cancellation. Predictions made with the 6-
311+G(d,p) basis set can indeed be improved somewhat through inclusion of additional 
polarization functions (as in 6-311++G(2d,2p)) or the use of a specifically designed basis set 
such as IGLO-III. It can clearly be seen that the IGLO-III and 6-311++G(2d,2p) basis sets 
provide almost the same results for the systems under study. The wall-clock time for 
calculations with the IGLO-III basis set is twice as long as with the 6-311++G(2d,2p) basis 
and the 6-311++G(2d,2p) basis set will therefore be used as the preferred choice in all further 
calculations reported here (as has also been done in other recent studies).[9t, 9v] The basis set 
quality as probed through relative shift calculations for the exceedingly similar systems 1 and 
2 may not necessarily be the same if two structurally r ther different compounds of different 
sizes are compared. In order to analyze this point more clearly we have recalculated the shift 
of phosphane oxide 2 (C1 conformation) using the reference compounds 3 and 6. 
Trimethylphosphane (PMe3, 6) is significantly smaller than phosphane 1, but preserves the 
structural feature of three P–C bonds. Moreover, 31P NMR shifts measured for 6 give rather 
similar values of δ(31P, 6) = -61.0 ppm in benzene-d6
[19] and δ(31P, 6) = -61.6 ppm in 
chloroform-d1.
[20] The second reference compound phosphane (PH3, 3) is even smaller than 6 
and structurally even more dissimilar to 1. In contrast to these other reference compounds the 
31P NMR chemical shifts measured for 3 in solution depend on a number of experimental 
factors (temperature and concentration) as well as on the solvent. The value reported for 3 in 
benzene at 29 °C of δ(31P, 3) = -242 ppm[21] most closely approaches the conditions chosen 
for all other compounds used here, but we note that this value is distinctly different from the 
two values reported from gas phase measurements of δ(31P,3) = -254.2 ppm[21] and -266.1 
ppm.[22] The 31P chemical shift for phosphane oxide 2 calculated with reference to compounds 
1, 3, and 6 is graphically shown in Fig. 2.4 for the three larger basis sets used before in 
combination with the MPW1K functional. Using PMe3 (6) as the reference compound 
essentially identical 31P NMR shifts are calculated for 2 when using the 6-311+G(d,p), 6-
311++G(2d,2p) and IGLO-III basis sets. In contrast, when using PH3 (3) as the reference 
compound, significantly different 31P NMR shifts are calculated for 2 when using the smaller 
6-311+G(d,p) basis set as compared to the results obtained with the 6-311++G(2d,2p) and 
IGLO-III basis sets. This implies that relative shift calculations of compounds of exceedingly 
different sizes and structures may require more sophi ticated theoretical methods as the 
comparison of two compounds as similar as 1 and 2. 
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Fig. 2.4 Theoretically calculated and experimentally measured values for the 31P resonance in 
OPPh3 (2, C1) using selected basis sets and three different reference compounds in 
combination with the MPW1K density functional method. 
 
We conclude at this point that from the methods surveyed here the GIAO-MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) is the most appropriate for 31P shift predictions in large 
molecular systems. This approach was subsequently ts ed for a larger set of systems included 
in a previous methodological survey by van Wüllen[9n] (Table 2.1). To be consistent with this 
study PH3 (3) was selected as the reference compound. From this latter study we include in 
Table 2.1 only those methods with the best error statistics as quantified by the squared 
correlation coefficient (R2) and the mean absolute deviation (MAD = 1/nΣ|δexp – δcalc|) with 
respect to experimental values. In terms of these two error metrics the GIAO-MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) method employed here gives slightly better (slightly better R2, while MAD is 
0.7 ppm larger) results as compared to the GIAO-MP2/IGLO-II//BP/IGLO-II approach 
considered to be the most accurate in the van Wüllen study. As in this previous study we 
exclude the PN system from the error analysis. The correlation between 31P shifts measured 
experimentally and those calculated at the GIAO-MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) level is shown 
graphically in Fig. 2.5. Larger molecular systems are often conformationally quite flexible 
and the question naturally arises how to deal with this point in 31P NMR shift calculations. 
Assuming rapid interconversion between individual conformers (on the NMR time scale) it 
would seem obvious to calculate 31P NMR shifts as the Boltzmann-weighted average overall 
conformations. The shifts reported in Table 2.1 at the GIAO-MPW1K level were actually 
obtained by Boltzmann-averaging at 298.15 K using free energies obtained at the MP2(FC)/6-
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31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) level of theory. This latter method has been used recently in 
the accurate prediction of thermochemical data of a large set of N- and P-based Lewis 
bases.[5] To illustrate the importance of conformational aver ging already in gas phase 
calculations 31P shifts calculated for individual conformers of trimethoxyphosphane P(OMe)3 
(8) have been collected in Table 2.2 together with the respective relative free energies ∆G298. 
While the energetically most favorable conformers of 8 have almost the same 31P chemical 
shift at +155.9 and +152.5 ppm, respectively, this is not so for the conformation located 8.5 kJ 
mol-1 above the global minimum with a 31P chemical shift at +128.9 ppm. The Boltzmann 
weight of this conformer is quite low in the gas-phase and the average shift predicted as 
+154.4 ppm is thus quite close to the individual values for the best two conformers. However, 
solvent effects even in apolar organic media can be large enough to change the relative 
energies of individual conformers and can therefore lead to major changes in 31P NMR shifts. 
 
 
Fig. 2.5 Experimental 31P chemical shifts vs. calculated at the GIAO-MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) level of theory listed in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 31P NMR chemical shifts calculated at selected levels of theory in the gas phase 
using PH3  (3) as the reference system. 
 
a GIAO-MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d). b Results taken from ref. [9n]; basis set for NMR 
calculations: IGLO-II; geometries optimized at the BP/IGLO-II level. c PH3 (the reference compound) and PN 
(worst case in the present work as well as in ref. [9n]) have been excluded from the error analysis. 
 Method 
 
GIAO 
MPW1Ka 
IGLO 
BPb 
IGLO 
B3LYPb 
GIAO 
BPb 
GIAO 
B3LYPb 
GIAO 
MP2b 
Exp. 
Experimental 
conditions  
3 PH3 -266.1 -266.1 -266.1 -266.1 -266.1 -266.1 -266.1
 Gas-phase[22] 
4 PF3 +126.1 +113.8 +100.8 +132.5 +115.7 +109.7 +106
 Gas-phase[22] 
5 PCl3 +246.4 +244.3 +236.9 +269.9 +259.6 +224.9 +217
 Gas-phase[22] 
6 P(CH3)3 -77.8 -69.1 -73.9 -53.8 -58.4 -75 -63
 Gas-phase[22] 
7 P(iC3H7)3 +2.8 +15.5 +11.4 +31.8 +27.3 +10.6 +19.3 Benzene-d6
[23] 
8 P(OCH3)3 +154.4 +115 +109 +137.9 +128.4 +129.3 +140 Toluene-d8
[24] 
9 OP(CH3)3 +13.1 -5.7 -6.7 +19.1 +14 +18.7 +32 Benzene
[25] 
10 OP(OCH3)3 +4.5 -34.4 -37 -9.1 -16.7 -5 +3.7 Benzene
[26] 
11 Si(PH2)4 -236.5 -223.5 -228.9 -219.5 -226 -243.1 -205 Benzene-d6
[27] 
12 Cr(CO)5(PH3) -127.5 -150.5 -143.3 -128.6 -123 -176.7 -130 Benzene-d6
[28] 
13 PH4
+ -128.0 -151.4 -156 -122.8 -128.9 -127.6 -105 Methanol[29] 
14 P(CH3)4
+ +13.2 +2.5 -2.9 +30.4 +22.1 +12.5 +25.1 DMSO[30] 
15 PF6
- -138.7 -119.9 -140.8 -95.1 -120.2 -119.5 -146 Benzene-d6
[31] 
16 P4 -584.2 -512.9 -524.1 -516.7 -532.5 -549.1 -552 Gas-phase
[32] 
17 PN +366.4 +307.8 +325.5 +326.1 +342.7 +202.2 +275 Gas-phase[33] 
          
R2 c 0.9953 0.9805 0.9856 0.9842 0.9890 0.9907    
MAD  c (ppm) 17.2 24.5 23.4 19.5 16.5 16.5    
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Table 2.2 Individual conformations of P(OMe)3 (8) used in Boltzmann-averaged 
31P chemical 
shift calculations. 
 
 
 
 
 
8_1 8_2 8_3 
 
 
 
   
 ∆G298, 
kJ/mol 
δ
a, ppm 
8_1 0.0 +155.9 
8_2 2.6 +152.5 
8_3 8.5 +128.9 
8_4 15.4 +174.6 
8_5 32.4 +121.0 
8_4 8_5    
 
a Relative to PH3. 
 
With a protocol in hand for the calculation of gas phase 31P chemical shifts of large molecular 
structures (GIAO-MPW1K/6-311++(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d)), we can address the question 
of how to account for solvent effects in a systematic manner. We compare in the following 
two different approaches to account for solvent effects: (a) use of the Polarizable Continuum 
Model (PCM) in combination with NMR shift calculations (solution model 1); and (b) 
inclusion of one explicit solvent molecule in the gometry optimization of the substrate and 
subsequent NMR shift calculations on this solvent/solute complex using the PCM continuum 
solvation model at the stage of NMR shift calculations (solution model 2). These two models 
have been tested on a set of systems for which there ar  data measured in solvents of different 
polarities (chloroform-d1 and benzene-d6) and which cover a large range of 
31P NMR 
chemical shifts (from -50 to +160 ppm). In order to avoid problems associated with the 
solution phase properties of PH3 (3) all calculations have been performed using Ph3P (1) as 
the reference system. As one can see from the data presented in Table 2.3 and in Fig. 2.6 and 
2.7 the best results are obtained using solution model 2, where a combination of explicit and 
continuum solvation is employed. Use of the PCM continuum solvation model alone is 
particularly unsatisfactory for phosphane oxides 2 and 9. The large solvent effects observed 
for this latter class of compounds even for a low polarity solvent such as chloroform are 
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clearly due to specific hydrogen bonding interactions between the phosphane oxide oxygen 
atom and the chloroform C–H bond (Fig. 2.8). Our observation is in accordance with the 
recently demonstrated insufficiency of PCM models for systems with strong directional 
solvent–solute interactions.[34]  
 
Table 2.3 Experimentally measured and theoretically calculated 31P NMR chemical shifts in 
the gas phase and in solution using PPh3 (1) as the reference system. 
System 31P NMR chemical shift Solvent 
  Gas-phase 
Solution 
model 1 
Solution 
model 2 
Exp.  
1 PPh3 -4.7 -4.7 -4.7 -4.7 Chloroform-d
[12] 
  -4.7 -4.7 -4.7 -4.7 Benzene-d6
[11] 
2 OPPh3 +24.1 +26.6 +29.6 +29.7 Chloroform-d1
[12] 
  +24.1 +26.6 +25.4 +24.7 Benzene-d6
[13] 
8 P(OCH3)3 +166.6 +166.9 +167.3 +142 Chloroform
[35] 
9 OP(CH3)3 +25.3 +29.8 +36.3 +39.3 Chloroform-d1
[25] 
  +25.3 +28.5 +27.3 +32.0 Benzene-d6
[25] 
10 OP(OCH3)3 +16.7 +16.7 +15.9 +3.0 Chloroform-d1
[26] 
  +16.7 +16.6 +14.6 +3.7 Benzene-d6
[26] 
18 [PPh3Me
+]I - +15.5 +17.1 +23.1 +22.2 Chloroform-d1
[36] 
19 PBr2Ph +175.4 +176.7 +173.8 +150.7 Chloroform-d1
[37] 
20 P
O O
N  
+160.7 +163.5 +161.8 +139.0 Chloroform-d1
[38] 
21 
P1 P2
I
 
-56.3 -55.1 -54.1 -50.6(P1) Chloroform-d1
[39] 
+27.4 +25.1 +24.7 +18.1(P2) Chloroform-d1
[39] 
22 P NN
 
+61.5 +64.7 +62.8 +53.1 Chloroform-d1
[40] 
       
 R2 a 0.9811 0.9859 0.9912   
 MAD a (ppm) 11.9 11.4 9.6   
a PPh3 (the reference system) has been excluded from the error analysis. 
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Fig. 2.6 Experimental chemical shifts vs. calculated using solution model 1 for the 
compounds listed in Table 2.3. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.7 Experimental chemical shifts vs. calculated using solution model 2 for the 
compounds listed in Table 2.3. 
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1*CHCl 3 2*CHCl 3 
 
Fig. 2.8 Energetically most favorable complexes of PPh3 (1) and OPPh3 (2) with CHCl3 as 
obtained at the MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) level of theory. 
 
It was mentioned before that conformational averaging is an important step in the process of 
chemical shift calculations inasmuch as the shifts depend dramatically on the conformational 
state of the molecule. The effects of conformational mobility on the calculated solution phase 
31P shifts will here be exemplified by a closer look at system 22. After gas-phase geometry 
optimization at the MPW1K/6-31G(d) level 10 individual conformations have been identified 
as true minima. Chemical shift calculations at the GIAO-MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) level and 
single point calculations at the MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) level have 
subsequently been performed for all ten structures in order to calculate 31P NMR shifts and 
relative free energies ∆G298 in the gas-phase and in solution (model 1). The results of this 
exercise as collected in Table 2.4 show the first three conformers 22_1 to 22_3 (shown 
graphically in Fig. 2.9) to be energetically accessible at a temperature of 298.15 K. It is quite 
remarkable to see that the 31P NMR shifts calculated in the gas phase and in the presence of 
the PCM continuum model (for CHCl3 as the solvent) hardly differ. The shifts vary largely for 
individual conformers from +50.7 ppm (conformer 22_2) to +102.4 ppm (conformer 22_8). 
The difference between the Boltzmann-averaged 31P NMR shifts predicted for the gas-phase 
(+61.5 ppm) and for CHCl3 solution (+64.7 ppm) is thus solely due to changes in the 
Boltzmann-weights of individual conformers. In addition to relative energies obtained at the 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) level Table 2.4 shows also values from single-
point calculations at the MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) level of theory which 
accompany the chemical shift calculations. Boltzmann- veraged 31P NMR shifts found using 
DFT energies are also listed in Table 2.4. 
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Table 2.4 Chemical shifts and energetic characteristics for all conformations of the system 22 
calculated for the gas phase and in solution (CHCl3, solution model 1). 
Conformation 
Chem. shifta, ppm 
Free energies, kJ mol-1 
MPW1K MP2 
Gas-phase b 
Solution 
model 1c 
∆G298 
d 
∆G298,CHCl3
e 
∆G298 
f 
∆G298,CHCl3
g 
22_1 +66.6 +66.3 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22_2 +50.7 +51.2 0.0 1.0 1.1 3.8 
22_3 +87.0 +87.2 12.7 11.4 6.9 7.3 
22_4 +85.6 +86.4 13.7 12.8 14.1 15.0 
22_5 +80.0 +80.8 15.4 14.1 16.5 16.9 
22_6 +84.7 +84.3 21.6 18.1 19.7 17.9 
22_7 +100.5 +100.3 20.6 17.6 19.9 18.6 
22_8 +102.4 +102.6 19.6 19.2 17.4 18.7 
22_9 +80.4 +80.8 15.5 18.4 17.8 22.4 
22_10 +87.3 +87.5 39.9 35.9 32.0 29.6 
       
<δ> h   +56.3 +60.6 +61.5 +64.7 
a Relative to PPh3. 
b GIAO-MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p).  
c GIAO-MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p). d MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p), 
free en. corr.: MPW1K/6-31G(d). e MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d, p), free 
en. corr.: MPW1K/6-31G(d). f MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d), free en. corr.: MPW1K/6-31G(d). g 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d)+PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p), free en. corr.: 
MPW1K/6-31G(d). h Boltzmann-averaged chemical shift. 
 
 
22_1 22_2 22_3 
 
Fig. 2.9 Structures of the three most stable conformations of system 22. 
 
The ten gas-phase conformers of 22 were subsequently used to calculate 31P NMR shifts with 
solvent model 2, in which explicit chloroform molecules were placed in close vicinity of the 
phosphorous atom and π-bond, where intermolecular solute/solvent interaction is most likely. 
The solvent–substrate complexes obtained after geometry optimization illustrate, however, 
that no close contacts are possible between CHCl3 solvent molecules and the central 
phosphorous atom due to severe steric effects. The two energetically most favorable 
complexes identified in these studies are shown in Fig. 2.10. Relative energies and individual 
31P NMR shifts for all complexes are collected in Table 2.5. Surveying the chemical shifts 
calculated for individual conformers in Table 2.5 we note again a large dispersion of shift 
values. The Boltzmann-averaged chemical shift (based on MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p) free 
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energies) obtained with solution model 2 for chlorof m is +62.8 ppm. Whether to use other 
relative energies in the Boltzmann-averaging procedur  was tested by using free energies 
derived from MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) single point calculations, but the relative weights of 
individual conformers are not decisively different wi h this choice (Table 2.5). How much of 
this effort is required? Selecting from Table 2.5 only those CHCl3 complexes derived from the 
three most stable gas-phase conformations 22_1 through 22_3 the Boltzmann-averaged 
chemical shift was found to be hardly changed at +62.6 ppm. For this smaller set of structures 
basis set effects in the MP2(FC) energy calculations were also explored, but the changes in 
the predicted chemical shift were rather minor (vide Table 2.5.1). 
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22_1*CHCl3_1 22_1*CHCl3_2 
 
Fig. 2.10 Complexes between the most stable conformation of system 22 and chloroform. 
 
Table 2.5 Chemical shifts and energetic characteristics for solvent–solute complexes of 22 
with CHCl3 as employed for solvent model 2. 
Complex 
Chem. shift 
ppma 
Free energies, kJ mol-1 
MPW1K/ 
6-311++G(2d,2p) 
MP2(FC)/ 
6-31+G(2d,p) 
∆G298 
b ∆G298,CHCl3 
c ∆G298 
d ∆G298,CHCl3 
e 
22_1*CHCl3_1 +62.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22_1*CHCl3_2 +65.9 5.8 4.5 4.9 3.5 
22_2*CHCl3_1 +52.1 2.9 5.7 4.0 6.7 
22_2*CHCl3_2 +50.8 3.9 1.8 11.8 9.7 
22_3*CHCl3_1 +82.7 13.6 14.9 9.8 11.1 
22_7*CHCl3_2 +98.7 15.9 13.5 14.9 12.6 
22_3*CHCl3_2 +85.1 17.0 13.4 17.7 14.1 
22_4*CHCl3_1 +83.4 13.8 15.6 16.2 18.0 
22_9*CHCl3_1 +76.6 14.1 15.8 17.8 19.5 
22_6*CHCl3_1 +78.2 19.0 19.1 19.5 19.6 
22_7*CHCl3_1 +94.5 17.3 17.6 19.9 20.1 
22_5*CHCl3_1 +78.1 15.0 17.3 18.5 20.8 
22_5*CHCl3_2 +78.9 18.5 13.9 26.0 21.4 
22_8*CHCl3_1 +95.3 19.3 21.3 19.5 21.5 
22_4*CHCl3_2 +84.1 17.9 13.8 25.8 21.7 
22_6*CHCl3_2 +84.3 26.0 22.6 26.9 23.6 
22_9*CHCl3_2 +78.7 18.0 14.6 27.2 23.9 
22_8*CHCl3_2 +101.0 24.5 21.6 29.3 26.3 
22_10*CHCl3_1 +83.0 42.1 40.4 34.2 32.5 
22_10*CHCl3_2 +86.3 45.2 41.6 40.7 37.1 
      
<δ>  f  +59.5 +59.4 +61.6 +62.8 
a Relative to PPh3, GIAO-MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p).  
b MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p), free en. corr.: MPW1K/6-31G(d). 
c MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d, p), free en. corr.: MPW1K/6-31G(d). d 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d), free en. corr.: MPW1K/6-31G(d).  
e MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p), free en. corr.: 
MPW1K/6-31G(d). f Boltzmann-averaged chemical shift. 
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Table 2.5.1 Chemical shifts and energetic characteristics for solvent-solute complexes of 22 
with CHCl3 as employed for solvent model 2. 
Complex 
Chem. 
shift 
ppma 
Free energies, kJ/mol 
MPW1K/ 
6-311++G(2d,2p) 
MP2(FC)/ 
6-31+G(2d,p) 
MP2(FC)/ 
G3MP2large 
∆G298 
b 
∆G298, 
CHCl3 
c 
∆G298 
d 
∆G298, 
CHCl3 
e 
∆G298 
f 
∆G298, 
CHCl3 
g 
22_1*CHCl3_1 +62.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22_1*CHCl3_2 +65.9 5.8 4.5 4.9 3.5 5.7 4.4 
22_2*CHCl3_1 +52.1 2.9 5.7 4.0 6.7 4.0 6.7 
22_2*CHCl3_2 +50.8 3.9 1.8 11.8 9.7 12.0 10.0 
22_3*CHCl3_1 +82.7 13.6 14.9 9.8 11.1 11.7 13.0 
22_3*CHCl3_2 +85.1 17.0 13.4 17.7 14.1 19.8 16.2 
        
<δ> g  +59.2 +59.1 +61.5 +62.6 +61.2 +62.3 
a relative to PPh3, GIAO-MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p); 
b MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p), free en. corr.: MPW1K/6-31G(d); c MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p), free en. corr.: MPW1K/6-31G(d); d MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d), free en. corr.: 
MPW1K/6-31G(d); e MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p), 
free en. corr.: MPW1K/6-31G(d); e MP2(FC)/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31G(d), free en. corr.: MPW1K/6-
31G(d); f MP2(FC)/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p), free en. corr.: 
MPW1K/6-31G(d); g Boltzmann-averaged chemical shift 
 
One additional technical issue arises for ion pair system 21, where 31P NMR calculations can 
be performed either for the full ion pair or for the phosphonium portion alone. Gas and 
solution phase calculations have been performed for both of these choices. The results 
compiled in Fig. 2.11 clearly illustrate that accurate predictions require the consideration of 
the full system. The difference for the theoretical and experimental chemical shifts of the 
phosphane atom P1 is small, while it is quite large for the phosphonium atom P2. Similar 
results have been obtained for system 18, where application of solution model 2 to the bare 
phosphonium cation (PPh3Me
+) leads to a calculated chemical shift of +27.4 ppm, which is 
5.2 ppm larger than the experimental value of +22.2 ppm. Consideration of the full ion pair 
through inclusion of the iodide counter ion shifts the predicted chemical shift for 18 
considerably to +23.1 ppm, just 0.9 ppm away from the experimental value. 
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Fig. 2.11 31P NMR chemical shifts (relative to PPh3) calculated for ion-pair system 21 in the 
presence and the absence of the iodide counter ion. 
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2.1.3. Conclusions 
1. The MPW1K functional in combination with the GIAO scheme represents a good 
basis for gas-phase and condensed-phase calculations of 31P NMR chemical shifts for 
large molecular systems. Predictions with other hybrid functionals (such as B98 or 
B3LYP) appear to be less reliable, while predictions at the MP2 level are significantly 
more expensive.  
2. The IGLO-III and 6-311++G(2d,2p) basis sets in combination with GIAO-MPW1K 
provide 31P NMR chemical shift predictions with good accuracy. Smaller basis sets 
provide systematically inferior predictions. 
3. The 31P NMR shifts calculated for individual conformers vary largely, emphasizing 
the need for Boltzmann-averaging over the full conformational space of the system. 
4. 31P NMR chemical shifts in solution are best predicted by including explicit solvent 
molecules at the stage of geometry optimization and by performing the GIAO shift 
calculations in the presence of the PCM/UAHF continuum solvation model. 
5. Accurate prediction of 31P NMR chemical shifts of ion pair systems require 
consideration of the full system. 
 
Finally, in view of the considerably different chemical shifts obtained with different 
reference compounds it appears that accurate predictions can only be made through relative 
shift calculations of two structurally and chemically closely related systems. This requirement 
may reflect the fact that several factors are not accounted for in the current computational 
approach. This includes the known concentration- and temperature-dependence of 
experimentally measured 31P spectra as well as the neglect of solvent magnetic polarizability 
effects in the current form of the PCM continuum solvation model.[10b, 10c] 
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2.2. Application of the Proposed Approach to the MBH reaction  
 
2.2.1. Introduction 
Having at disposal a reliable approach for 31P NMR chemical shift prediction of large 
organophosphorus compounds in solution, it has been decided to apply it to the already 
mentioned Morita-Bayllis-Hillman reaction (MBH). It is one of the most important processes 
in modern organocatalysis and, in spite of the fact tha  many experimental and computational 
studies have been performed in this field (in following chapters this point will arise again), it 
still poses a number of mechanistically related questions. Obviously, the detection of MBH 
reaction intermediates would be the best way to clarify the mechanism. And since phosphanes 
are very popular catalysts for MBH reactions, the 31P NMR spectroscopy could serve as a 
suitable analytical method and the theoretical support could be helpful in order to assign the 
measured chemical shifts. Recently a series of 31P NMR experiments to monitor MBH 
reaction intermediates has been done by Dr. Yinghao Liu.[41] Three types of signals have been 
found for the mixture of PPh3 (catalyst) with methyl vinyl ketone (MVK) dissolved in CDCl3: 
-4.7 ppm (PPh3), +29.5 ppm (identical to Ph3PO) and signals group around -60 ppm of 
unclear nature (Fig. 2.12a). If p-nitrophenol (PNP) is added to the mixture of PPh3 and MVK 
in CDCl3, a new signal appears at +25.72 ppm, in addition to the signal for PPh3 at -4.7 ppm 
(Fig. 2.12b). It has been assigned to intermediate 24 (Scheme 2.1) via additional 1H NMR and 
2D NMR experiments.  
 
O
PPh3 +
CDCl3, rt
OH
NO2O PPh3
CDCl3, rt
O
NO2
+
O PPh3
CDCl3, rt
OH
NO2
+
O PPh3
23 24 25  
Scheme 2.1 Protonation/deprotonation equilibria in the mixture of PPh3, MVK and PNP in 
CDCl3.  
 
The equilibrium between zwitterionic intermediate 23 (considered to be a key-
intermediate in MBH catalytic cycle), cation 24 and ylid 25, shown in Scheme 2.1, will be 
discussed in detail in the following chapters. Here th  results of the proposed computational 
scheme of 31P NMR chemical shift for these intermediates are presented. Later a hypothesis 
about group of signals around -60 ppm will be also suggested.  
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Fig. 2.12a The 31P NMR of PPh3 (0.32 M) and MVK (3.2 M) in CDCl3 after 50 mins. 
Measured by Dr. Yinghao Liu[41] 
 
 
Fig. 2.12b The 31P NMR of PPh3 (0.32 M), PNP (0.48 M) and MVK (3.2 M) in CDCl3 after 5 
mins. Measured by Dr. Yinghao Liu[41] 
 
 
 
 
 
+29.5 -4.7 -60.0 
+25.7 -4.7 
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2.2.2. Results and Discussion 
 In compliance with the suggested computational scheme, we have first optimized the 
structures of cation 24 at MPW1K/6-31G(d) level of theory and 4 minima have been found. 
The second step is the explicit consideration of the solvent molecule (here it is chloroform) by 
forming solute*solvent complexes. In Table 2.6 we show the structure of the most stable 
conformation of the solute*solvent complex as it has been found at MP2(FC)/6-
31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-
31G(d) (gas-phase geometries, single point calculation of solvent effect) level together with 
the relative free energies for all four found minima and their 31P NMR chemicals shifts 
calculated at GIAO-MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) (NMR calculations in 
combination with the PCM model), where the PPh3*CHCl3 complex was used as the 
reference system. One can see from the structure shown in Table 2.6, that the best 
conformation of 24*CHCl3 is stabilized by formation of two hydrogen bonds – one between 
the carbonyl oxygen atom and one of the phenyl ring hydrogen atom (r(O-H) = 2.291 Å), and 
one between this oxygen atom and the hydrogen atom of the chloroform molecule (r(O-H) = 
2.166 Å).  
 
Table 2.6 Calculated relative free energies and chemical shifts for 4 individual conformations 
of the solute*solvent complexes of cation 24 with CHCl3 and the structure of the most stable 
complex. 
 
∆G298,CHCl3
a/kJ mol-1 δb/ppm 
0.0 28.0 
2.7 32.6 
4.4 28.0 
5.4 29.5 
a MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d), 
free en. corr.: MPW1K/6-31G(d). b Relative to PPh3*CHCl3, GIAO-MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-
31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d). 
 
The Boltzmann-averaged chemical shift from these four complexes is +29.0 ppm. If 
we compare this result with the experimental value of +25.7 ppm, the question immediately 
arises whether it is possible to improve the calcultions. One of the critical points for 31P 
NMR calculation is that the reference system and the system we are interested in should be 
2.
16
6 
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chemically closely related – as was shown before fo the Ph3P/Ph3PO pair. Ph3P 1 and the 
cation 24 seem to be an adequate pair for the 31P NMR chemical shift calculations too, and we 
have therefore decided to go forward with the computation, taking into account another aspect 
– the importance to include the counterion in an ion pair 31P NMR chemical shift calculation. 
In our case the counterion is p-nitrophenolate anion and several ion/anion structural 
combinations are conceivable for the respective ion pairs. These may include contact pairs 
such as 26, in which the phenolate interacts with cation 24 through C-H bond contacts, or 
actual adducts such as 27, in which the phenolate is attached to the phosphorus atom through 
a new bond (vide Scheme 2.2) 
 
P
Ph
PhPh
O
O
H
H
H
H
R2
P
Ph
Ph
Ph
O
H
H
H
H
O R2
2726
D(C1C2C3P) = α
C3
C2
C1
P
 
 
Scheme 2.2 Different structural variants of ion pair between cation 24 and phenolate. 
 
Molecules of 26 type have 31P NMR chemical shifts in the range of +20 - +40 ppm,[42] while 
for the case of 27 the 31P NMR chemical shift is totally different and can amount to -50 – -60 
ppm.[42] Thus, the system can change structure from tetrahed l (26-type molecules) to 
trigonal-bipyramidal (the limit case of 27 if the dihedral angle α (vide Scheme 2.2) amounts to 
zero). Relying on the previously optimized conformations of the cation 24, a host of probable 
complexes of both types was constructed, including also one molecule of chloroform, whose 
position was determined following the electrostatic potential. Fig. 2.13 collects the chemical 
shifts, relative free energies and magnitudes of distance between phosphorus atom and oxygen 
atom of phenolate for the ten most stable conformations of the full ion pair and the most 
important conformations (the largest weight in the Boltzmann averaging) are cross-hatched. 
One can see that chemical shift values change almost synchronously with the r(P-O) distance 
and dihedral angle α magnitudes. Fig. 2.14a shows the structures of the four most stable 
conformations cross-hatched in Fig 2.13.  As one can see the global minimum is found to be 
26-type molecule though three other minima are 27-type.  
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Fig. 2.13 Calculated 31P NMR chemical shifts (relative to PPh3*CHCl3, GIAO-MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-
31G(d) combined with relative free energies (MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d), free en. corr.: MPW1K/6-
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31G(d); ten most stable conformations), distances between phosphorus atom and oxygen atom 
of phenolate anion and dihedral angles α (vide Scheme 2.2) for different variants of the 
complex between cation 24, p-nitrophenolate anion and chloroform.  
 
 
 
24*ArO*CHCl 3_1 24*ArO*CHCl 3_2 
∆G298,CHCl3 = 0.0 ∆G298,CHCl3 = 1.7 
δ = +31.4 ppm δ = +22.7 ppm 
  
24*ArO*CHCl 3_3 24*ArO*CHCl 3_4 
∆G298,CHCl3 = 3.7 ∆G298,CHCl3 = 3.9 
δ = +18.4 ppm δ = +22.5 ppm 
 
Fig. 2.14a Structures of the four most stable conformations of the complexes between cation 
24, p-nitrophenolate anion and chloroform optimized at the MPW1K/6-31G(d), the relative 
free energies (∆G298,CHCl3) of these four complexes found at the  
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/ 
6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) with free en. corr. at the MPW1K/6-31G(d) and  31P 
NMR chemical shifts (δ) found  relative to PPh3*CHCl3 at  the GIAO-MPW1K/ 
6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) level. 
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The tight ion pairs of type 27 (r(P-O) ~2 Å), maximally close to the trigonal bipyramid (α < 
12°) are also found to be minima, but much less stable (> 17 kJ mol-1 less stable than global 
minimum). The structures of the most stable such complexes are shown in Fig. 2.14b. 
 
  
24*ArO*CHCl 3_5 24*ArO*CHCl 3_6 
∆G298,CHCl3 = +17.6 kJ mol
-1 ∆G298,CHCl3 = +26.8 kJ mol
-1 
δ = -35.1 ppm δ = -68.8 ppm 
α = 11.6 ° α = 8.9 ° 
 
Fig. 2.14b Structure of the most stable 27-type tight complexes between cation 24, p-
nitrophenolate anion and chloroform (MPW1K/6-31G(d)); the relative to global minimum 
24*ArO*CHCl 3_1 free energy (∆G298,CHCl3) found at the MP2(FC)/6-
31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-
31G(d), free en. corr.: MPW1K/6-31G(d) level of theory and 31P NMR chemical shift (δ) 
found relative to PPh3*CHCl3 at GIAO-MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) level. 
 
As compared to 24*ArO*CHCl 3_2 (Fig. 2.14a) there is a dramatic change in chemical shift 
value. One can also see that the CHCl3 molecule forms hydrogen bonds differently in these 3 
complexes. In 24*ArO*CHCl 3_2 and 24*ArO*CHCl 3_5 CHCl3 forms a hydrogen bond 
with the phenolate oxygen of 1.928 Å and 2.290 Å length respectively. In 24*ArO*CHCl 3_6 
the CHCl3 changes its position forming a hydrogen bond with the carbonyl oxygen atom 
(2.040 Å). Thus, with moving the CHCl3 molecule away from the phenolate oxygen atom, the 
P-B distances, the out-of-plane angles α, 31P NMR chemical shifts and relative stability are 
decreasing sharply. The geometric and energetic data together with 31P NMR chemical shifts 
for all discussed complexes are collected in the Table 2.7, each of the complexes is assigned 
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to the 26 or 27 type in accordance with the Scheme 2.2. One can see the “out-of-plane” angle 
α and P-O distance changes going from the tetrahedral complex to the trigonal bipyramid and 
the sharp jumps in the 31P NMR chemical shift values.  
  
Table 2.7 Geometric, energetic and 31P NMR chemical shift data for 6 complexes between 
cation 24, p-nitrophenolate anion and chloroform.  
Name r(P-O), Åa α, ° b δ, ppm c 
∆G298,CHCl3, 
kJ mol-1 d 
Type e 
24*ArO*CHCl3_1  3.960 36.1 +31.4 0.0 26 
24*ArO*CHCl3_2  2.747 25.5 +22.7 1.7 27 
24*ArO*CHCl3_3  2.639 24.5 +18.4 3.7 27 
24*ArO*CHCl3_4  2.759 25.3 +22.5 3.9 27 
24*ArO*CHCl3_5  2.091 11.6 -35.1 17.6 27 
24*ArO*CHCl3_6  1.922 8.9 -68.8 26.8 27 
a Distance between phosphorus atom and oxygen atom of phenolate anion. b dihedral angle in accordance with 
the Scheme 2.2. c calculated relative to PPh3*CHCl3 at GIAO-MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) level. d MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d), free en. corr.: MPW1K/6-31G(d). e in accordance 
with the Scheme 2.2. 
 
The final step of the 31P NMR chemical shift computation is Boltzmann averaging using all 
found minima in this case yielding a 31P NMR chemical shift value of +26.6 ppm. This result 
is quite interesting, since it is only 0.9 ppm higher than the experimental result of +25.7 ppm. 
It should be emphasized, that the Boltzmann averaging is obligatory and involving only the 
global minimum is not enough, since the global minium is calculated to have a 31P NMR 
chemical shift of +31.4 ppm being quite far away from the experimental value. Toste et al. 
have detected for the phosphonium salts 28 and 29 (Scheme 2.3) the 31P NMR chemical shift 
of +33 ppm.[3b]  
 
O
Me3P
O
Cl
PMe3
HCl
29
PMe3
CH3OHMe3P
O
CH3O
28  
Scheme 2.3 Formation of phosphonium salt studied by Toste et al. 
 
The latter coincides with the global minimum found i  the present work (24*ArO*CHCl 3_1, 
+31.4 ppm) and other less stable minima (vide Fig. 2.13). Hypothetically, for the system 
studied by Toste et al., the complexes with interaction between phosphorus atom and 
counterion via formation of trigonal-bipyramidal complexes of 27 are less stable and do not 
play a substantial role in the Boltzmann-averaging. 
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In accordance with Scheme 2.1 the cation 24 is in equilibrium with the zwitterionic 
intermediate 23 and ylid 25. Since the 31P NMR chemical shift computational scheme is 
efficient for 24, the calculations have been extended to systems 23 and 25. Results of 
application of the solution model 2 to 23 and 25 are presented in Tables 2.8 and 2.9 
respectively. The Boltzmann-averaged chemical shifts for system 23 amounts to +22.6 ppm 
and for system 25 to +25.8 ppm. 
 
Table 2.8 Calculated relative free energies and chemical shifts for 4 individual conformations 
of the solute*solvent complexes of 23 with CHCl3 and the structure of the most stable 
complex. 
 
Ph2P
O
H
H
CCl3
 
∆G298,CHCl3
a/ 
kJ mol-1 
δ
b/ppm 
0.0 +23.4 
3.5 +19.3 
18.7 +1.9 
29.7 -7.1 
  <δ> = +22.6 
a MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d), 
free en. corr.: MPW1K/6-31G(d). b Relative to PPh3*CHCl3, GIAO-MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-
31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d). 
 
Table 2.9 Calculated relative free energies and chemical shifts for 12 individual 
conformations of the solute*solvent complexes of 25 with CHCl3 and the structure of the 
most stable complex. 
 
Ph2P
O
H
H
Cl3C
 
∆G298,CHCl3
a/
kJ mol-1 
δ
b/ppm 
0.0 +25.0 
1.9 +27.8 
4.9 +27.9 
7.0 +23.1 
8.7 +24.7 
8.7 +25.1 
8.8 +25.0 
10.7 +21.1 
12.2 +23.4 
12.6 +23.7 
22.0 +22.3 
24.7 +20.5 
  <δ> = +25.8 
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a MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d), 
free en. corr.: MPW1K/6-31G(d). b Relative to PPh3*CHCl3, GIAO-MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-
31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d). 
  
Addition of the phenolate anion into calculation of the 31P NMR chemical shift for the 
system 24 changes the calculated value of the shift substantially. In the experiment the 
presence of phenol is also necessary to detect the chemical shift of +25.7 ppm.[41] It has also 
been found, that geometries and energies of the MBH reaction intermediates are strongly 
influenced by the intermolecular interactions with the phenol, this will be in detail discussed 
in the following chapters of this work. In order toake into account the mentioned 
observations, the systems 23 and 25 have been recalculated considering the phenol molecule 
in the same way as it has been done for the cation 24. The structures of the most stable 
conformations for both systems 23 and 25 are shown in Fig.2.15. The consideration of the 
phenol molecule leads to very different values of the chemical shifts as compared to the 
model, where phenol is neglected. The Boltzmann-averaged 31P NMR chemical shift for the 
phenol/chloroform complex with system 23 amounts to -12.0 ppm and for the system 25 to 
+34.3 ppm. The shift values are very different compared to those obtained by neglecting the 
phenol molecule, thus the influence of phenol on the geometries and related properties (e.g. 
31P NMR) is dramatic.  
 
 
 
 
23*ArOH*CHCl 3_1 23*ArOH*CHCl 3_2 23*ArOH*CHCl 3_3 
∆G298,CHCl3 = 0.0 kJ mol
-1 ∆G298,CHCl3 = +6.7 kJ mol
-1 ∆G298,CHCl3 = +16.8 kJ mol
-1 
δ = -13.5 ppm δ = +10.1 ppm δ = +18.0 ppm 
 
Fig. 2.15a Structures of the three most stable conformations of the complexes between 23, p-
nitrophenol and chloroform optimized at the MPW1K/6-31G(d), the relative free energies 
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(∆G298,CHCl3) of these four complexes found at the MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-
31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) with free en. corr. at 
the MPW1K/6-31G(d) and  31P NMR chemical shifts (δ) found  relative to PPh3*CHCl3 at  the 
GIAO-MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d)) level. 
 
 
 
25*ArOH*CHCl 3_1 25*ArOH*CHCl 3_2 
∆G298,CHCl3 = 0.0 kJ mol
-1 ∆G298,CHCl3 = +8.6 kJ mol
-1 
δ = +34.4 ppm δ = +33.3 ppm 
Fig. 2.15b Structures of the two most stable conformations of the complexes between 25, p-
nitrophenol and chloroform optimized at the MPW1K/6-31G(d), the relative free energies 
(∆G298,CHCl3) of these four complexes found at the MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-
31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) with free en. corr. at 
the MPW1K/6-31G(d) and  31P NMR chemical shifts (δ) found  relative to PPh3*CHCl3 at  the 
GIAO-MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) level. 
 
Finally there are three values of 31P NMR chemical shifts for the three studied 
systems: +26.6 ppm for the phosphonium salt 24*ArO*CHCl 3, -12.0 ppm for the zwitterionic 
intermediate 23*ArOH*CHCl 3 and +34.3 ppm for the ylid 25*ArOH*CHCl 3. A comparison 
of these three values suggests that the experimentally detected +25.7 ppm 31P NMR chemical 
shift should belong to the phosphonium salt 24*ArO*CHCl 3. But a question arises: Why is in 
the experiment only the shift of +26.6 ppm detected an  no signals for systems 23 and 25? In 
Fig 2.16 the relative free energies are shown for all three systems (the best conformations are 
taken).  
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Fig. 2.16. Comparison of the relative free energies ∆G298,CHCl3 for the systems 
24*ArO*CHCl 3, 23*ArOH*CHCl 3 and 25*ArOH*CHCl 3, the relative free energies 
(∆G298,CHCl3) of these four complexes found at the MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-
31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) level with free en. 
corr. at the MPW1K/6-31G(d). 
 
Easy to see, that 31P NMR detection of only system 24 correlates with the stability of 
this system as compared to the zwitterionic and the ylid intermediates. The protonated 
intermediate complex is substantially more stable than the zwitterionic intermediate (+15 kJ 
mol-1) and the ylid (+68 kJ mol-1). Shi et al. have studied the reaction between MVK and 
Lewis base 30 (Scheme 2.4).[43]  
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Scheme 2.4 Formation of the zwitterionic intermediate 31 from MVK and Lewis base 30 
suggested by Shi et al.[43] 
 
A 31P NMR signal at +25.3 ppm has been detected and “believed to correspond to” the 
zwitterionic intermediate 31. Noteworthy to say, that we also have found conformations of the 
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system 23*ArOH*CHCl 3 with 
31P NMR chemical shifts in the range of 24 – 26 ppm, but 
these complexes are more than 20 kJ mol-1 less stable as compared to the global minimum 
23*ArOH*CHCl 3_1 shown in Fig. 2.15a. Finally, one can state that for the system in the 
present study study the +25.5 ppm (experimental detection by Liu[41]) and +26.6 ppm (the 
calculations) correspond to the protonated intermediat  and not to the ylid or zwitterionic 
intermediate.  
Additional questions may arise for the group of signals at around -60 ppm, which 
accompany the signals of Ph3P and Ph3PO in the reaction of PPh3 and MVK in CDCl3 in the 
absence of phenol.[41] 31P NMR signals at -60 ppm are known to belong to pentavalent 
phosphorus compounds and relying on that fact one can suggest a cyclic form of the 
PPh3*MVK adduct (or PPh3*2MVK adduct) as it is shown in Scheme 2.5. 
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Scheme 2.5. Formation of cyclic adducts between PPh3 and MVK. 
 
the most simple variant of the PPh3 adduct with one molecule of MVK 34 will be discussed 
here. In Fig. 2.17 two possible structures are shown together with relative free energies and 
31P NMR chemical shifts as calculated with solution model 2. Both structures are trigonal 
bipyramids. One of the axial positions is occupied by the oxygen atom (as well as in the 
structures of type 27 discussed before). The latter is the normal situation of the most 
electronegative elements being axial in the trigonal bipyramids.[44] The second axial and both 
equatorial positions are occupied by phenyl rings.      
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34*CHCl 3_1 34*CHCl3_2 
∆G298,CHCl3 = 24.3 ∆G298,CHCl3 = 0.0 
δ = -53.7 ppm δ = -37.0 ppm 
 
Fig. 2.17 Structures of two possible conformations of the cycli  adduct between one molecule 
of PPh3 and one molecule of MVK (MPW1K/6-31G(d)). The relative free energies of these 
two adducts (MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d), free en. corr.: MPW1K/6-31G(d)) and 31P NMR 
chemical shifts (relative to PPh3*CHCl3, GIAO-MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-
31G(d) + PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d)). 
 
The first structure has a chemical shift of -53.7 ppm, which is much closer to the 
experimental result than the shift of the second structure at -37.0 ppm, though this second 
structure is found to be significantly more stable than the first one. The geometries of the both 
complexes differ mostly in two factors:  
1. the co-orientation of the axial phenyl ring and MVK moiety: for the first complex it 
locates in one plane with the MVK moiety (which forms here also a planar structure) 
and for the second complex the plane of the axial phenyl ring is rotated and the MVK 
moiety is not planar anymore; 
2. the length of the hydrogen bond between the chloroform molecule and the oxygen 
atom of the MVK moiety is longer in adduct 34*CHCl 3_2 at 2.288 Å than in adduct 
34*CHCl 3_1 at 2.016 Å. The shorter this bond is, the weaker is the intramolecular 
interaction between the oxygen and phosphorus atom nd the more positive is the 31P 
NMR chemical shift. Thus in the first complex r(P-O) = 1.931 Å and in the second one 
r(P-O) = 1.952 Å and this lengthening leads to a big change of 16.7 ppm 31P NMR 
chemical shift increase. 
The application of the solution model 1 to the both structures (without explicit molecule of 
the solvent) leads to the 31P NMR chemical shifts of -64.4 ppm and -44.8 ppm, which are now 
closer to the experimental evidence. The presence of more than one signal in the area of -60 
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ppm can be explained by formation of adducts between PPh3 and two molecules of MVK 
(Scheme 2.3). Both systems 32 and 33 are found to have 31P NMR chemical shift values close 
to the values for system 34. 
 
2.2.3. Conclusions 
1. 31P NMR chemical shift calculations of the MBH reaction intermediates (protonated 
intermediate, zwitterionic intermediate and ylid) have been performed in accordance 
with the suggested computational scheme (solution model 2). The protonated 
intermediate is found to be the most preferable. The 31P NMR chemical shift of this 
protonated intermediate is in a good accordance with the experimentally measured 
chemical shift. A model of co-behaviour between catalyst, co-catalyst, Michael 
acceptor and solvent during the side reaction of the protonated intermediate formation 
is suggested.  
2. A group of signals at around -60 ppm found experimentally for the mixture of PPh3, 
MVK and PNP can be assigned to different cyclic adducts between molecules of 
MVK and PPh3.  
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3. The Catalytic Cycle of the Morita-Baylis-Hillman Reaction 
 
3.1. Introduction  
The Morita-Baylis-Hillman (MBH) reaction is a generally useful synthetic method for 
the construction of densely functionalized products from two simple building blocks, an 
aldehyde and an acceptor-substituted alkene (Scheme 3.1).[1] 
 
O
HR1
EWG
+ EWGR1
OH
XR3
X = N, P  
Scheme 3.1. The MBH reaction. 
 
The mechanism of this reaction has recently been found to be quite variable, 
depending on the particular nature of the reactants, the catalysts and the solvent used. The 
reaction is efficiently catalyzed by N- and P-based nucleophiles, and proceeds particularly 
well in the presence of protic solvents or co-catalysts. Recent spectroscopic, kinetic, and 
theoretical studies suggest that, under these conditi s, the reaction follows the mechanism 
outlined in Scheme 3.2 shown here using the PPh3-catalyzed reaction of methylvinylketone 
(MVK, 2) as an example. The regular catalytic cycle is marked in red color, while the side 
reactions are shown in black 
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Scheme 3.2. The catalytic cycle and possible side processes of the PPh3 (1) catalyzed MBH 
reaction with participation of protic co-catalyst 7. 
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In this mechanism the phosphine catalyst 1 is expected to add to the Michael acceptor 
2 in a rapid and reversible manner, forming zwitterionic adduct 3 as the first transient 
intermediate. This is followed by nucleophilic addition to aldehyde 4, yielding a second 
zwitterionic intermediate 5 as the product. Subsequent hydrogen transfer within intermediate 
5 to yield enolate zwitterion 6 is considered to be rate-limiting for many systems and is 
catalyzed by protic co-catalysts or solvents R2-OH 7. The catalytic cycle is completed by 
elimination of the phosphine catalyst 1 and generation of the MBH product 8. Excellent 
computational studies have been published recently o  the MBH reaction mechanism.[2] In 
spite of the fact that the mechanism shown in Scheme 3.2 is widely accepted for the MBH 
reaction, there are still open questions. One of these questions is related to the choice of the 
system to study and the applied theoretical level – while some of the studies operate with 
small model systems like NMe3 or PMe3 (as a catalyst)
[2a, 2c-e, 2h, 2i] using Density Functional 
Theory (DFT) and only for some minor cases ab initio approaches, others consider situations 
of more frequently applied catalysts in the experimntal studies, such as DABCO[2b, 2g] or N-
methylprolinol,[2f] but using only DFT for the reaction profiles. If one goes to large systems, 
the problem of a large conformational space for every intermediate or transition state arises, 
hence a careful search of conformers is necessary for the MBH reaction mechanism, though in 
combination with expensive theory it makes the calcul tions especially difficult. In the 
present work a computational study for a system[3] composed of PPh3 as the catalyst, p-
nitrophenol (PNP) as the co-catalyst, MVK as the Michael acceptor and p-
chlorobenzaldehyde in THF has been performed. From the side of the level of theory, a 
combination of single point calculations using second order Møller-Plesset perturbation 
theory with frozen core approximation (MP2(FC)) and DFT in the variant of MPW1K hybrid 
functional for geometries and thermal corrections ha been applied. 
Another noteworthy question considers side reactions which can break the cycle and 
thus influence the whole processes. Some possible side reactions are shown in Scheme 3.2 in 
black color. Among these side reactions the protonati  of zwitterionic intermediates from the 
catalytic cycle is especially important, because protonated intermediates can be 
experimentally detected. In chapter 2 the validity of calculations to explain the 31P NMR 
chemical shifts of experimentally detected intermediates has been tested. The problem of 
protonation side reaction will be touched in this chapter 3 again and in detail in the next 
chapter 4.    
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3.2. Choice of the Methods 
 
PPh3
OH
N
OO
O
Cl
HO
+
OOH
Cl
THF
 
Scheme 3.3 The PPh3 – catalyzed MBH reaction between MVK and p-clorobenzaldehyde in 
THF using PNP as co-catalyst.   
  
 The overall process studied here is shown in Scheme 3.3. The geometries of all 
systems have been optimized at the MPW1K/6-31+G(d) level of theory. The thermal 
corrections to Gibbs free energies G298 and enthalpies H298 at 298.15 K have been calculated 
for all stationary points from unscaled vibrational frequencies obtained at the MPW1K/6-
31+G(d) level. The thermal corrections have been combined with single point energies 
calculated at the MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) level to yield Gibbs free 
energies G298 and enthalpies H298 at 298.15 K. Additional consideration of solvation effects as 
single point calculations using gas-phase geometries at the PCM/UAHF/RHF/6-
31G(d)//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) has been performed. 
The choice of the MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p) level for single point calculations is 
motivated by previously published accurate predictions of thermochemical data of a large set 
of N- and P-based Lewis bases[4]. Addition of a solvent model seems to be very important 
inasmuch as MBH reactions show a huge dependence on the solvent one uses in experiments. 
The choice of the MPW1K hybrid functional for geometry optimization is synchronized to 
recent studies,[2g-i, 4c] which show that this functional works much better han others for 
treatment of zwitterionic intermediates, which play the most important role in the MBH 
reaction. The split-valence double zeta polarized basis set including diffuse functions 6-
31+G(d) was shown to be the best for zwitterionic itermediates also in our previous study. 
The authors have found that addition of the diffuse functions can play a significant role, 
though it raises the computational cost significantly.[4c] 
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3.3. Results and Discussion 
 The resulting energy diagram of the cycle is shown in Fig. 3.1 as relative free energies 
(∆G298,THF) vs. reaction coordinate, all found conformations are shown including 
diastereomeric pathways (RR is shown in red colour, RS is shown in black). The side process 
of adduct between MVK and PPh3 protonation is shown by blue colour. In Fig 3.2a the energy 
diagram (cycle and protonation side process) is preent d as relative free energies (∆G298,THF 
in black colour) and enthalpies (∆H298,THF in red colour) vs. reaction coordinate in comparison. 
In Fig 3.2b the gas-phase (solvent effects are excluded) free energies (in black) and enthalpies 
(in red) are shown. As the reference point (zero point) the reactant complex is taken. Separate 
molecules of reactants and products are also shown. The relative enthalpies and free energies 
for the most stable conformations are collected in Table 3.1 
 As one can see from Fig 3.2ab the enthalpy and free energy potential energy surfaces 
have similar shape, excepting separate molecules of reactants and products, where the 
entropic contribution is substantial. The side process of Int1  protonation yielding Int_p  (this 
process will be in detail discussed later) has been fou d to be exergonic and exothermic if the 
solvent effects are included (Fig. 3.2a), but slight y endergonic and endothermic for the gas-
phase profiles (Fig. 3.2b). Since the protonation product can be experimentally detected 
without additional efforts to shift the equilibrium to its side, the profiles with inclusion of 
solvent model seem to be more reliable. Later the fre  energy profile with inclusion of solvent 
model (∆G298,THF) will be discussed in detail. 
 
Table 3.1 Relative enthalpies and free energies at 298.15 K (in kJ mol-1) for stationary points 
(best conformations) located on the potential energy surface at MP2(FC)/6-
31+g(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) in gas-phase and with additional consideration of solvent 
effects at PCM/UAHF/RHF/6-31G(d).  
 ∆H298,THF ∆G298,THF ∆H298 ∆G298 
Σreactants +5.60 -98.03 +103.80 +0.17 
Int1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TS1 +4.47 +34.00 +9.95 +39.88 
Int2 -81.13 -40.83 -59.75 -19.45 
TS2_RS -65.10 -5.83 -15.39 +38.76 
TS2_RR -63.18 -8.48 -18.37 +36.33 
Int3_RS -133.34 -80.51 -82.68 -29.84 
Int3_RR -152.77 -89.26 -89.26 -45.88 
TS3_RS -96.48 -34.37 -55.69 +6.42 
TS3_RR -77.83 -17.65 -35.19 +25.49 
Int4 -121.23 -71.36 -84.74 -34.87 
TS4 -47.67 -1.96 -27.46 +18.25 
Int5 -63.36 -35.55 -39.72 -13.07 
Σproducts -41.63 -91.32 +46.73 -2.82 
Int_p -88.11 -47.81 -58.36 -18.06 
Int_y -17.49 +12.83 +3.31 +36.11 
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Fig. 3.1 The reaction free energy profile (∆G298,THF) calculated at the MP2(FC)/6-
31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) level of theory with additional consideration of solvent 
effects at PCM(THF)/UAHF/RHF/6-31G(d) level. All found conformations are shown.  
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Fig. 3.2a The comparison of reaction free energy (∆G298,THF, shown in black colour) and 
enthalpy (∆H298,THF, shown in red colour) profiles calculated at the MP2(FC)/6-
31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) level of theory with additional consideration of solvent at 
PCM(THF)/UAHF/RHF/6-31G(d) level. Only the most stable conformations are shown. 
 
 
Fig. 3.2b The comparison of reaction free energy (∆G298, shown in black colour) and enthalpy 
(∆H298, shown in red colour) profiles calculated at the MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-
31+G(d) level of theory in the gas-phase. Only the most stable conformations are shown. 
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The reaction is found to be slightly endergonic (∆G298,THF = +6.7 kJ mol
-1) relative to 
separate molecules of reactants and products. At the same time the reaction in study is 
exothermic (∆H298,THF = -47.23 kJ mol
-1). Using eqn. 3.1 the reaction entropy change 
(∆S298,THF = -0.181 kJ mol
-1 K-1) and temperature of switch to exergonic reaction (T = 261 K) 
can be calculated.    
S
H
TSTHG
∆
∆=⇒=∆−∆=∆ 0  (3.1) 
Thus, carrying out the reaction under reduced temperatures would help to shift the 
equilibrium to the side of the products. The result is in accordance with the fact that the MBH 
reaction in general does not go under elevated temperatures[1g], though an increase in 
temperature would accelerate the reaction in accordance with Eyring equation (eqn. (3.2)).  
 RTGB e
h
Tk
Ak /
‡∆−=  (3.2) 
Noteworthy, in previous computational study by Kappe et al. the DABCO-catalyzed MBH 
reaction between benzaldehyde and metyl acrylate in methanol has been found to be  just 
slightly exergonic ∆G298,MeOH = -6.6 kJ mol
-1. Studies by Harvey and Sunoj, unfortunately, do 
not allow to discuss free energy barriers of the whole MBH reaction, since thermal corrections 
have not been presented for the overall process.[2a, 2g-i] Relative to reactant and product 
complexes Int1 and Int5  the reaction is, however, exergonic (∆G298,THF = -35.6 kJ mol
-1). The 
most stable conformations of reactant complex Int1  and product complex Int5  are shown in 
Fig 3.3. As a typical feature of these two structures one can note a hydrogen bond (r(O-H) = 
1.743 Å in Int1  and r(O-H) = 1.755 Å in Int5 ) between the MVK oxygen atom and PNP. 
This hydrogen bond plays a substantial role in the stabilization of various stationary points on 
the MBH reaction energy profile. 
  
Int1 Int5 
Fig. 3.3 Structures of the most stable conformations of reactant complex Int1  and product 
complex Int5. 
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3.3.1. Michael Addition of MVK to PPh 3  
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Scheme 3.4 Michael addition of MVK to PPh3. 
 
The first step in the reaction is Michael addition f MVK to PPh3 (Scheme 3.4) via 
transition state TS1 (∆G298,THF‡ = +34.0 kJ mol
-1) yielding zwitterionic intermediate Int2  has 
been found to be exergonic ∆G298,THF = -40.8 kJ mol
-1. It is important to note here that both 
Int2  and TS1 are stabilized substantially by strong hydrogen bods between the MVK 
oxygens and PNP with bond lengths of r(O-H) = 1.621 Å for Int2  and r(O-H) = 1.641 Å for 
TS1. The structures lacking this hydrogen bond are much less stable (more than 55 kJ mol-1 
for Int2  and 17 kJ mol-1 for TS1). The aldehyde molecule forms hydrogen bonds also due to 
its carbonyl group. In adduct Int2 the two structurally most relevant characteristics include a 
C-P bond length of r(P-C) = 1.839 Å for the newly formed P-C bond and a short distance of 
r(P-O) = 2.247 Å between phosphorus and the MVK oxygen atom. Involving of a phenol co-
catalyst molecule is important, since the phenol allows the system to be dramatically 
stabilized not only via hydrogen bonding directly, but also by side effects of this hydrogen 
bond – the presence of P-O interaction. The structues with such P-O interaction are not found 
to be minima if the co-catalyst molecule is not involved. Fig. 3.4 collects the structures of the 
most stable conformations for TS1 and Int2 . 
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TS1 Int2 
Fig. 3.4 Structures of the most stable conformations of TS1 and Int2. 
 
Int2 can be in equilibrium with protonated intermediate Int_p  (complex between p-
chlorobenzaldehyde, p-nitrophenolate anion and cation 10 from Scheme 3.2) and with ylid 
Int_y  (Scheme 3.5). The 31P NMR chemical shift and acidity of these intermediates are 
discussed in detail in chapter 2 and chapter 4 of this work. In the current model system Int_p  
is found to be 7 kJ mol-1 more stable than Int2 , while ylid Int_y  is 53.6 kJ mol-1 less 
favourable. The higher stability of intermediate Int_p  corresponds to the experimental 
detection of this protonated intermediate by 31P NMR.[3] Fig. 3.5 shows the structures of the 
most stable conformations for Int_p  and Int_y . 
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Scheme 3.5 Protonation of zwitterionic intermediate Int2  yielding ion pair Int_p  and 
deprotonation to yield ylid Int_y .  
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Int_p Int_y  
Fig. 3.5 Structures of the most stable conformations of Int_p  and Int_y. 
 
3.3.2. Addition of the Aldehyde: C-C Bond Formation 
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Scheme 3.6 Addition of the aldehyde: C-C bond formation. 
 
The second step in the MBH reaction is formation of the C-C bond between aldehyde 
and MVK fragments of Int2  via TS2 forming the second zwitterionic intermediate Int3  with 
a barrier of ∆G298,THF‡ = +35.0 kJ mol
-1 and a reaction free energy of ∆G298,THF = -39.7 kJ mol
-
1. Fig 3.6 shows the structures of the most stable conformations for TS2 and Int3. 
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TS2 Int3 
Fig. 3.6 Structures of the most stable conformations of TS2 and Int3.  
 
 The structure of TS2 shows the same (as mentioned before) features, which are 
responsible for the energetic stabilization: the phnol forms a hydrogen bond with the oxygen 
atom of the MVK (r(O-H) = 1.705 Å) and this oxygen comes into interaction (r(P-O) = 2.698 
Å) with the phosphorus atom. The TS2 structure with phenol making a hydrogen bond with 
the oxygen atom of aldehyde is 9 kJ mol-1 less stable. The situation changes dramatically for 
intermediate Int3 . As shown in Scheme 3.2 the carbonyl group of aldehy  turns into an 
alkoxide while the MVK moiety acquires the carbonyl character. The redistribution of 
negative charge leads to the redistribution of inter- and intramolecular interactions. Thus the 
oxygen atom of the aldehyde moiety is now more attractive for phenol to form a hydrogen 
bond than the oxygen atom of the MVK moiety. Moreovr, there is no barrier (neither kinetic 
nor thermodynamic) for hydrogen transfer between oxygen of the aldehyde moiety and PNP, 
that is why the hydrogen is shifted in the direction f aldehyde (r(Oaldehyde-H) = 0.996 Å; 
r(Ophenol-H) = 1.637 Å). The protonation of the aldehyde moiety oxygen, however, does not 
take place if methanol is used as co-catalyst instead of p-nitrophenol. In the case of methanol 
the hydrogen is not shifted to the aldehyde (r(Oaldehyde-H) = 1.524 Å; r(Ophenol-H) = 1.020 Å). 
The structure of Int3  with methanol instead of phenol (Int3_MeOH ) is shown in Fig. 3.7. 
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Int3_MeOH 
Fig. 3.7 Structure of the Int3 with methanol instead of phenol.  
 
The fact of this H-transfer for phenol and its absence in the case of methanol is in accordance 
with acidity properties of these substances (data in DMSO): pKa(p-nitrophenol) = 10.8
[5] and 
pKa(methanol) = 29.0.
[5-6] Thus, the methanol molecule is not appropriate for m delling of the 
system and the p-nitrophenol is to be used, though the methanol molecule is much smaller and 
easier to calculate. This shows us again that the results of the MBH cycle theoretical 
investigation depend dramatically on the model. In chapter 4 the important question of acidity 
of MBH reaction co-catalyst will be raised again.  
The mentioned charge redistribution leads also to the disappearance of the 
intramolecular interaction between phosphorus atom and the oxygen of MVK in Int3 . The 
oxygen forms a hydrogen bond with one of the hydrogen atoms of the neighbouring phenyl 
ring of the PPh3 moiety (r(O-H) = 2.205 Å).  
 
3.3.3. The Proton Transfer 
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Scheme 3.7 The proton transfer step. 
 
 The third step in the catalytic cycle is the proton ransfer step via TS3 turning Int3  
into Int4 . In recent computational studies of the MBH reaction mechanism this step has been 
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found to be rate limiting for many MBH reactions.[2a, 2b, 2g-i] It seems to be important to 
consider protonation of Int3 by co-catalyst, since it is one of the key factors that determine 
the barrier of this step. The very acidic co-catalysts or a large amount of co-catalyst 
effectively reduce the reaction rate as was experimentally shown.[3] This may be due to 
protonation of zwitterionic intermediates as it has been observed in the present study: the 
intermediate Int3  reacts with the co-catalyst, stabilizing the system. The proton transfer step 
from Int3  to Int4  is found to be endergonic (∆G298,THF = +9.1 kJ mol
-1), the free energy 
barrier of the proton transfer being ∆G298,THF‡ = +46.1 kJ mol
-1. Fig. 3.8 shows the structures 
of the most stable conformations for TS3 and Int4 .  
TS3 Int4 
 Fig. 3.8 Structures of the most stable conformations of TS3 and Int4.  
 
The intramolecular P-O interaction is found for both s ructures: r(P-O) = 2.513 Å in TS3 and 
R(P-O) = 2.300 Å in Int4 . In TS3 the PNP molecule is involved in a 6-membered ring 
structure, exchanging the proton between the β-carbon atom of the MVK moiety and the 
oxygen atom of the aldehyde moiety. In Int4  the oxygen atom of the aldehyde moiety is 
protonated, and the phenol molecule now forms a hydrogen bond with the oxygen atom of the 
MVK moiety.  
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3.3.4. The Product Elimination Step 
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Scheme 3.8 The product elimination step. 
 
The last step in the whole MBH process is the product elimination step. It has been 
found to be strongly endergonic (∆G298,THF = +35.8 kJ mol
-1) and the barrier of this step 
amounts to ∆G298,THF‡ = +69.4 kJ mol
-1. From all steps calculated in the MBH catalytic cyle 
this is therefore the step with the highest free enrgy barrier. Fig. 3.9 shows the structure of 
the most stable conformation for TS4. During this last step of the reaction the bond betwe n 
product and catalyst has to break and this leads also to cleavage of intramolecular interactions, 
which are responsible for the system stabilization (such as interactions between phosphorus 
atom and oxygen atoms). Thus in TS4 the C-P bond between forming MBH-product and 
catalyst is 2.405 Å, whereas it remains ~1.8 Å on the preceding stages. In analogy to Int1 , the 
preferable position for the PNP molecule to form a hydrogen bond with the carbonyl oxygen 
of the MBH product has been found.   
 
TS4 
Fig. 3.9 Structure of the most stable conformation of TS4. 
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3.3.5. The Diastereomeric Pathways 
As shown in Fig. 3.1, the system can follow different diastereomeric pathways: 
RS(SR), shown in black colour or RR(SS), shown in red colour in Fig, 3.1. These 
diastereomeric pathways are possible starting from the second step of the C-C bond formation 
via TS2 and till the hydrogen transfer step via TS3. Noteworthy, the RS and SR are 
isoenergetic as well as RR and SS, thus it is obviously enough to discuss two diastereomeric 
pathway (e.g. RS and RR) instead of four. Results for the best conformations for both 
diastereomeric pathways are collected in Table 3.1. Till now the RS(SR) pathway has been 
discussed. Concerning RR(SS) pathway the TS2_RR has been found to be slightly more 
stable (∆∆G298,THF = 2.7 kJ mol
-1), than TS2_RS. The Int3_RR is also more stable 
(∆∆G298,THF = 8.8 kJ mol
-1), than the RS analogue. The situation is changed in TS3, where the 
TS3_RS is substantially more preferable (∆∆G298,THF = 16.7 kJ mol
-1). The reason of the 
energetic discrepancy lies in the overall effect of intramolecular interactions inside of the 
given transition state or intermediate.  
 
3.3.6. Calculated Results and Literature Kinetic Data in Comparison 
Several kinetic studies have been performed in the area of the MBH reaction. For the 
DABCO-catalyzed MBH reaction of aromatic aldehydes and methyl acrylate (MA) in solvents of 
different polarity, McQuade[7] et al. have found that the rate law is first order in DABCO and 
acrylate, and second order in aldehyde (eqn. 3.3). They have suggested the proton transfer step to 
be the rate-determining step (RDS) proceeding through transition state 12, where two molecules 
of aldehyde participate (Scheme 3.10). 
[ ] [ ] [ ]2aldehydeMADABCOkr =  (3.3) 
Aggarwal et al. have investigated the reaction of ethyl acrylate with benzaldehyde catalyzed by 
quinuclidine without solvent by means of kinetic isotope effects and also proposed the RDS to be 
the proton-transfer step, but proceeding via a different transition state 13[8] (Scheme 3.10) 
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Scheme 3.10 Proton transfer step transition states suggested by McQuade and Aggarwal. 
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It has been shown computationally that both mechanisms (via both suggested transition states) 
are possible, depending on the reaction conditions and the selected systems. In the system 
studied here involving an acidic co-catalyst, Aggarwal’s proposal is more probable.[2a, 2b]  
Another version of the MBH reaction, so called aza-MBH, where the aldehyde is 
replaced by an imine, has also been studied kinetically. Thus Leitner et al. have studied the 
aza-MBH reaction of MVK with tosylimine catalyzed by PPh3 in d8-THF and found a first-
order dependence on MVK and PPh3, and a broken order of 0.5 on tosylimine
[9] (eqn. 3.4). 
This means that the RDS could be partially influenced by proton-transfer. 
[ ] [ ] [ ] 5.03 tosylimineMVKPPhkr =  (3.4) 
Raheem and Jakobsen have reported for the DABCO-catalyzed aza-MBH reaction of methyl 
acrylate and aromatic tosylimines in CHCl3 a first-order dependence on DABCO as well as on 
methyl acrylate, and rate saturation effects with respect to imine.[10] The kinetic isotope effect 
has been observed suggesting the proton transfer to be he RDS. Shibasaki, Berkessel and co-
workers investigated the aza-MBH reaction of phosphinoylimine with methyl acrylate 
catalyzed by DABCO with phenol-type additives.[11] In contrast to Raheem and Jakobsen’s 
study, they have found no kinetic isotope effect indicating that the proton-transfer step is not 
the RDS and suggested Michael addition to determine the reaction rate. Recently the 
protonation/deprotonation process of catalyst and Michael acceptor adduct has been studied 
for reaction of MVK, PPh3 in the presence of PNP by Liu.
[3] First order rate law on both 
MVK and PPh3 but 0.5 order on PNP has been found (eqn. 3.5) 
[ ] [ ] [ ] 5.03 PNPMVKPPhkr =  (3.5) 
 Generally for MBH and aza-MBH reactions there is st ll no single opinion about the 
RDS as well as about the mechanism on the whole. Th present study is based on Aggarwal’s 
proposal. Going from reactant to product complex the reaction is observed as a 
monomolecular process inside of a cluster formed by p-chlorobenzaldehyde, MVK, PPh3 and 
PNP. Since processes go inside of such cluster, the reaction molecularity stays constant, one 
can conclude that RDS is determined by the step with the biggest activation energy barrier. 
The product elimination step has been found to have the biggest activation energy barrier of 
∆G298,THF
‡
 = +69.4 kJ mol
-1 and the proton transfer step barrier ranks as the second by its 
magnitude of ∆G298,THF‡ = +46.1 kJ mol
-1. The Michael addition step and the C-C bond 
formation barriers are lower at, respectively, ∆G298,THF‡ = +34.0 kJ mol
-1 and ∆G298,THF‡ = 
+35.0 kJ mol-1. The equilibrium between cluster Int1  and separate molecules of the reactants 
can be described by eqn. 3.6  
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[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]PNPPPhMVKaldehydeKcluster 3=  (3.6) 
The rate of the first step (Michael addition) can be then written in accordance with eqn. 3.7 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]PNPPPhMVKaldehydeKkclusterkr 311 ==  (3.7) 
Thus the equilibrium concentration of the cluster on each step can be connected with the 
separate reactants concentrations. This is important since in the kinetic experiments the rate 
law is determined relative to free reactants. Notewrthy that relative to separate reactants the 
first step of Michael addition is found to be energetically very expensive +132 kJ mol-1. 
Certainly, additional experimental measurements of the MBH reaction kinetic dependences 
are needed to be compared with the presented computational data.   
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4. Protonation/Deprotonation Equilibria in the Morita- Baylis-
Hillman Reaction  
 
4.1. Introduction 
 In chapter 3 we have discussed the catalytic cycle of the MBH reaction (Scheme 4.1, 
left part in black colour). We have also mentioned the side reactions of intermediate 3 
involving protonation by co-catalyst (Scheme 4.1, the reactions shown in red colour). In this 
chapter the problems of this side processes will be analyzed in detail. 
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Scheme 4.1. The catalytic cycle of the MBH reaction and possible side processes of the PPh3 
(1)-catalyzed MBH reaction with participation of protic co-catalyst 7  
 
In addition to accelerating the hydrogen-transfer st p in intermediate 5, the protic co-
catalysts 7 may also react with enolate zwitterions 3 and 6 in protonation/deprotonation 
equilibria. This is shown in Scheme 4.1 for zwitteron 3, whose reaction with alcohol 7 leads 
to formation of alkoxide 9 and phosphonium cation 10. Depending on the solvent system 
used, these may either exist as solvent-separated ions (e.g. in DMSO) or as tight ion pairs 
(e.g. in THF). Protonation/deprotonation may, of course, also involve the position directly 
adjacent to phosphorous, yielding ylid 11 as a potential additional intermediate. Ylids such as 
11 can subsequently react with a second equivalent of MVK (2), forming unwanted side 
products together with oxidized (and thus deactivated) forms of phosphine catalyst 1. Even 
though quantitative data for the basicity of intermdiates 3, 6, and 11 appear not to be 
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available in the contemporary literature, indirect evidence suggests that the equilibrium 
between 3 and 10 is shifted far to the right under most experimental conditions. This is 
supported by the abundant detection of 10 (as well as protonated forms of 6) in reaction 
solutions of MBH reactions by ESI-MS.[1] β-Ketophosphonium cations such as 10 have also 
been characterized by NMR spectroscopic techniques in the mechanistically related 
phosphine-mediated addition of alcohols to Michael cceptors.[2] In this latter case cations 
such as 10 are considered to represent the resting state of the phosphine catalysts. The large 
success of phenolic co-catalysts in a variety of MBH reactions[3] thus raises the question of 
the actual basicity of zwitterionic enolates 3 and 6 in different solvent systems, especially 
comparing to the acidity of the co-catalysts. We try to clarify this point by calculation of the 
acidity properties for cation 10. 
 
4.2. The Acidity of Enolate Intermediates 
 The acidity of the α- and β-positions of phosphonium cation 10 can be estimated with 
reference to experimentally known systems such as methylphosphonium cation 12.[4]. The 
difference in acidities of the β-position of 10 and the methyl group in 12, for example, can be 
quantitatively expressed as the reaction free energy in solution for the proton transfer reaction 
shown in eqn. (4.1). Gas and solution phase reaction energies of isodesmic reactions such as 
these can be calculated with high accuracy due to the similarity of the species on the reactant 
and product sides. 
 
Ph3P
O H
H
+ Ph3P CH2
Ph3P
O
H + Ph3P CH3
10
12B
3
12
 
(4.1) 
 
A negative free energy for this process ∆G(4.1) implies that cation 10 is more acidic at its β-
position than the methyl group in cation 12. The reaction free energy is quantitatively related 
to the pKa differences between 10 and 12 as given in eqn. (4.2). 
 
∆G(4.1) = 2.303RT [pKa(10β) - pKa(12)] (4.2) 
 
The reaction free energy ∆G(4.1) has been determined using a combination of gemetry 
optimization at MPW1K/6-31+G(d) level, single point calculation at MP2(FC)/G3MP2large 
level in the gas phase, and additional consideration of solvation free energies in DMSO using 
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the PCM/UAHF/RHF/6-31G(d) continuum solvation model. Based on these results and 
assuming pKa(12,DMSO) = +22.4
[4a], a value of pKa(10β,DMSO) = +19.3 has been obtained. 
A completely analogous approach can be used to assess th  acidity in the α-position of 10, 
now yielding a value of pKa(10α,DMSO) = +21.8. In Table 4.1ab the results of ∆G(4.1) and 
pKa obtained at MP2(FC)/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) level of theory in solution and in 
the gas-phase are compared with MPW1K/6-31+G(d) approach. The pKa values obtained at 
DFT level differ from MP2 by 2 pKa units. The inclusion of solvation model effects 
dramatically. Both DFT and MP2 approaches show thatin he gas-phase: pKa(10α) < 
pKa(10β) and in solution vice-versa: pKa(10α) > pKa(10β). In order to check whether 
additional effort in solution modeling is necessary, the cluster model calculations (inclusion 
of one solvent molecule explicitly) have been performed. The results are collected in Table 
4.1c. This sophistication, however, does not lead to substantial change as compared to 
implicit solvation model.  
 
Table 4.1a. Reaction free energies (∆G(4.1)) and related pKa values calculated relative to 
Ph3PCH3
+ (pKa(exp.) = +22.4) for β-ketophosphonium cation 10 (DMSO, 25 °C) in gas-phase 
and in solution applying implicit solvation model at the PCM/UAHF/RHF/6-31G(d) level. 
 MPW1K/6-31+G(d) MP2(FC)/G3MP2large// 
MPW1K/6-31+G(d) 
 ∆G298,  
kJ mol-1 
pKa ∆G298,DMSO, 
kJ mol-1 
pKa ∆G298,  
kJ mol-1 
pKa ∆G298,DMSO, 
kJ mol-1 
pKa 
10β +1.9 +22.7 -24.2 +18.2 +12.8 +24.6 -17.8 +19.3 
10α -0.8 +22.3 -2.7 +21.9 -2.7 +21.9 -3.6 +21.8 
 
Table 4.1b. Reaction free energies (∆G(4.1)) and related pKa values calculated relative to 
Ph3PCH2Ph
+ (pKa(exp.) = 17.4) for β-ketophosphonium cation 10 (DMSO, 25 °C) in gas-
phase and in solution applying implicit solvation model at the PCM/UAHF/RHF/6-31G(d) 
level. 
 MPW1K/6-31+G(d) MP2(FC)/G3MP2large// 
MPW1K/6-31+G(d) 
 ∆G298,  
kJ mol-1 
pKa ∆G298,DMSO, 
kJ mol-1 
pKa ∆G298,  
kJ mol-1 
pKa ∆G298,DMSO, 
kJ mol-1 
pKa 
10β +31.3 +22.9 +17.1 +20.4 +33.3 +23.2 +14.8 +20.0 
10α +28.6 +22.4 +38.6 +24.2 +17.8 +20.5 +29.0 +22.5 
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Table 4.1c. Reaction free energies (∆G(4.3)) and related pKa values calculated relative to 
Ph3PCH3
+ (pKa(exp.) = +22.4) for β-ketophosphonium cation 10 (DMSO, 25 °C) using 
explicit solvation model. 
 MP2(FC)/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) 
 
G298, 
kJ mol-1 
pKa 
G298,DMSO, 
kJ mol-1 
pKa 
10β +6.3 +23.5 -11.5 +20.4 
10α +2.7 +22.9 +3.2 +23.0 
 
In order to base the pKa estimates for 10 on a second reference point, the calculations 
described in eqn. (4.1) have been repeated using phosphonium cation 13 as the reference. The 
acidity of 13 is 5.0 pKa units lower than that of 12 and will thus bracket the acidity of 10 from 
the lower side.[4b] In all technical details these calculations are identical to those involving 12 
as the reference and values of pKa(10β,DMSO) = 20.0 and pKa(10α,DMSO) = 22.5 have been 
obtained. Since it is unclear which of the two experim ntal reference values is more accurate, 
we will use the arithmetic mean of the calculated values pKa(10β,DMSO) = 19.7 and 
pKa(10α,DMSO) = 22.2 for further discussion. Recently Dr. Yinghao Liu has experimentally 
found that pKa(10β,DMSO) <  pKa(10α,DMSO), using the reactions in Scheme 4.2. When the 
d6-DMSO solution of 10 was treated with less than 1.0 equivalent t-BuOK, instantly 
regenerated PPh3 and MVK, but no ylide 11 was detected by 
1H NMR and 31P NMR. This is 
compatible with rapid deprotonation to 3 and subsequent cleavage of the C-P bond.[5] 
 
PPh3 O
O PPh3
O
Ph3P
H
+
BF4
tBuOK
O
Ph3P tBuOK
d6-DMSO
10 113  
Scheme 4.2. Deprotonation of 10 with tBuOK.  
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Scheme 4.3 The pKa scale.   
 
The pKa values of alkylphosphonium cations described in Table 4.1 are graphically shown in 
Scheme 4.3 together with those for other constituents of the MBH reaction mixture. Values 
for MBH reaction products such as 8 appear not to be available in the literature, but we can 
use the value for isopropanol (14) of pKa(14,DMSO) = 30.2 as an approximate reference.
[4b] 
This very high value implies that the MBH reaction products will not be acidic enough to 
protonate enolate intermediates 3 or 6. This is also true for aliphatic alcohols used as solvents 
or co-solvents. Other protic co-catalysts such as p-nitrophenol (15) are much more acidic with 
pKa(15,DMSO) = 10.8 and will thus be certain to protonate transient intermediates such as 3, 
6, or 11. In the presence of such a co-catalyst we can safely ssume that the equilibrium 
between zwitterionic enolate 3 and its protonated analogue 10 is shifted far to the side of the 
latter, leaving little zwitterionic enolate 3 behind to propagate the catalytic cycle. For 
reactions run in THF or chloroform, the situation is less clear as experimental reference 
values for the species shown in Scheme 4.1 appear not to exist. Still, the question of how the 
enolate intermediates in the catalytic cycle can escape protonation through protic solvents or 
co-catalysts also remains here.  
 
4.3. Benchmarking Calculations and Extension to Different Nucleophiles and Substrates 
The presented results of the pKa value calculations encouraged us to extend the study 
on a range of different nucleophiles (catalysts) and substrates tested experimentally in MBH 
reaction.[6]   
As a first step before extending the range of system , we have performed 
benchmarking calculations for the pKa values in a small model system 19 obtained through 
addition of Me3P to MVK. The adduct 19 can be protonated to yield cation 17 (Scheme 4.4) 
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or isomerized to ylid 20. As a reference system for these benchmarking calculations we have 
chosen cyanomethylammonium cation 18 with its pKa value of 20.6 (DMSO).
[4c, 7]  
+
Me3N
H
N
Me3P
O
Me
H
H
H
H
+
Me3P
O
Me
H
H
Me3P
O
Me
H
H
H
H
Me3N
H
N
H
17 18B 18
19
20  
Scheme 4.4 Protonation/deprotonation equilibrium for MVK/PMe3 adduct.  
 
Three computational approaches have been used: 
1. MPW1K/6-31+G(d) + PCM(DMSO)/UAHF/RHF/6-31G(d). The most simple 
approach of those applied for the PPh3/MVK pKa value calculations. 
2. MP2(FC)/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) + PCM(DMSO)/UAHF/RHF/6-31G(d). 
This method has been used for the PPh3/MVK pKa value calculations and its quality 
has to be tested by benchmarking calculations. 
3. SCS-MP2(FC)/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) + PCM(DMSO)/UAHF/RHF/6-
31G(d). Close to the method 2 but with spin-component scaled MP2(FC) single point 
calculations.[8]  
4. G3(MP2)MPW1K(+) + PCM(DMSO)/UAHF/RHF/6-31G(d). The benchmarking 
calculation.[9] 
It should be emphasized that all of the tested approaches have the same solvation treatment 
model: the implicit solvation model in the variant of PCM(DMSO)/UAHF/RHF/6-31G(d). 
The results are shown in Fig 4.1. 
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Fig. 4.1 Acidity of cation 17 calculated at different levels of theory. 
 
Table 4.2 Acidity of cation 17 calculated at different levels of theory 
  α β 
MPW1K/6-31+G(d) 
∆G298,DMSO, kJ mol
-1 +64.8 +26.1 
pKa +32.0 +25.2 
MP2(FC)/G3MP2large// 
MPW1K/6-31+G(d) 
∆G298,DMSO, kJ mol
-1 +9.1 +40.8 
pKa +22.2 +27.8 
SCS-MP2(FC)/G3MP2large// 
MPW1K/6-31+G(d) 
∆G298,DMSO, kJ mol
-1 +13.6 +39.2 
pKa +23.0 +27.5 
G3(MP2)MPW1K(+) 
∆G298,DMSO, kJ mol
-1 +14.5 +41.8 
pKa +23.1 +27.9 
 
From the data collected in Fig 4.1 and Table 4.2 it is clear to see that results from method 1 
(MPW1K/6-31+G(d)) are inferior as compared to the benchmarking calculations 
(G3(MP2)MPW1K(+)). The three methods 2-4 are quite close to each other, thus we conclude 
that application of the easiest from these three approaches (the method 2: 
MP2(FC)/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31+G(d)) is reasonable. 
 After checking the applicability of our computation scheme we could extend the 
calculations to other systems of catalysts and substrate . The Scheme 4.5 presents the 
processes we are interested in. As analogous to our pKa calculations with the system PPh3 (or 
PMe3)/MVK we have an adduct of the catalyst (“Nu”, nucleophile) with the “X”-ketone – 
varying the “X” we observe influence of the substrate. The reference system is the same as we 
have used for PPh3/MVK. The results are collected in Table 4.3 and are shown graphically in 
Fig. 4.2. For all of the studied catalysts we see that pKa(β) values are smaller than pKa(α) as 
well as it was shown for PPh3. For all of these catalysts the protonated adduct between the 
catalyst and the Michael acceptor is a pretty weak acid with bigger probability to be 
00
05
10
15
20
25
30
35
pKa(α) pKa(β)
MPW1K MP2/MPW1K SCS-MP2/MPW1K G3(MP2)MPW1K(+)
a
 
a
( ) 
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deprotonated from the β position giving the first zwitterionic intermediate of the MBH 
catalytic cycle. The smallest difference between the ylid and first zwitterionic intermediate 
(the smallest difference between pKa(β) and pKa(α) values) corresponds to PPh3, and indeed it 
is often observed experimentally that Ph3 O is formed as a side product. This oxide can be 
formed from the ylid, which in accordance to our calculations is more likely to exist as ylids 
with other catalysts. The popular MBH catalyst DABCO seems to be good concerning the 
side reaction of ylidization, since for the adduct be ween DABCO and MVK the probability 
of the ylid formation is found to be small. 
 
Ph3P CH2 Ph3P CH3+ +
21
22
23
12
Nu
O
X
H
H
H
H
Nu
O
X
H
H
Nu
O
X
H
H
H
H
12B
pKa(β)
pKa(α)
 
Scheme 4.5 General situation of protonation/deprotonation equilibrium for the adduct 
between variable catalyst and substrate. 
 
Table 4.3 Acidity values of cation 20 with variable catalyst and substrate. 
  α β 
Nu X ∆G298,DMSO, kJ mol
-1 pKa ∆G298,DMSO, kJ mol
-1 pKa 
PMe3 Me +12.9 +24.7 -18.8 +19.1 
 OMe +12.0 +24.5 +2.2 +22.8 
 OPh +0.9 +22.6 -22.2 +18.5 
PPh3 Me -3.6 +21.8 -17.8 +19.3 
 Ph +0.3 +22.5 -30.8 +17.0 
 OPh -3.4 +21.8 -17.1 +19.4 
 H -10.3 +20.6 -32.5 +16.7 
DMAP Me +61.4 +33.2 -1.1 +22.2 
 OMe +56.2 +32.3 +16.7 +25.3 
 CN +16.1 +25.2 -82.2 +8.0 
DABCO Me +114.7 +42.5 -17.2 +19.4 
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Fig. 4.2 Acidity values of cation 21 with variable catalysts and substrates. 
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4.4. Conclusions 
The protonation/deprotonation equilibrium between the first zwitterionic intermediate 
of the MBH reaction catalyzed by PPh3 and with MVK as a Michael acceptor, its protonated 
form and hypothetical ylid intermediate has been studied computationally at 
MP2(FC)/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) + PCM/UAHF/RHF/6-31G(d) level of theory. It 
has been found that in the presence of phenolic co-atalyst the equilibrium between 
zwitterionic enolate and its protonated analogue has to be shifted far to the side of the latter, 
leaving little zwitterionic enolate behind to propagate the catalytic cycle and the ylid 
formation is the least probable process (25 °C, DMSO). The results are in accordance with the 
experimental evidence. The computational approach has been verified by benchmarking 
calculations and extended to some larger series of systems by variation of nucleophile and 
substrate. Similar to the PPh3/MVK case, the order of priority between protonated form, first 
zwitterionic intermediate and ylid has been found for all tested systems. The probability to 
form ylids as side products is the smallest for DABCO and the biggest for Ph3P.  
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5. Description of Organocatalytic Reactivity 
 
5.1. Introduction 
As it has been shown by previous and the present studie  the MBH reaction is a 
difficult process from a mechanistic point of view – the reaction is multistep and the nature of 
the rate determining step is not clearly defined, because it depends on the particular system 
involved. Moreover, the reaction can be driven by different mechanisms depending on the 
conditions of the reaction[1] and side reactions play a significant role for theMBH process. 
Thus, the calculation of the whole catalytic cycle, including side reactions for any new 
catalyst, is too complicated way. In order to routinely predict and explain experimental data of 
catalytic activity and selectivity, easy but informative calculations are wanted. Descriptors of 
catalytic activity (selectivity) are needed. To suggest and to test such descriptors is the goal of 
the presented in this chapter study. 
 The affinity of basic compounds towards electrophilic species is clearly one of the 
criteria of the catalytic activity in organocatalysis and it can be reflected by proton affinity 
(PA) values or pKa data. The problem of these easiest approaches is that the most typical 
organocatalytic step of initial interaction between catalyst and electrophilic carbon is not 
included. Thus, another approach – the methyl cation affinity (MCA) has been suggested and 
it has been shown to be much better descriptor of the organocatalytic activity.[2] The MCA 
and PA data have been defined in the literature as the reaction enthalpies at 298.15 K for the 
transformations shown in equations 5.1a and 5.1b[2] 
 
H-NucPA: H +   Nuc
∆Η298
 
(5.1a) 
MCA: CH3-Nuc CH3 +   Nuc
∆Η298
 
(5.1b) 
 
 Recent success of the MCA approach for some organocatalytic processes[3] has 
encouraged the authors to apply this approach to the Morita-Bayllis-Hillman reaction. In 
addition to the application of the MCA scheme, the model is improved by making it more 
close to the experimental conditions. The use of the molecule of real Michael acceptor instead 
of the model methyl cation is suggested. If the Michael acceptor is methyl vinyl ketone, then 
the approach can be named methyl vinyl ketone affinity (MVKA) and the name “X” ketone 
affinity (XKA) if the ketone is a variable is used. XKA can be determined similarly to MCA 
as reaction enthalpies at 298 K or, for instance, as free energies at 298 K. The results of 
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additional consideration of the solvent by implicit solvation model are also discussed in this 
chapter.   
 
5.2. MCA. Choice of the Systems and Methods 
  
5.2.1. Systems 
The MCA calculations are based on eqn. (5.1b), and the MCA values are computed as 
the reaction enthalpies at 298.15 K and 1 atm pressu . As systems to study we have selected 
phosphanes – the important MBH, as well as other organocatalytic processes, catalysts.  
 
5.2.2. Methods 
  Values have been calculated at MP2(FC)/6-31+g(2d,p)//B98/6-31G(d) level. 
Thermochemical corrections have been calculated at B98/6-31G(d) level and combined with 
MP2(FC) single point calculations to obtain enthalpies at 298.15 K. The choice of the method 
is caused by the recent study, where it has been shown that this single point/geometry 
combination is able to reproduce G3 MCA values within 4 kJ mol-1, being at the same time a 
much cheaper approach than G3.[2] The MM3 parameters for the phosphonium cations have 
been developed and used for pre-optimization calcultions within TINKER program[4].  
 
5.2.3. Development of MM3 Force Field Parameters for Phosphonium Derivatives and 
a Scheme for Accurate Conformational Search 
 The MM3 force field fits well to phosphane systems since it is parameterized for 
phosphane type phosphorus atoms as well as for different hydrocarbons.[5] Thus it lets to 
describe with acceptable quality primary geometries (they are taken afterwards for quantum 
mechanical optimization) of different phosphine catalysts. However, force field parameters 
for phosphonium phosphorus atoms are not routinely included in popular force field 
programs. Force field parameters for alkyl phosphonium cations within MM3 paradigm have 
been parameterized and tested using TINKER software[4]. This part of the project was done 
by Sven Österling under supervison of the present work author and Prof. Hendrik Zipse 
within the scope of research practice.[6]   
 To have a basis for the force field phosphonium parameters quantum chemical 
calculations at MP2(FC)/6-31+G(d) level of theory have been performed. The model 
phosphonium-type molecule is quantum chemically optimized and then the necessary angles 
and bonds have been scanned (the results of various scan calculations are collected in 
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Appendix 9.5). Finally, using the necessary formulae from MM3 theory (vide infra) and the 
energies obtained from the quantum chemical calculations the set of force field parameters 
have been determined.[5a] 
The formulae used for the fitting of the parameters r lying on the quantum chemically 
calculated energies are: 
1. Van-der-Waals interactions 


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kkE  (5.2) 
The parameters to be found are kv und rv. kv1 and kv2 are factors describing relative strengths of 
interactions. rv1 and rv2 are the Van-der-Waals radii of the interacting atoms. r is the distance 
between the interacting atoms. In order to determine the parameters kv and rv for the 
phosphonium phosphorus atom, the distance scan calculation between a phosphonium cation 
and atom of inert gas have been performed.   
 
2. Bond-stretching 
( ) ( ) ( ) 




 −+−−−= 200
2
0 12
7
55.255.2194.71 llllllkE ss  (5.3) 
The parameters to be found are ks and l0. l is the distance between connected atoms, it is 
varying during the scan calculations. 
 
3. Angle bending 
[ ]40103072050
2
0
)(109)(107)(106.5)(014.01
)(021914.0
θθθθθθθθ
θθθθ
−⋅+−⋅−−⋅+−−
⋅−=
−−−
kE
 (5.4) 
kθ und θ0 are the parameters to be found. θ is the angle varying during the scan calculations. 
There are three different variants of the parameters d pending on the amount of hydrogen 
atoms connected with the phosphonium phosphorus atom: θ0 (0 hydrogen atoms), θ0(1H) (1 
hydrogen atom) and θ0(2H) (2 hydrogen atoms).      
 
4. Torsions 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]ωωωω 3cos12cos1cos15.0 321 ++−++= vvvE  (5.5) 
The v3-term describes the energy for the sp
3-centers. The maxima and the minima repeat 
every 120 °C, it means that maxima are eclipse and mi ima are staggered conformations. For 
more complicated situations, when the gauche conformations are necessary to be treated 
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explicitly (e.g. in butane the anti-position is more preferable than gauche-) serves the v1-term. 
The v1-term is by 360 °C rotation a minimum (anti) and maximum (both conformations are 
eclipsed). For the sp2-centers the function of the v3-term belongs to the v2-term. 
        
5. Stretch-bend, bend-bend and torsion-stretch interactions 
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(5.6) 
The stretch-bend interaction is used to allow bonds to tretch out when the angle between 
them is reduced and to shrink when that angle is increased. Bend-bend interaction is included 
in order to split apart the bending vibration frequncies involving two angles centered on the 
same atom. Bond lengths have to stretch also upon eclipsing, and to describe it the torsion-
stretch interaction is applied.   
 
The determined parameters are collected in tables 5.1 – .3. 
 
Table 5.1 The determined Van-der-Waals-Parameter for P+. 
Parameter  Atom a rv kv 
Vdw 112 1.850 0.381 
a In accordance with TINKER[4] MM3 parameter list 
 
Table 5.2 Parameter for P+
 
connected with C(sp3). 
P C
C
 
Parameter a Type Atom b ks l0   
CP Bond 1 112 4.0595 1.8042   
Parameter a Type Atom b kθ θ0 θ0 (1H) θ0 (2H) 
CPC Angle 1 112 1 0.675 109.471   
HCP Angle 5 1 112 0.659 105.383 106.488 108.529 
CCP Angle 1 1 112 0.882 108.330 110.547 112.255 
Parameter a Type Atom b v1 v2 v3  
HCPC torsion 5 1 112 1 0.000 0.000 0.226  
CCPC torsion 1 1 112 1 0.191 0.000 0.352  
HCCP torsion 5 1 1 112 0.000 0.000 0.217  
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CCCP torsion 1 1 1 112 1.355 0.000 0.681  
a C stands for sp3 carbon atom, D – for sp2 carbon atom, P- for phosphonium P+ atom, H – for 
hydrogen; b In accordance with TINKER[4] MM3 parameter list. 
 
Table 5.3 Parameter for P+ connected with C(sp2). 
P C
C
 
Parameter a Type Atom b ks l0   
DP bond 2 112 3.6318 1.8057   
Parameter a Type Atom b kθ θ0 θ0 (1H) θ0 (2H) 
DPC angle 1 112 2 0.613 110.219   
DDP angle 2 2 112 0.401 123.075   
DPD angle 2 112 2 0.673 108.842   
DCP angle 2 1 112 0.595 110.378 109.382 112.966 
Parameter a Type Atom b v1 v2 v3  
DDPC torsion 2 2 112 1 -0.459 -0.327 1.428  
DDDP torsion 2 2 2 112 0.000 3.248 0.000  
HDDP torsion 5 2 2 112 0.000 1.976 0.000  
CDDP torsion 1 2 2 112 0.000 11.941 0.000  
DDPD torsion 2 2 112 2 0.000 0.000 1.526  
DPCH torsion 5 1 112 2 0.000 0.004 0.214  
DPCC torsion 1 1 112 2 -0.342 0.142 0.541  
DDCP torsion 2 2 1 112 0.465 -1.667 -0.240  
HDCP torsion 5 2 1 112 0.000 0.000 0.060  
DCPC torsion 2 1 112 1 0.000 0.000 0.475  
DCPD torsion 2 1 112 2 0.000 0.000 1.300  
CDCP torsion 1 2 1 112 1.622 0.289 0.328  
a C stands for sp3 carbon atom, D – for sp2 carbon atom, P- for phosphonium P+ atom, H – for 
hydrogen; b In accordance with TINKER[4] MM3 parameter list.  
 
 To test the quality of the new parameter set, two molecules have been chosen, which 
contain the moieties as much as possible corresponding to the situations described by the 
found parameters (e.g different carbon atoms (sp3 and sp2) connected (and not) directly to the 
phosphonium phosphorus atom). The used molecules are hown in Scheme 5.1.  
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P P
A B  
Scheme 5.1 Molecules used for testing new parameters. 
 
For both molecules potential energy surface scans hve been performed. In Fig 5.1 the MM3 
energies with use of new parameters are compared with quantum chemical energies 
(MPW1K/6-31G(d)) for every MM3-structure. It has to be emphasized, that DFT has been 
chosen due to large amount of necessary calculations, though the new parameters have been 
parametrized relying on MP2 calculations. Hypothetically, the discrepancy between MM3 
calculations including new parameters with MP2 will be smaller as it is with DFT. The energy 
units in calculations, shown in Fig. 5.1 as well as in other performed scan calculations, are 
changed from kJ mol-1 to kcal mol-1 in accordance with the MM3 theory.[5a] 
 
 
Fig 5.1 MM3-Energies of the potential energy surface scan with new parameters in 
comparison with DFT-energies for the “sp3-molecule” A. 
 
The MM3 and DFT energy trends for the “sp3-molecule” A correlate good with each other. 
The analogous scan for the “sp2-molecule” B is presented in Fig. 5.2. 
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Fig 5.2 MM3-Energies of the potential energy surface scan with new parameters in 
comparison with DFT-energies for the “sp2-molecule” B. 
 
In the latter case the scattering picture has been observed. In order to check whether the 
reason of the FF/QM discrepancy is only the use of the new parameters, the phosphonium 
atom was exchanged to another atom (Si has been used), while the substituents have not been 
changed. The obtained scan is presented in Fig. 5.3 
 
Fig 5.3 MM3-Energies of the potential energy surface scan with new parameters in 
comparison with DFT-energies for “sp2-molecule” B (Si instead of P). 
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As one can conclude from the Fig. 5.3, the reason of the discrepancy is not only in the new 
parameters. There is some general problem in MM3 describing molecules containing C(sp2), 
thus one can see the structure in Fig. 5.4, where the terminal hydrogen atoms of the allyl 
group are wrong located. 
 
Fig 5.4 A random structure (local minimum) of the sp2-Si-molecule. Noteworthy the allyl-H 
atom positions are wrong. 
 
Thus, additional work in the force field parametrizat on is required to describe the 
phosphonium cations containing sp2 carbon atoms. However, it is important to note, that t e 
global minimum has also been correctly found by the force field approach for the “sp2 
molecule” B.  
 In the following MCA and XKA calculations the TINKER program in combination 
with the MM3 force field, including the new phosphonium parameters, and for some selected 
systems the MM3* force field as implemented in MACROMODEL 9.7 have been used.[4, 7] 
The accurate search of the conformational space for flexible systems (large amount of 
structures generated by force field calculations) takes a lot of CPU time. In order to make the 
calculations cheaper without considerable loss of accuracy, the following scheme was used 
(in graphical manner shown in Fig. 5.5): 
1. The force field conformational search. (“FF structures” in Fig. 5.5).  
2. Single point calculations for all FF-derived structures at DFT level in the variant of 
B98/6-31(d) level for MCA calculations, MPW1K/6-31G(d) for MVKA calculations 
or MPW1K/6-31+G(d) for XKA calculations. 
3. Comparison of the obtained relative energy values and discarding unstable 
conformations (everything that is ~30 kJ mol-1 less stable than the global minimum 
can be neglected). 
4. Quantum chemical (DFT) optimization of selected stable conformations and 
comparison of the optimized structures energies (“DFT structures” in Fig. 5.1). DFT is 
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used in the variant of B98/6-31(d) for MCA calculations, MPW1K/6-31G(d) for 
MVKA calculations or MPW1K/6-31+G(d) for XKA calculations. 
5. MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p) single point calculations for the most stable conformations 
after DFT optimization (again everything that is ~30 kJ mol-1 less stable than global 
minimum can be neglected). 
6. The conformations that have MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p) relative energies in a range of 
~15 kJ mol-1 (“result” in Fig. 5.5) should be taken for the Boltzmann averaging 
procedure. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.5 Scheme of an accurate conformational search (black – neglected conformers, red – 
important conformers). 
 
 
5.3. MCA Values for Phosphanes 
 
5.3.1. Phosphanes With Unbranched and Branched Acyclic Alkyl Substituents and 
Cyclic Substituents  
 MCA calculations for a sample of phosphanes with unbranched and branched acyclic 
and cyclic substituents have been performed. The results are collected in Table 5.4 and 
graphically shown in Fig. 5.9. 
 Cristoph Lindner (PhD student of Prof. Hendrik Zipse) has carefully analysed the 
calculated data (from Boris Maryasin and Christoph Lindner) and some general regularities 
have been found.[8] 
• The effects of the substituents are largely additive - for phosphanes with the general 
formula PRn with n = 0-3, there is an “impressively good”
[8] correlation between 
MCA values and the value of n (Fig. 5.6). The MCA value of trisubstituted 
phosphanes PR3 can be estimated from the MCA values of PMe2R and PMe3 using 
eqn (5.2). 
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MCA(PMe3-nRn) = MCA(PMe3) + n × (MCA(PMe2R) – MCA(PMe3)) (5.7) 
 
Fig. 5.6 MCA values of trialkylphosphanes with linear alkyl substituents. 
 
• The slope of the linear correlation MCA vs. n depends on the length of the alkyl 
substituent. Eqn. (5.3) expresses the exponential ch ra ter of this dependence for 
unbranched acyclic substituents (Fig. 5.7), eqn. (5.4) – analogously for cyclic 
substituents. 
 
MCA(Me2P(CH2)nH, kJ mol
-1) = 618.8 – 26.1 × 0.56n (5.8) 
MCA(Me2P(CH)(CH2)n+1), kJ mol
-1) = 625.3 – 35.5 × 0.51n (5.9) 
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Fig. 5.7 MCA values of monosubstituted phosphanes of general fo mula Me2P(CH2)nH 
(n = 1 – 5, in kJ/mol). 
 
• A general eqn. (5.10) can be built for all the systems. This equation connects the 
MCA values with the size parameters of the alkyl groups attached to the phosphorus 
atom. 
 
MCA[kJ mol-1] = 604.2 + 6.1b + 3.7c + 2.0d +1.0e + x (5.10) 
 
 In the eqn. (5.10) the parameters a, b, c, d and e are the numbers of methyl and 
methylene groups in β-, γ-, δ- and ε-positions and x represents a varying correction factor 
depending on the class of compound. Representaion of the correlation of MCA values 
obtained at MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//B98/6-31G(d) leve with those found using eqn. 5.10 are 
shown in Fig. 5.8. 
 
Fig. 5.8 Correlation of MCA values calculated with eqn. (5.10) with those obtained by 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//B98/6-31G(d) method. 
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Fig. 5.9 Structures of trisubstituted phosphanes with acycli  and cyclic alkyl substituents, 
ordered by their respective MCA values (in kJ mol-1). 
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Table 5.4. Methyl Cation Affinity (MCA) values for a variety of phosphanes calculated 
according to eqn. (5.1b) at MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//B98/6-31G(d) level (in kJ mol-1).a 
System MCA  
[kJ mol-1] 
System MCA  
[kJ mol-1] 
P(CH2tBu)3 (23) 
b +603.3 PMe3 (1) +604.2 
PMe(CH2tBu)2 (22) 
b +606.9 Pme2(cPr) (26)  +607.2 
PMe2(CH2tBu) (21) 
b +607.9 PMe2Ph (24) 
c +608.5 
PMe2Et (2) +610.5 PMe(cPr)2 (27) 
b +611.8 
PMe2(iBu) (15) 
b +611.9 PMe2(iPr) (12)  +613.5 
PMe2(nPr) (5)  +614.3 PMeEt2 (3) 
b +616.1 
PMe2(nBu) (8)  +616. PMe2(cBu) (29)  +616.7 
PMe2(nPen) (11) 
b +617.3 PPh3 (25) 
b +618.4 
PMe(iBu)2 (16) 
b +618.5 PMe2(tBu) (18) 
b  +619.4 
PMe2(cPen) (32)  +620.4 P(cPr)3 (28) 
b +621.8 
PMe2(cHex) (35) +621.9 PEt3 (4) 
b +622.5 
PMe(nPr)2 (6) 
b +624.1 PMe(iPr)2 (13) 
 +624.8 
PMe2(cHep) (38) 
b +624.9 P(iBu)3 (17) 
b +625.7 
PMe(nBu)2 (9) 
b +627.8 PMe(cBu)2 (30) 
b +628.7 
P(nPr)3 (7)  +633.6 PMe(tBu)2 (19) 
b +633.9 
PMe(tBu)2 (19) 
b +635.1 P(iPr)3 (14) 
 +635.4 
PMe(cPen)2 (33)  +637.1 P(cBu)3 (31) 
b +638.5 
P(nBu)3 (10) 
b +639.5 PMe(cHex)2 (36) 
b +641.0 
P(tBu)3 (20) 
b +648.3 P(cPen)3 (34)  +650.8 
P(cHex)3 (37) 
b +655.7   
aAbbreviations: Pen stands for pentyl, Hex for hexyl, Hep for heptyl. bCalculated by Cristoph Lindner 
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5.3.2. Cyclophane-substituted and Cyclic Phosphanes  
Organocatalysts with a cyclophane motif are potentially interesting due to their 
intrinsic planar chirality. However, examples of such organocatalysts are relatively rare.[9] 
MCA values have therefore been calculated for substit ted phosphanes in order to have 
preliminary information about potential efficiency of that type molecules for organocatalytic 
processes. Another class of phosphanes that has been checked via the MCA approach 
concerns cyclic phosphanes. The results of MCA calcul tions of cyclophane-substituted 
systems are shown graphically in Fig. 5.10.  
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Fig. 5.10 Structures of cyclophane-substituted phosphanes ordered by their MCA values. 
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Table 5.5. Methyl Cation Affinity (MCA) values for a variety of cyclophane-substituted 
phosphanes calculated according to eqn. (5.1b) at MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//B98/6-31G(d) 
level (in kJ mol-1). 
System MCA  
[kJ mol-1] 
System MCA  
[kJ mol-1] 
39SN 586.0 40SN 586.6 
41 591.3 42 608.5 
43 614.0 44 614.3 
45 616.4 40R 619.7 
39S 620.8 40S 621.3 
39R 642.0   
 
The MCA values are relatively low (+591.3 – +616.4 kJ mol-1) for systems 41 – 45 as 
compared to the MCA values of the series phosphanes with cyclic and acyclic alkyl 
substituents analyzed in the previous chapter (+603.3 – 650.8 kJ mol-1). It should be 
emphasized that, the bigger the MCA value is, the bigger the efficiency of the catalyst 
expected is. Interestingly, the MCA of the systems 45, 44 and 43 are almost equal (616.4, 
614.3 and 614.0 kJ mol-1 respectively), showing that the influence of the 2-naphtyl, p-xylyl 
and cyclophane groups are relatively equivalent. In both systems 39 and 40 one of the 
cyclophane phenyl rings has a 1-(dimethylamino)ethyl substituent. The distinction is that this 
group and the phosphorus atom are connected to the sam aromatic ring in catalyst 39, while 
in the catalyst 40 the substituents are separated by one per aromatic ring. The 1-
(dimethylamino)ethyl group contains a chiral C atom and since the cyclophane group induces 
planar chirality, there are two possible diastereomrs for each of the catalyst 39 and 40. As 
one can easily see from the Fig. 5.4 and Table 5.5 the catalyst 39, where the substituents are 
in the same ring, has quite large MCA value of 642 kJ mol-1 but only if the chiral C atom of 
the 1-(dimethylamino)ethyl group is R-configurated (39R) and this is the biggest MCA from 
all studied cyclophane family members. If the chiral atom is S-configurated (39S), then the 
MCA value is much smaller (620.8 kJ mol-1) and similar to values calculated for catalyst 40 
in R or S configuration: 619.7 kJ mol-1 (40R) and 623.1 kJ mol-1 (40S). The big difference 
between two diastereomers of the catalyst 39 can mean that significant diastereoselectivity 
could be expected. The predicted value of 642 kJ mol-1 for MCA means also, that this catalyst 
can be effective. It has to be stated here, that the MCA values (from Lindner and Maryasin) 
have been compared by Liu[10] with the kinetic data for several phosphane catalys s in aza-
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MBH reaction. It has been shown, that for the most effective catalysts the MCA values 
amount to ~620 kJ mol-1.  
The reason for the big (and so different to its analogous) MCA value for catalyst 39R 
is the strong stabilization in the phosphonium adduct between catalyst 39R and methyl cation 
(Fig. 5.11).  
 
  
39R 39S 
r(P-N) = 2.296 Å; MCA = 642 kJ mol-1 r(P-N) = 3.812 Å; MCA = 620.8 kJ mol-1 
  
40R 40S 
r(P-N) > 6 Å; MCA = 619.7 kJ mol-1 r(P-N) = 4.938 Å; MCA = 621.3 kJ mol-1  
Fig. 5.11 Structures of the most stable conformations for adducts between catalysts 39 and 40 
(both diastereomers) and methyl cation. Distances between phosphorus and nitrogen atoms 
and MCA values in comparison. 
 
The two factors – the neighbourhood of the substituents, containing phosphorus and nitrogen 
atoms and the R configuration of the chiral C atom – appear to be necessary and sufficient to 
form the intramolecular interaction between the P and N atoms (r(R-N) = 2.926 Å). Neither 
the S-configurated variant of catalyst 39 adduct nor both diastereomers of system 40 have 
such a stabilization feature and thus have much smaller MCA. This is one additional example 
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of the importance of inter- and intramolecular interactions for organocatalytic processes. For 
systems 39 and 40 methyl cation addition is also possible to the nitrogen atom. The ability of 
a competition between the ammonium and the phosphonium cation formation has been 
checked. Much smaller MCA value of 586.0 kJ mol-1 for the ammonium vs. 620.8 kJ mol-1 for 
the phosphonium cation, formed from the catalyst 39 with S configuration of chiral C atom, 
and 586.6 vs. 621.3 kJ mol-1 – from catalyst 40 have been obtained. 
In Fig. 5.12 and in Table 5.6 MCA values for cyclic phosphanes are shown. 
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Fig 5.12 Structures of cyclic phosphanes, ordered by their respective MCA values. 
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Table 5.6 Methyl Cation Affinity (MCA) values for cyclic phosphanes, calculated according 
to eqn. (5.1b) at MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//B98/6-31G(d) level (in kJ mol-1). 
System MCA  
[kJ mol-1] 
System MCA  
[kJ mol-1] 
46 584.0 47 597.0 
48 598.5 49 602.0 
50 616.8   
 
These systems show quite moderate MCA values, the larg st is 616.8 kJ mol-1 for system 50. 
In Fig. 5.13 the MCA values of the cyclic phosphanes are compared to similar acyclic 
systems.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.13 The MCA values of cyclic phosphanes as compared to acyclic analogues. 
 
The acyclic systems have larger values of MCA excepting the case of system 50, which has 
almost the same value of the MCA as its acyclic analogue. As it is should be expected the 
cyclic phosphanes have strain due to the cycle structure. Latter makes the discrepancy 
between these phosphanes and the acyclic analogues. For the phosphanes 48 and 13 the MCA 
values difference is the largest and amounts to 26.3 kJ mol-1. In order to clarify this 
difference, the geometries of the corresponding system  (both phosphanes and both adducts 
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with methyl cation) can be compared. In the Table 5.7 the out-of-plane displacements (in 
terms of dihedral angles α in accordance with the Table 5.7) are collected. 
 
Table 5.7 Pyramidalization in the systems 48/48Me+ and 13/13Me+ 
C3
C2
P
C1
H
H
H
H
H
D(C1C2C3P) = α
48
 
System α α(PR3) – α(PR3Me
+) 
48 39.9 
8.7 
48Me+ 31.2 
13 45.7 
10.9 
13Me+ 34.8 
 
One can see that pyramidalization is bigger in the acyclic system 13/13Me+. The difference in 
the dihedral angles α shows, that in the case of system 48/48Me+ the geometrical change (on 
the example of α) is a bit smaller, than in the system 13/13Me+. The acyclic system 13/13Me+ 
has no strain and therefore it is more flexible. Thus, smaller energetic difference between 
phosphane 48 and adduct 48Me+ (it is represented by the MCA value) as compared to the 
system 13/13Me+ correlates with the geometries of the phosphanes ad the methyl cation 
adducts. The system 50 is the most unstrained among all cyclic systems due to the cycle size, 
thus there is no big difference between its MCA (616.8 kJ mol-1) and MCA of the acyclic 
system (616.3 kJ mol-1). 
 
5.4. MVKA and XKA 
The XKA is defined as the reaction energy for the transformation shown in Scheme 
5.2  
O
R
Nu
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Scheme 5.2 Michael addition step of the MBH reaction. 
 
The “X” means that the ketone is varying. If the ketone is MVK, then the descriptor of 
catalytic activity is called MVKA. 
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5.4.1. MVKA of Recently Synthesized Bifunctional Phosphane Catalysts 
A new family of bifunctional phosphane catalysts (BPC) with general formula shown 
in Scheme 5.3, have been recently synthesized and their efficiency in the MBH reaction 
(reaction between p-chlorbenzaldehyde and MVK) has been tested.[10] 
 
P
R
 
BPC1: R = NHC(O)C(CH3)3; 
BPC2: R = NHC(O)Me; 
BPC3: R = NHC(O)Ph; 
BPC4: R = NHC(O)C6H4(p-MeO); 
BPC5: R = NHC(O)C6H4(p-CN); 
BPC6: R = OH;  
Scheme 5.3 Bifunctional phosphane catalysts. 
 
The conversion [%], corresponding reaction time [h] and (for some cases) the half-life time 
[h] have been presented[10] for this family of catalysts, that allows to rank the catalysts by its 
activity. In this chapter the comparison of the experimental kinetic data (qualitative data 
(conversion and reaction time) and (if available) quantitative (half-life time)) with the values 
of MVKA will be shown. Reaction between phosphorus-containing Lewis base and MVK can 
lead to the acyclic zwitterionic intermediate 54 (vide Scheme 5.4) or cyclic adduct 53. The 
enthalpies at 298 K of the formation of acyclic zwitterionic adduct 54 will in the following be 
termed “MVKA” and in the case of cyclic complex 53 “MVKA-c”.  
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Scheme 5.4 Formation of acyclic and cyclic adducts between phos ane catalyst and Michael 
acceptor. 
 
 Geometry optimization has been performed at MPW1K/6-31G(d) level of theory. The 
thermal corrections to the enthalpies H298 at 298.15 K have been calculated for all stationary 
points from unscaled vibrational frequencies obtained at the MPW1K/6-31G(d) level. In 
previous chapters the importance to use MPW1K/6-31+G(d) for zwitterionic intermediates 
has been  noted. The calculations of “MVKA” and “MVKA-c” presented here are based, 
however, on the MPW1K/6-31G(d) geometries. The reason of this inconsistency is that the 
“MVKA”/”MVKA-c” calculations have been performed before the observation made by Wei, 
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Sateesh, Maryasin, Sastry and Zipse about better efficiency of the MPW1K/6-31+G(d) 
level.[3c] Nevertheless, the adequacy of MPW1K/6-31G(d) application for the MVKA 
calculations of BPC family has been checked. For instance, such basis set improvement 
changes the MVKA value of the BPC0 only by 0.8 kJ mol-1. This small energy difference can 
be neglected. The thermal corrections have been combined with single point energies 
calculated at the MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) level to yield enthalpies H298 at 
298.15 K. Table 5.8 collects the result of the MVKA and MVKA-c calculations.  
  
Table 5.8 Experimental results of the BPC family as compared with the MVKA and MVKA-
c values of these catalysts. 
Catalyst 
P
R
 
Experimental 
data: time and 
conversion; 
experimental 
rank a 
Half-life 
time/min b 
MVKA c 
 
R13P
O
R54
 
MVKA-c c 
 
PR13O
R
53  
BPC0 (PPh3), R = H 15h, 19%, + 1020 +23.1 -41.5 
BPC1, R = NHC(O)C(CH3)3 22h, 64%, +++ 320 -31.1 -57.1 
BPC2, R = NHC(O)Me 20h, 62%, +++ 400 -28.9 -59.8 
BPC3, R = NHC(O)Ph 20h, 47%, ++ 630 -26.7 -60.7 
BPC4, R = NHC(O)C6H4(p-MeO) 20h, 53%, ++ - -26.0 -60.5 
BPC5, R = NHC(O)C6H4(p-CN) 19h, 12%. + - -31.4 -62.3 
BPC6, R = OH ~0%, - - -67.0 -49.4 
a The experimental data are taken from Liu.[10] Since the kinetic data are rather qualitative (not for all systems the 
half-life time is availiable), qualitative “experimental rank” – the degree of catalyst efficiency is involved: the 
more “+” a catalysts has, the more efficient it is. 
b Unpublished results of Yinghao Liu, available only for four systems 
c Gas-phase; MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d); thermochemical corrections: MPW1K/6-31G(d). 
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Fig. 5.14 The MVKA scale of the BPC family.  
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The results of MVKA calculations are shown in graphical form in Fig. 5.14. From Fig. 
5.14 and Table 5.7 it is clear to see two very different MVKA values: of PPh3 (+23.1 kJ mol
-
1) and BPC6 (-67.0 kJ mol-1), though 5 other catalysts have MVKA values around -30 kJ mol-
1. These two catalysts PPh3 and BPC6 are also very special in view of the experimental 
results. For PPh3 (without co-catalyst) the conversion is very small (15h, 19%) and for BPC6 
no conversion is observed. Relying on the MVKA calculations, a hypothesis can be proposed, 
that the reason of inefficiency of the BPC6 is the dramatic stabilization of the adduct with 
MVK via protonation, that proceeds without barrier (r(OMVK -HOH) = 0.996 Å – the distance 
between oxygen atom of the MVK moiety of the adduct and hydrogen atom from the OH 
group). As a result the system is away from the catalytic cycle and stays in the protonated 
state. In the case of PPh3 the zwitterionic adduct is stabilized through hydrogen bonding 
between a hydrogen atom of the phenyl ring and the MVK oxygen atom with r(O-H) = 1.896 
Å. The situation is changed significantly if one of the BPC catalysts with MVKA around -30 
kJ mol-1 (Fig. 5.14) is observed. As an example in BPC1 (one of the most efficient among the 
BPC family (vide Table 6.7), a strong stabilizing hydrogen bond (r(OMVK -HNH) = 1.541 Å) is 
formed between the MVK moiety and the hydrogen of the -NH- fragment. The intermediate is 
not completely protonated and still involved in the catalytic cycle, but stabilized and thus 
likely to be formed. The structures of the acyclic adducts for BPC6, PPh3 and BPC1 are 
shown in Fig. 5.15.  
 
OH
Ph2P O
 
O
Ph2P H
 
O
PPh2 H
N
O
 
  
 
r(OMVK -HOH) = 0.996 Å r(O-H) = 1.896 Å r(OMVK -HNH) = 1.541 Å
 
r(P-CMVK) = 1.839 Å r(P-CMVK) = 1.843 Å r(P-CMVK) = 1.838 Å 
 
Fig. 5.15 Structures of the acyclic adducts between BPC6, PPh3 and BPC1. 
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Several conclusions can be drawn from the calculated MVKA values: 
• PPh3 can be inefficient as a catalyst (if the co-catalyst is not involved) due to the 
endothermic nature of the Michael addition step (MVKA > 0). It is important to note 
here that the situation is very different if the co-catalyst is involved (vide chapter 3) – 
then the zwitterionic intermediate is stabilized via the intermolecular interaction with 
the co-catalyst. Indeed, from the experiment one can see, that without co-catalyst the 
catalyst PPh3 does not work properly (Table 5.4) and with p-nitrophenol as a co-
catalyst the reaction reaches the 60% conversion after 20h[10] 
• In the case of BPC6 the MVKA is too negative, thus the reaction may be trapped in a 
“super” stabilized system. The acyclic adduct betwen BPC6 and MVK is stabilized 
via hydrogen transfer from the OH group to the oxygen of the MVK moiety. This 
correlates with the experimental result, that BPC6 is ineffective catalyst.[10]   
• Five other catalysts (BPC1-5) take the middle position. The zwitterionic intermediates 
are significantly stabilized via hydrogen bonding between the MVK moiety and the -
NH- group of the catalyst, but they are still not completely protonated and can 
continue in the catalytic cycle. The smallest (the best) values are obtained from BPC1 
and BPC5. The result of BPC1 is in accordance with the experimental evidence, since 
the BPC1 has been found to be the most effective from the family. The BPC5 gave 
only modest conversion in experiment, though its MVKA value is almost equal to the 
MVKA of the BPC1. Thus, the MVKA alone is not enough to explain the poor 
performance of BPC5.   
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Fig. 5.16 The MVKA-c scale of the BPC family. 
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In Fig. 5.16 the MVKA-c results are collected. Inasmuch as the formation of the cyclic 
adduct is a side reaction, which leads the system away from the catalytic cycle, the 
understanding of the MVKA-c values are opposite to MVKA – the more exothermic the 
reaction (vide Fig. 5.16) is, the worse the catalyst is. Fig. 5.16 shows that MVKA-c is the 
most negative for the BPC5, hence this catalyst is the worst catalyst from the point of view of 
the cyclic side product formation. This fact can explain the experimentally found poor 
efficiency of this catalyst. On the other hand the MVKA-c of the best catalyst BPC1 is 5.2 kJ 
mol-1 less exothermic. This fact supports the best effici ncy of this catalyst among the BPC 
family. The fact of the best efficiency of BPC1 has been found experimentally (vide Table 
5.7) and predicted by MVKA calculation (vide Fig. 5.14). The reason for the strong 
stabilization of the cyclic adducts is related to hydrogen bond formation. Thus, the 
intramolecular stabilizing interactions can play a dual role in the MBH process – supporting 
the catalytic cycle and supporting the side processes on the other hand. The structure of the 
cyclic adduct between MVK and BPC5 is shown in Fig. 5.17. The structure corresponds to 
the trigonal bipyramid, with the oxygen atom of MVK moiety in the epical position.  
 
 
P
Ph
Ph
O
NH
O
NC  
r(OMVK -HNH) = 1.809 Å  
r(P-OMVK ) = 1.965 Å  
 
Fig. 5.17 The structure of the cyclic adduct between MVK and BPC5. 
 
The length of P-O distance in this structure amounts to 1.965 Å. This bond is quite long, since 
in known structures of pentaoxyphopsphoranes the P-O distance generally fall in the range 
1.57 – 1.77 Å.[11] However, pentacovalent phosphoranes with longer apical P-O distances 
have been detected (e.g. 55 and 56[12] Scheme 5.5). The complex 57 shows, that this distance 
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can be even longer, depending on the extent of contribution from coordinate covalent 
character.[11, 13]   
 
P
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Ph
Ph
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P O
Ph
O
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O
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57
 
 
Scheme 5.5 Known pentacoordinated phosphorus compounds with apical P-O distance in the 
range 1.8 – 2.9 Å. 
 
Noteworthy, this is larger than single P-O bond in tr - or tetracoordinated phosphorus 
compounds. For comparison, in the optimized at MPW1K/6-31G(d) level structure of 
P(OMe)3 the r(P-O) amounts to 1.628 Å and in the Me3PO the distance r(P-O) = 1.468 Å. 
Latter reflects double P-O bond. 
 
5.4.2. Correlation of MVKA and Experimentally Measured Kin etic Data for BPC 
Catalysts 
It has been shown qualitatively that the results of MVKA calculations reflect and explain the 
experimental results in many cases. Of course it would be an additional advantage if the 
calculations correlate with the experimental data in a more quantitative manner. 
Unfortunately, half-life times are not available for all of the systems, but only for four of them 
(Table 5.7). In the left side of Fig. 5.18 the correlation between the kinetic data (log10(1/t1/2)) 
and MVKA values is plotted for all four systems, and i  the right side of Fig. 5.18 the PPh3 
point (which seems to be completely out of the regression line) is excluded. The correlation 
coefficient for all available data amount R2 = 0.76. Exclusion of the PPh3 yields a better 
correlation: R2 = 0.96. In general the MVKA approach can successfully give a rough estimate 
of the catalyst/substrate pair for MBH. 
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PPh3, BPC1, BPC2, BPC3 BPC1, BPC2, BPC3 
Fig. 5.18 Experimental kinetic data vs. MVKA for BPC catalysts.  
 
5.4.3. XKA of Triphenylphosphane and Pyridine-derived Lewis Base Catalysts Using 
Three Different Michal Acceptors. Experiment and Theory in Comparison 
 The efficiency of the MVKA approach to characterize BPC catalysts has been 
discussed. Another family of organocatalysts has recently been studied experimentally in its 
applicability to aza-MBH and MBH reactions – 4-substituted pyridine-derived Lewis bases 
(PDLB). The best results have been achieved with so called PDLB2 (Scheme 5.5), which has 
also been found to be the most effective in acylation reactions.[10, 14] 
N
N
N
 
Scheme 5.5. The PDLB2 catalyst – one of the most active pyridine catalyss for acylation 
reactions. 
 
Interesting results have been obtained by Liu comparing PDLB2 with PPh3 for the 
aza-MBH reaction between N-tosylimine and three different Michael acceptors: MVK 
(MA1) , ethyl acrylate (MA2)  and 2-cyclohexenone (MA3) .[10] The kinetic data (reaction 
time, conversion and (if available) half-life time) are collected in Table 5.9 
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Table 5.9 Kinetic data (reaction time, conversion and (if available) half-life time) for aza-
MBH reaction involving PPh3 and PDB2 as catalysts and three different Michael acceptors 
(MA1-3). 
 
NTs
Cl R1
O
R2
+
Catalyst
CDCl3, rt
TsHN
Cl R1
O
R2
MA1-3  
Catalyst O
 
O
OEt
 
O
 
MA1 MA2 MA3 
P
 
++ 
4h;99%conv a; 
t1/2 = 38 min 
+ 
5d;93%conv a 
– 
30h;<3%conv a 
N
N
N
 
+++ 
4h;99%conv a; 
t1/2 = 26 min 
+ 
5d;75%conv a 
++ 
40h;99%conv a 
a Experimental study from Yinghao Liu.[10]  
 
Using PPh3 as the catalyst, the following substrate-reactivity order is observed: MA1 > MA2 
>> MA3. The trend is then changed when PDLB2 is used: MA1 > MA3 > MA2 . For both 
catalysts the best Michael acceptor is MA1 . MA2  and MA3  change the positions with 
catalyst variation. Noteworthy, for the case of PDLB2, MA1  is more reactive than for PPh3. 
In Table 5.8 with symbol “+” or “-” a rough grade for a substrate is given, the more “+” signs 
a substrate has, the more reactive the substrate to r spective catalyst is. Trying to explain 
these observations the XKA approach has been applied. The XKA calculations have been 
performed in much the same way as MVKA, but the model has been slightly strengthened by 
improving the basis set used for geometrical and thermochemical calculations from 6-31G(d) 
to 6-31+G(d) and by implicit inclusion of the solvent effect via PCM approach (in 
chloroform). The results are collected in the Table 5.9, where the affinities are named XKA1-
4, respectively presented as the reaction enthalpies at 298K, zero point corrected energies, 
free energies in the gas phase and free energies in solution at 298K. In Table 5.9 the 
calculated results are compared with the experimental data. 
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Table 5.10. Affinities (XKA) of Ph3P and PDLB2 to different Michael acceptors. 
Catalyst 
 
XKA 
O
 
O
OEt
 
O
 
MA1 MA2 MA3 
P
 
XKA1a; H298, kJ mol
-1 +23.9 +50.3b +82.7 
XKA2; E0, kJ mol
-1 +25.7 +51.2 +83.0 
XKA3; G298, kJ mol
-1
 +81.9 +106.8 +139.9 
XKA4 c;G298,CHCl3, kJ mol
-1 +69.8 +94.1 +121.7 
Experimentd ++ 
4h;99%conv;  
t1/2 = 38 min 
+ 
5d;93%conv 
– 
30h;<3%conv 
N
N
N
 
XKA1a; H298, kJ mol
-1 +12.8 +40.5 +61.1; +60.3e 
XKA2; E0, kJ mol
-1 +14.5 +41.2 +61.2; +60.3 
XKA3; G298, kJ mol
-1
 +70.3 +95.2 +114.7;+113.1 
XKA4 c;G298,CHCl3, kJ mol
-1 +64.6 +86.7 +100.9;+99.6 
Experimentd +++ 
4h;99%conv; 
t1/2 = 26 min 
+ 
5d;75%conv 
++ 
40h;99%conv 
a In general fo XKA: MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31+G(d); thermochemical corrections: MPW1K/6-
31+G(d) 
b For XKA calculations OMe group instead of OEt has been used 
c PCM calculation: RHF/6-31G(d) using UAHF radii and CHCl3 as the solvent to model  
d Experimental study from Yinghao Liu. Conditions: RT, CHCl3, 10 mol% Lewis base; with symbol “+” or “-” a 
rough grade for a substrate is given, the more “+” signs a substrate has, the more reactive the substrate to 
respective catalyst is. The grade is giving relying o  the experimental kinetic data. 
e Complex of PDLB2 and cyclohexenone can exist in two diastereomeric variants. 
 
 In the case of the PPh3, the calculated affinity values are in accordance with 
experimental data, putting into the first place MVK (MA1) , to the intermediate place – methyl 
acrylate (MA2) , to the worst, third place – cyclohexenone (MA3) . The structures of the 
optimized adducts are shown in Fig. 5.19. 
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PPh3  
   
R(O-H) = 1.921 Åa R(O-H) = 3.055 Å R(O-H) = 3.303 Å 
R(P-C) = 1.829 Å b R(P-C) = 1.868 Å R(P-C) = 1.892 Å 
q(ketone) = -0.96 e c q(ketone) = -0.89 e q(ketone) = -0.91 e 
a Distance between oxygen atom of alkoxide function and the nearest hydrogen of one of the phenyl rings. 
b Distance between “accepting” carbon atom of ketone and “donating” P atom of catalyst. 
c  The overall charge of the “ketone” moieties in the s own adducts at the NPA/MPW1K/6-31+G(d) level. 
 
Fig 5.19. Structures of the most stable (in terms of ∆G298,CHCl3) conformations of adducts 
between ketones MA1-3 and PPh3. 
 
One can see dramatic differences between the adducts for hese three ketones. In the case of 
cyclohexenone the important stabilizing hydrogen-bod between one of the phenyl rings and 
the ketone oxygen is absent due to structural properties of cyclohexenone. The structure of the 
cyclohexenone/PPh3 adduct has been found to be similar to one of the unstable conformations 
(Z isomer) for complexes of MVKA with PPh3, though in the case of MVKA formation of the 
hydrogen-bond in this conformation is still possible. As one can see from the Fig 5.19 the 
most stable conformation of methyl acrylate/PPh3 in terms of G298,CHCl3 is also the Z-isomer 
(with OMe cis to CH2PR3
+) as well as for cyclohexanone. There is only weak lectrostatic 
interaction with the nearest hydrogen of a phenyl ring. This conformation is found to be 1.3 
and 1.5 kJ mol-1 more stable than the E-isomers (in the gas phase the E-isomers are more 
stable) with hydrogen bonds structurally similar to the MVKA/PPh3 adduct. As one can see 
from Fig. 5.19, the overall charges (NPA/MPW1K/6-31+G(d)) of the “ketone” moieties for 
adducts with PPh3 are quite significant: from -0.891 e (ethyl acrylate, MA2 ) to -0.960 e 
(MVK, MA1 ), this illustrates a substantial charge transfer from PPh3 to the ketones.   
The experimental data show that in the case of PDLB2 the reaction runs in general 
faster (excepting substrate ethyl acrylate (MA2) , which gives almost the same results for both 
catalysts), compared to PPh3. This fact is in accordance with calculated affinity values (Table 
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5.9). In contrast to Ph3P, experiment puts the substrate MA3  on the second and substrate 
MA2  on the third position in the reactivity row. This doesn’t appear so clear from the 
calculations of ketone affinities. The main reason f r the position change of the substrates 
MA2  and MA3  for PDLB2 can be hidden not in the Michael addition, which is only reflected 
by these calculations, but in other steps of the aza-MBH process. Structurally the adducts 
between catalyst and substrate for PDLB2 (the structures are shown in Fig. 5.20) are quite 
similar to the PPh3 case, though for PDLB2 the systems are much more conformationally 
flexible, than for PPh3 due to the unsymmetrical geometry of PDLB2.  
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R(O-H) = 1.863 Åa R(O-H) = 1.974 Å R(O-H) = 3.446 Åd 
R(N-C) = 1.511 Å b R(N-C) = 1.532 Å R(N-C) = 1.599 Å 
q(ketone) = -0.54 e q(ketone) = -0.54 e q(ketone) = -0.51 e 
a Distance between oxygen atom of alkoxide function and the nearest hydrogen of pyridine 
ring  
b Distance between “accepting” carbon atom of ketone and “donating” N atom of catalyst 
c  The overall charge of the “ketone” moieties in the s own adducts at the NPA/MPW1K/6-
31+G(d) level 
d It is shown the structure of the diastereomer with R-configurated carbon atom of 
cyclohexenone connected with pyridine N atom   
 
Fig 5.20. Structures of the most stable (in terms of ∆G298,CHCl3) conformations of adducts 
between ketones MA1-3 and PDLB2. 
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The interactions between the nearest hydrogen atom (for PDLB2 this hydrogen is one of the 
pyridine ring hydrogens) and ketone are similarly to PPh3 very important. For PDLB2 these 
interactions can be stronger as compared to PPh3 because the distance between ketone and 
catalyst (distance between “accepting” carbon atom of ketone and “donating” phosphorus 
(PPh3) or nitrogen (PDLB2) atom of catalyst) is getting substantially smaller for the PDLB2 
as it is shown in Fig. 5.19 and Fig. 5.20. Thus in ge eral, for PDLB2 the magnitude of the 
interaction between ketone and catalyst is expected to be bigger than for PPh3, and it 
correlates with the bigger affinity of PDLB2 to all studied substrates as compared to PPh3 
which is in accordance with experimental evidence of bigger efficiency of PDLB2. As it is 
shown in Fig. 5.20, the overall charges (NPA/MPW1K/6-31+G(d)) of the “ketone” moieties 
for adducts with PDLB2 are moderate: from -0.509 e (2-cyclohexenone MA3 ) to -0.544 e 
(MVK ( MA1 )). These values are significantly smaller as compared to the adduct with PPh3, 
showing that charge-transfer from catalyst to keton in the case of PDLB2 is less significant 
than it is found for PPh3. This difference between nitrogen and phosphorus based zwitterionic 
species is in accordance with a recent study where PMe3 and NMe3 complexes with 
methylvinylketone have been analyzed.[3c] 
Fig. 5.21 shows the dependence of XKA4 (G298,CHCl3, kJ/mol) on the studied substrate. 
The line of PPh3 is in accordance with the experiment showing that MVK is the best 
substrate, the second one is ethyl acrylate and the worst one is the 2-cyclohexenone. The line 
of PDLB2 shows a higher activity (XKA4 value is smaller) towards MVK and significantly 
much higher activity towards 2-cyclohexenone as compared to PPh3. These results of the 
calculations are also in complete accordance with experimental evidence. One can see from 
the Fig. 5.21 that for PDLB2 the difference between substrates MA2  and MA3  is smaller: 
  
∆XKA4(PDLB2,MA3 -MA2 ) = XKA4(PDLB2,MA3 ) – XKA4(PDLB2,MA2 ) = 100.9 - 
85.2 = 15.7 (kJ mol-1) 
 
as compared to the difference between substrate MA1 and MA2 :  
 
∆XKA4(PDLB2,MA2 -MA1 ) = XKA4(PDLB2,MA2 ) – XKA4(PDLB2,MA1 ) = 85.2 - 64.6 
= 20.6 (kJ mol-1), 
 
while for PPh3 the trend is inversed: ∆XKA4(PPh3,MA3 -MA2 ) = 27.6 kJ mol
-1 and 
∆XKA4(PPh3,MA2 -MA1 ) = 24.3 kJ mol
-1. This is illustrated on the Fig. 5.11 by the concave 
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character of the function for PDLB2 and convex – for PPh3. The change of the character of 
“XKA(substrate)” dependence seems to correlate withthe fact of the total loss of activity for 
substrate 3 in reaction with Ph3P and its validity for PDLB2.  
 
 
Fig 5.21. XKA4 (G298,CHCl3, kJ mol
-1) vs. Michael acceptor. 
 
5.5. Conclusions 
• The MCA calculations have been performed for a serie  of phosphanes, including 
subfamilies such as cyclophane substituted phosphanes. The obtained MCA values 
can be used as a guideline for optimization of phosane-catalyzed organocatalytic 
transformations, e.g. MBH reaction.    
• A new descriptor of catalytic activity is suggested for the MBH reaction: XKA (“X”-
ketone affinity) – affinity of catalyst to MBH-substrate (“X”-ketone). The XKA and 
its particular case MVKA (Methyl Vinyl Ketone Affinty) work well for a rough 
estimate of the efficiency for selected combinations f catalyst/substrate.  
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6. The Frustratedness of Lewis acid - Lewis Base Pairs 
 
6.1. Introduction 
 It has recently been found that sterically hindere Lewis acid - Lewis base pairs 
("frustrated Lewis pairs", FLP) can activate small unfunctionalized molecules such as H2 in a 
kinetically competent manner, thus opening a new avenue into hydrogenation catalysis.[1] An 
example is shown in Scheme 6.1, where Lewis pair 1•2 composed of P(tBu)3 (1) and B(C6F5)3 
(2) splits dihydrogen heterolytically to form phosphonium cation 3 and borohydride 4.[1c, 2] 
 
Pt-Bu
t-Bu
t-Bu
B Ar
Ar
Ar
+ H2 Pt-Bu
t-Bu
t-Bu
B Ar
Ar
Ar
H H+
Ar = C6F5  
(6.1) 
                             1•2                                           3                   4
Scheme 6.1. Activation of dihydrogen H2 through reaction with frustrated Lewis pair 1•2. 
 
The surprising ability of these transition metal-free systems to activate small molecules has 
been traced back to steric strain present in the Lewis acid - Lewis base complexes, whose 
release on reaction with, for example, H2 greatly improves the otherwise unfavourable 
dissociation to H+ and H-. In a qualitative sense the strain present in these sterically hindered 
complexes is a consequence of not allowing the Lewis ac dic and Lewis basic centers to come 
into full contact. For the systematic development of new catalytically active FLP systems it 
would seem desirable to define the degree of "frustratedness" in a quantitative manner. The 
first step in building a strategy for the quantification of the degree of Lewis pair frustration is 
the identification of a theoretical methodology forthe accurate treatment of Lewis pairs. 
Generalization of the reaction shown in Scheme 6.1 to substituted phosphines a and 
boranes b leads to the reaction (A) shown in Scheme 6.2. Thereaction energy for this 
transformation Eab can be compared to that for the same process in the completely unbiased 
system c•d composed of the smallest possible phosphine PH3 (c) and BH3 (d). The degree of 
frustratedness of Lewis pair a•b may be calculated from the difference in the reaction 
energies of the biased and the unbiased systems, but such an approach would neglect the 
electronic influence of the substituents R1 and R2 on the Lewis basicity of P(R1)3 and Lewis 
acidity of B(R2)3. The electronic influence of R
2 on borane acidity can be assessed by 
comparing the reaction energy Ecb for model reaction (C) with that of the unbiased rfe ence 
system (B). Equally, the effect of R1 on phosphane basicity can be expressed as the difference 
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between reaction energy Ead for model reaction (D) with that of the unbiased refe ence 
reaction (B). 
 
PR1
R1
R1
B R2
R2
R2
+ H2 PR
1
R1
R1
B R2
R2
R2
H H+
Eab
 
(A) 
           a•b                                        aH                 bH  
PH
H
H
B H
H
H
+ H2 PH
H
H
B H
H
H
H H+
Ecd
 
(B) 
           c•d                                        cH                 dH  
PH
H
H
B R2
R2
R2
+ H2 PH
H
H
B R2
R2
R2
H H+
Ecb
 
(C) 
           c•b                                        cH                 bH  
PR1
R1
R1
B H
H
H
+ H2 PR
1
R1
R1
B H
H
H
H H+
Ead
 
(D) 
           a•d                                        aH                 dH  
 
Scheme 6.2. Reference reactions for the quantitative definition of "frustration energy" EFLP. 
 
With these definitions the frustration energy EFLP can quantitatively be expressed as given in 
eqn. (6.2). 
 
EFLP = Ecd + (Ecb - Ecd) + (Ead - Ecd) - Eab = Ecb + Ead - Ecd - Eab      (6.2) 
 
Closer inspection of the systems involved in the calcul tion of the reaction energies in eqn. 
(6.2) reveals that several energy terms will cancel in the evaluation of EFLP (that of E(H2), 
EaH, EbH, EcH, and EdH). Further analysis shows that the definition of EFLP given in eqn. (6.2) 
is exactly identical to the reaction energy for theexchange reaction between two Lewis pairs 
a•b and c•d as shown in Scheme 6.3.  
 
PR1
R1
R1
B R2
R2
R2
+ PH
H
H
B H
H
H
EFLP
PH
H
H
B R2
R2
R2
+ PR1
R1
R1
B H
H
H  
(E) 
          a•b                            c•d                              c•b                       a•d                                                                                                                
Scheme 6.3. Exchange reaction between Lewis pairs •b and c•d. 
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In contrast to the reference reactions (A) - (D) shown in Scheme 6.2 involving heterolytic 
splitting of H2, exchange reaction (E) makes no reference to a specific substrate activation 
reaction and is thus a much more general definition of the frustration energy EFLP in Lewis 
pair a•b. 
  
6.2. Results and Discussion 
Initial studies have been performed for selected small systems, for which experimental 
or high-level theoretical data are available (Scheme 6.4).   
 
H3P BH3  Me3P BH3  H3P BMe3  Me3P BMe3  H3P BF3  Me3P BF3  
Scheme 6.4 Small Lewis base – Lewis acid pairs. 
 
6.2.1. Geometry Optimization 
 In order to identify a reliable approach for geometry optimization we have compared 
seven methods (Table 6.1). Five of them are within DFT and two – ab initio in the variant of 
MP2 with and without FC approximation. First objective is the determination of a relatively 
cheap approach, which could be applicable farther for real-life FLP systems. Therefore we 
have consciously limited us to use as possible small basis sets. Thus we have checked 6-
31G(d) and 6-31+G(d) with different DFT functionals nd aug-cc-pVDZ with MP2. Fig. 6.1 
presents a cumulative picture of the geometry optimization results, showing mean absolute 
deviation relative to experimental values (MAD = 1/nΣ|rexp – rcalc|) in bond length (r) for 
several sets of P-B bonds. Table 6.1 collects all found values together with complexation 
enthalpies found at the respective level of theory. 
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Table 6.1. Enthalpies (∆H298, kJ mol
-1) of formation reactions of Lewis pairs from phosphines and boranes and P-B Bond length (Å) at different 
levels of theory. 
 
a For this system at MP2(FC)/aug-cc-pVDZ, MP2(FC)/aug-cc-pVDZ and MPW1K/6-31+G(d) levels two minima are located (at around 2 Å and the second one at around 3 Å), all 
the methods have been tried to locate both minima, if the methods fails, then it stays in the table NM (no minimum) in the ∆H cell and in the adjacent r(B-P) cell the minimum 
type (~2.0 Å or ~3.0 Å) is pointed. 
b at B97-D/6-31+G(d) level the minimum r(B-P) = 3.237 is found. 
c ZPE corrected. 
d The calculated data are lacking the information about thermal corrections.  
Method PH3BH3 PMe3BH3 PH3BMe3 PMe3BMe3 PH3BF3 
a PMe3BF3 
∆H r(B-P) ∆H r(B-P) ∆H r(B-P) ∆H r(B-P) ∆H r(B-P) ∆H r(B-P) ∆H r(B-P) 
1)B3LYP/6-31G(d) -75.9 1.960 -122.6 1.934 19.3 2.134 -14.3 2.024 NM ~2.0 -5.0 3.166 -44.8 2.097 
2)B98/6-31G(d) -85.3 1.966 -142.8 1.940 7.1 2.114 -39.5 2.027 NM ~2.0 -8.1 3.137 -49.2 2.109 
3)MPW1K/6-31G(d) -97.2 1.936 -159.9 1.913 -2.4 2.047 -53.7 1.986 NM ~2.0 -7.7 3.040 -61.9 2.060 
4)MPW1K/6-31+G(d) -97.9 1.937 -159.9 1.914 -4.0 2.043 -53.3 1.988 -8.1 2.292 -7.8 2.883 -70.5 2.055 
5)MP2(FC)/aug-cc-pVDZ -85.6 1.964 -152.7 1.934 -22.6 2.054 -94.6 1.984 -8.8 2.262 -12.1 3.041 -80.5 2.041 
6)MP2(FULL)/aug-cc-pVDZ -89.6 1.958 -157.7 1.929 -27.6 2.043 -101.6 1.977 -11.5 2.237 -13.9 3.000 -84.9 2.034 
7)B97-D/6-31G(d) -78.5 1.967 -141.3 1.938 5.2 2.106 -57.1 1.993 NM ~2.0 NMb ~3.0b -51.7 2.099 
8)G3MPW1K(+)         +2.4 2.292 -9.9 2.883   
Expt. - 1.937[3] -334.0[4] 1.901[3] - - -171.4[4] - - 1.921[5] - - -190.2[4] 
-79.0[6] 
- 
               
               
Calc. -84.0[7]c 
-110.1[8]d 
1.945[7] 
1.939[8] 
2.041[9] 
-166.2[8] 
-159.3[10]c 
1.924[8] 
1.917[10] 
-4.5[8] 2.070[8] -50.0[8] 2.014[8] -41.4[9] 2.185[9] -1.8[11] 
-8.0[12] 
-12.7[12] 
-12.4[7]c 
3.075[11] 
3.495[12] 
3.220[12] 
3.089[7]c 
-169.4[11] 
-69.0[10]c 
2.055[11] 
2.046[10] 
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Fig. 6.1 Mean absolute deviation relative to experimental values (Å) of the calculated P-B bond 
length (for systems: PH3BH3, PMe3BH3 and PH3BF3). 
 
All systems in Scheme 6.4 are found to be C3v symmetric by all methods selected here, with 
the only exception of PMe3BMe3 showing C3 symmetry after optimization with MP2(FC)/aug-cc-
pVDZ and MP2(FULL)/aug-cc-pVDZ) due to the increasing of dihedral angle d(C’PBC’’) (Fig. 
6.2) value from 60.0 (C3v) to 68.0 (C3). Frenking et al. have studied the geometries and bond 
dissociation energies of the main group complexes X3B-PX3 (X = H, Me, Cl) using gradient-
corrected functional theory at the BP86/TZ2P level[8]. The calculations of Frenking et al. are in 
accordance with our DFT results and suggest C3v for PMe3BMe3. 
C''H3 C
''H3
P
C'H3
P C'H3
60o 68o
MP2DFT
 
Fig. 6.2. The PMe3BMe3 conformations presented by Newman projections. 
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For the geometry of PMe3BMe3 we have performed additional calculations at MP2(FC) level of 
theory using different basis sets: 6-31G(d), 6-31G(d,p) and 6-311++G(3df,2p) and with one of the 
DFT functionals using aug-cc-pVDZ basis set (B98/aug-cc-pVDZ). All these calculations yield a 
minimum with C3v geometry, which we subsequently assume to be the corr ct structure.  
It is clear to see from Fig. 6.1 that the best (smallest MAD) results are obtained at 
MPW1K/6-31+G(d) and both MP2 levels of theory. The other DFT approaches (B3LYP/6-31G(d), 
B98/6-31G(d), MPW1K/6-31G(d) and B97-D/6-31G(d)) are clearly inferior. From the DFT 
functionals using the 6-31G(d) basis set, the best one is MPW1K. The big improvement in the 
quality of the geometry optimization results corresponds to addition of the diffuse function to the 
basis set. The geometry, which is changed the most dramatically with the switch to 6-31+G(d) basis 
set, corresponds to the PH3BF3 Lewis pair. It is obvious after comparison with the experimental 
result, that the 6-31G(d) basis set underestimates the P-B interaction in the PH3BF3 molecule. To 
evaluate the effect of the further basis set complication on the length of P-B length in the PH3BF3 
complex, we performed geometry optimization at MPW1K/6-311++G(d,p) level, that led to P-B 
length equal 2.267 Å (vide Table 6.2). Change to the much more complicated basis set 6-
311++G(d,p) does not improve the result significantly, though the cost of the calculation is strongly 
increased. 
 
Table 6.2. The influence of basis set on the P-B bond length (Å) in PH3BF3. 
Method rcalc(P-B)-rexp(P-B), Å 
MPW1K/6-31G(d) 1.119 
MPW1K6-31+G(d) 0.371 
MPW1K/6-311++G(d,p) 0.346 
 
In order to rationalize the large changes observed for the B-P distance in Lewis pair PH3BF3 
as a function of basis set, a relaxed potential energy scan was performed for this system at 
MPW1K/6-31+G(d) level from r(P-B) = 2.0 Å to 3.5 Å (Fig 6.3). From Fig. 6.3 one can clearly see 
two minima which are energetically almost equal:  r(P-B) = 2.29 Å – the global minimum and r(P-
B) = 2.88 Å – the second one, which is only 0.16 kJ mol-1 less stable. The transition state between 
the minima corresponds to r(P-B) = 2.56 Å and locates 0.51 kJ mol-1 higher than the global 
minimum.   
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Fig. 6.3 Potential energy curve for the interaction of PH3 with BF3 computed at MPW1K/6-
31+G(d) level.  
 
Literature analysis has shown that either one or the ot er minimum was constantly ignored 
by computational studies.[7, 9, 11-12] In 1988 Hirota, Miyata and Shibata have studied PH3BF3 
complex by ab initio SCF MO theory, applying the 3-21G basis set.[9] Only the first minimum has 
been located at r(P-B) = 2.185 Å with -41.4 kJ mol-1 formation energy (thermal corrections are not 
discussed). In 1991 Ahlrichs, Bär, Häser and Sattler have reinvestigated the PH3BF3 by SCF and 
MP2 involving TZP basis set[12] and, on the contrary, have found only a weak complex with a P-B 
distance of 3.495 Å (SCF) and 3.220 Å (MP2). The corresponding formation energies (no thermal 
corrections) have been -8.0 and -12.7 kJ mol-1. In 1998 Anane, Boutalib, Nebot-Gil and F. Tomás 
have applied G2(MP2) scheme to the PH3BF3 system.
[7] Thus for the geometries the MP2(FULL)/6-
31G(d) level has been used. And again only a weak complex at r(P-B) = 3.089 Å has been found. 
The ZPE corrected formation energy at G2(MP2) level amounts to -12.4 kJ mol-1. Finally, in 2008 
Ford has analyzed the PH3BF3 system by MP2(FC)/6-311++G(d,p) calculations.
[11] The author has 
located only the complex at r(P-B) = 3.075 Å with -1.8 kJ mol-1 enthalpy of formation. However, 
the experimental data published in 1975 by Odom, Kalasinsky and Durig point vice versa only to 
the first complex with r(P-B) = 1.921 Å[5] (found via observed moments of inertia). And in all 
mentioned computational studies, the authors compare their observations with this experimental 
value, and the discrepancy was unclear. This discrepancy has encouraged us to go forward with 
additional energy vs. geometry scan-calculations and to apply ab initio theory in the variant of 
MP2(FC)/6-311++G(d,p). This method has been used in the most novel published computational 
study of the PH3BF3 molecule made by Ford.
[11] The resulting plot is shown in Fig. 6.4  
P
H
H
H
B
FF
F
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Fig. 6.4 Potential energy curves for the interaction of PH3 with BF3 computed at MP2(FC)/6-
311++G(d,p) level.  
 
Both minima have again been found at this level, and though structurally the minima are close to 
the DFT optimized geometries (2.3 Å and 3.08 Å), they are significantly different energetically and, 
on the contrary to the DFT calculations, the second minimum is 4.41 kJ mol-1 more stable than the 
first one. The r(B-P) distance (3.08 Å) of the global minimum is in accordance with the result of 
Ford.[11] The transition state is very close to the first mini um with r(B-P) = 2.38 Å. In order to 
clarify the electronic structure of the both minima we have performed NBO analysis at MPW1K/6-
31+G(d) level. Table 6.2 collects the important molecular orbitals and natural orbitals together with 
geometrical parameters. In the first minimum a sigma P-B bond is formed by the sp2.19 orbital of 
phosphorus and sp6.09 of boron atom. Corresponding natural orbital constitutes the HOMO (MO 25 
with energy of -0.370939 a.u.). The respective antibonding orbital contributes in unoccupied MO 29 
(+0.041331 a.u.). The formation of the sigma bond corresponds to significant change of the 
geometries for both phosphane and trifluoroborane moieties turning into the adduct from isolated 
molecules – the planar molecule of trifluoroborane is pyramidalized by 35.22° (vide Table 6.2). The 
second complex is formed by 64.1 kJ mol-1 strong donor-acceptor interaction between donating 
lone pair orbital localized on phosphorus (sp0.99), which constitutes the HOMO (MO 25 with energy 
of -0.343258 a.u.), with accepting antibonding (p) orbital localized on boron. No covalent P-B bond 
present for this minimum. Existence of almost pure p orbital on the boron atom is in accordance 
with a nearly planar of trifluoroborane moiety. 
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Table 6.2 Formation of chemical bonding between PH3 and BF3 in both possible minima. 
r(P-B) = 2.292 Å 
OOP(P) a = 78.7°; OOP(B) = 35.22° 
r(P-B) = 2.883 Å 
OOP(P) = 83.6°; OOP(B) = 12.4° 
 
 
 
  
Sigma (P-B) bond: 0.9092P(sp2.19) + 0.4165B(sp6.09) Donor/Acceptor complex: P (sp0.99) + B (p) → 64.1 kJ mol-1 
a Out-of-plane angle for P (phosphorus) or B (boron) moieties 
 
 
-0.4
-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
0
0.1
-0.4
-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
0
0.1MO 29 
E = 0.041331 a.u. 
+0.564RY*(P) 
-0.384RY*(P) 
-0.368BD*(P-B) 
+0.332RY*(B) 
+0,258RY*(B) 
MO 25 
E = -0.370939 a.u. 
-0.816BD(P-B) 
-0.241LP(F) 
-0.241LP(F) 
-0.241LP(F) 
MO 32 
E = 0.069504 a.u. 
+0.498RY*(P) 
-0.364RY*(P) 
-0.347RY*B 
+0.320LP*(B) 
-0.273RY*(B) 
MO 25 
E = -0.343258 a.u. 
-0.868LP(P) 
+0.254BD(P-H) 
+0.254BD(P-H) 
+0.254BD(P-H) 
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The system has been enlarged by changing the H-P bonds into C-P and check whether both minima 
still can be found, and the PMe3B(CF3)3 complex has been examined by analogous scan-calculation. 
For that system only one, strongly bound complex has been determined – the result of the scanning 
is shown in Fig.6.5  
 
 
Fig. 6.5 Potential energy curve for the interaction of PMe3 with B(CF3)3 computed at MPW1K/6-
31+G(d) level. 
  
Obviously this interesting property to exhibit more than one minimum on the potential 
energy surface depends on the system and does not appear as a general character of the Lewis pairs. 
Though for phosphorus/boron Lewis pairs the literature data seem to be scarce, a similar situation 
with two minima has been recently published for nitrogen/boron frustrated Lewis pairs, where 
M05-2X/6-311++G(d,p)//M05-2X/6-31G(d) theory has been applied[13] and for small 
nitrogen/boron Lewis pair CH3CN-BF3 using MP2, B3LYP and BWP91 methods with basis sets
ranging from STO-3G to aug-cc-pVQZ.[14] These studies in combination with the present work 
show clearly the necessity to have a reliable approach of the geometry optimization for Lewis pair 
and FLP computations. The approach must be able to treat also complicated cases of multiple 
minima on the potential energy surfaces. This is a ch llenge taking into account the importance to 
have not only reliable but also cheap method suitable for large systems.  
The MPW1K/6-31+G(d) geometry optimization approach suggested here seems to be 
satisfactory for phosphorus/boron Lewis pairs. It has shown low MAD from experimental data 
almost equal to MP2. Moreover, it can equally to MP2 locate both possible minima in the H3PBF3 
system. 
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6.2.2. Energies 
Unfortunately literature data about experimentally measured formation energies of the 
complexes in study are scarce (as well as only few examples of experimental geometries). The 
known energies and geometries are collected together with calculations in Table 6.1. From the 
calculations we present in Table 6.1 the MP2(FULL)/aug-cc-pVDZ is the highest hierarchy 
approach, thus it seems  to be reasonable to discuss it in more detail. In Fig. 6.6 the 
MP2(FULL)/aug-cc-pVDZ formation enthalpies vs. P-B distances for 6 studied systems are 
presented.     
Fig. 6.6 Enthalpies of formation reactions vs. P-B length for all systems in Table 6.1 obtained at 
MP2(FULL)/aug-cc-pVDZ. 
 
One can see that the formation energies and lengths of P-B bonds coincide and the absolute 
enthalpy values are increasing, while the distances become shorter. On the whole, complexes of 
PMe3 are stronger bonded as compared to PH3. The latter seems to correlate with the fact of 
electron donation effect of the methyl groups. Two curves in Fig. 6.6 show two families of the 
Lewis pairs. One of them is formed by PMe3 and another - by PH3. In each of the family formation 
energies and the distances are in good accordance. However, the question about energies as 
compared to distances for the borane complexes is diff cult and not always understandable, thus 
Frenking et al. have studied borane-phosphane complexes of X3B-PY3 (X = H, F, Cl; Y = F, Cl, 
Me, CN) by ab initio calculations at MP2/6-311+G(2d)//MP2/6-31G(d) and DFT at BP86/TZP and 
it has been found, that for comparison of these system  “there is no correlation between bond length 
and bond strength”. It has been suggested (hypothetically), that the reason is hybridization of the 
donor lone-pair orbital. “A higher %s character makes a spn hybridized donor-orbital more compact 
which leads to shorter bonds, but at the same time the orbital becomes lower in energy.”[10] It is 
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necessary to emphasize, that all results shown in this chapter are lack of BSSE corrections. The 
calculations of Lewis pairs and FLP taking into account BSSE effect are on-going.    
Grimme et al.[1c] have performed quite extensive benchmarking calcultions for PMe3BF3 
system to find out an example of well described reaction energy of Lewis pair formation. Results of 
this study are compared with our methods screening and collected together in Fig. 6.6 and Table 6.3 
(1-4 methods). The reaction energies (for our calcul tions we show both – relative enthalpies and 
relative total energies) are calculated for reaction (6.3) shown in Scheme 6.4. 
 
P + B
F
F F
P B F
F
F
 
(6.3) 
Scheme 6.4. Reaction of formation Lewis pair from trimethyl phosphine and trifluoroborane. 
 
In addition to our results and results of Grimme et al. we have also added to the Fig. 6.6 and Table 
6.3 experimental complexation enthalpy of reaction (6.3). In the literature one can find two different 
values of experimentally measured (gas phase calorimetry) complexation enthalpy of the reaction 
(6.3) – one of them, that we use, is -79 kJ mol-1 from Brown[6], and another one equal to -190.2 kJ 
mol-1 comes from Mente and Mills.[4] The latter is totally out of the computational result  area and 
in previous study by Frenking et al. has been already mentioned to be probably mistaken.[10]  
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P + B
F
F F
P B F
F
F
 
 
Fig. 6.6. Reaction (6.3) energies obtained at different levels of theory (presented using total 
energies and enthalpies at 298K).  
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Table 6.3 Reaction (6.3) energies obtained at different levels of theory (presented using total 
energies and enthalpies at 298K). 
 Method 
∆Etot, 
kJ mol-1 
∆H298, 
kJ mol-1 
1 B97-D/def2-QZVPP//B97-D/TZVPP(TZVP)[1c] -56.1 0.0 
2 MP2/CBS [for CBS: cc-pVTZ--cc-pVQZ]//B97-D/TZVPP(TZVP)[1c] -64.9 0.0 
3 SCS-MP2/CBS [for CBS: cc-pVTZ--cc-pVQZ]//B97-D/TZVPP(TZVP)[1c] -56.9 0.0 
4 CCSD(T)/CBS [for CBS: cc-pVTZ--cc-pVQZ]//B97-D/TZVPP(TZVP)[1c] -61.1 0.0 
5 B3LYP/6-31G(d) -49.2 -44.8 
6 B98/6-31G(d) -53.8 -49.2 
7 MPW1K/6-31G(d) -66.3 -61.9 
8 MPW1K/6-31+G(d) -74.9 -70.5 
9 B97-D/6-31G(d) -56.4 -51.7 
10 B2K-PLYP/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31+g(d)[15] -65.0 -60.6 
11 B2-PLYP-FLP(c=0.65)/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) a -75.2 -70.8 
12 MP2(FC)/aug-cc-pVDZ -85.2 -80.5 
13 MP2(FULL)/aug-cc-pVDZ -89.8 -84.9 
14 MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) -71.1 -66.7 
15 MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) -71.9 -67.4 
16 MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//B98/6-31G(d) -70.0 -65.5 
17 MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//B97-D/6-31G(d) -71.5 -66.9 
18 MP2(FC)/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) -69.0 -64.6 
19 MP2(FC)/G3large//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) -69.1 -64.6 
20 G3B3 -69.4 -65.0 
21 G3MPW1K(+)[16] -70.0 -65.6 
22 Experiment[6]  -79.0 
a B2K-PLYP with bigger contribution of correlation enrgy from second-order perturbation energy 
calculation (c = 0.65 instead of original c = 0.42)  
 
Both benchmarking approaches G3B3 and G3MPW1K(+) give values closer to the experimental 
data[6], than methods applied by Grimme et al.[1c] Results of MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ (with and without 
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FC approximation) are inferior. Probably the reason i  hidden in already mentioned (on the example 
of PMe3BMe3) mistakes of these approaches for geometry optimization. From DFT approaches the 
MPW1K/6-31+G(d) gives a surprisingly good result as compared to experiment, all other tested 
DFT variants fail. Latter coincides with their abilities in geometry optimization of studied small 
Lewis pairs. Results close to benchmarking approaches are obtained with B2K-PLYP[15] and B2K-
PLYP-FLP (B2K-PLYP with enlarged contribution of correlation energy derived from second-
order perturbation energy calculation c = 0.65) schemes using geometries from MPW1K/6-
31+G(d). Very similar values to benchmarking calculations are shown by 
MP2(FC)/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) or MP2(FC)/G3large//MPW1K/6-31+G(d). These two 
approaches we consider to be the best for several reasons: 
1. The geometry optimization approach is shown to be the best. 
2. The energy value obtained for model transformation is in good (and the best among all 
tested approaches) agreement with benchmarking G3-like schemes as well as with 
experimental data. 
3. Producing results close to values from benchmarking approaches for the model 
transformation, these methods are substantially cheaper. 
 
 As the next step the frustration energies for reactions (6.4) and (6.5) (Scheme 6.5) have been 
calculated using the set of the methods we used before, excepting energies obtained from DFT 
approaches of geometry optimization. 
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(6.4) 
(6.5) 
Scheme 6.5. Exchange reaction between Lewis pairs •b (where R1 = Me and R2 = Me or R2 = F) 
and c•d. 
 
Fig.6.4 and Table 6.4 collect the results of frustration energy calculations. It is clear to see, thatwo 
methods MP2(FC)/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) and MP2(FC)/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-
31+G(d) are again in the closest agreement with benchmarking approach G3MPW1K(+). 
Noteworthy there is a discrepancy between G3B3 and G3MPW1K in estimation of EFLP(2). This 
energy corresponds to the reaction (6.5), where the PH3BF3 system is involved, which has been in 
detail discussed due to its particular property to have two minima on the potential energy surface. 
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We knowingly took for this EFLP(2) calculation the first minimum (~2.3 Å) since it better correlates 
with the experiment. Since in G3B3 the B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometries are used, and this level of 
theory is not able to describe the first minimum, the discrepancy presents. The fact of this 
discrepancy shows us again how it is important – totake reasonable geometries for calculations of 
Lewis pairs frustration energies. The methods based on MPW1K/6-31+G(d) geometries are always 
able to locate both minima. For the G3MPW1K(+) leve the EFLP(2) is also calculated for the 
second minima (~2.9 Å) and it is also shown in the Fig. 6.8. The EFLP(2) related to the second 
minimum is indeed close to the G3B3 value, pointing he reason of discrepancy between G3B3 and 
G3MPW1K(+). 
 At the benchmarking approach of G3MPW1K(+) the EFLP(1) and EFLP(2) (first minimum) 
amount to -2.0 and -2.9 kJ mol-1 respectively. These small magnitudes show quantitatively that 
there is no substantial frustratedness in the both studied systems, as it was expected.  
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Fig. 6.8. Frustration energies EFLP(1) and EFLP(2) for reactions (6.4) and (6.5) respectively 
(presented as enthalpies at 298K) obtained at different levels of theory. 
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Table 6.4. Frustration energies EFLP(1) and EFLP(2) for reactions (6.4) and (6.5) respectively 
(presented as enthalpies at 298K) obtained at different levels of theory. 
 Method EFLP(1) EFLP(2) 
1 MP2(FC)/aug-cc-pVDZ 4.9 4.6 
2 MP2(FULL)/aug-cc-pVDZ 5.9 5.3 
3 MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//B98/6-31G(d) -1.6 -10.4 
4 MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) -1.9 -10.3 
5 MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) -2.1 -1.7 
6 MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//B97-D/6-31G(d) -1.0 -13.4 
7 B2K-PLYP/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31+g(d) -5.9 -2.7 
8 G3B3 -1.6 -16.1 
9 G3MPW1K(+) -2.0 -2.9 
10 B2-PLYP-FLP(c=0.65)//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) -2.1 -1.4 
11 MP2(FC)/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) -0.6 -2.8 
12 MP2(FC)/G3large//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) -0.6 -2.8 
 
6.3. Conclusions 
A computational approach for the treatment of Lewis pair systems is suggested. The approach is 
selected with the goal to use it in further studies for large frustrated Lewis pair systems, with 
consideration of delicate geometrical properties of Lewis pairs, the necessity to give high quality 
thermochemical predictions and limitation to be computationally affordable cheap. The 
MP2(FC)/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) level of theory seems to satisfy all requirements. The 
studies of FLP systems can now be extended to largesyst ms. For a theoretical description of FLP 
systems we suggest calculation of the “frustration energy” as energy of the exchange reaction 
between the FLP P(R1)3B(R
2)3 and unbiased reference system PH3B 3 relying on the proposed 
level of theory.  
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7. Theoretical Studies of the Acylation Reaction Catalyzed by 
DMAP With Participation of Aryl Derivatives 
 
7.1. Introduction.  
 A fundamental mechanistic study of the DMAP-catalyzed acylation reaction of 
alcohols has been published by the Zipse group[1]. The reaction to study has been chosen the 
acetylation of tert-butanol by acetic anhydride in the presence of DMAP. Two hypothetically 
competing mechanisms have been compared: nucleophilic and the general base catalysis 
pathways. Both pathways are shown in Fig. 7.1 
 
Fig.7.1 Gas-phase enthalpy profile (∆H298) for the competing nucleophilic and base catalysis 
mechanisms in the DMAP-catalyzed reaction of acetic anhydride with tert-butanol as 
calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. 
1 
2 
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The nucleophilic catalytic cycle includes formation f an acetylpyridinium cation of DMAP 
and then its reaction with the alcohol (the rate-determining step). The general base catalysis 
goes via transition state 2. For the studied case of tert-butanol and acetic anhydride the latter 
mechanism has been found to be much less favourable than the nucleophilic catalytic cycle. 
Another system has been also applied for analogus calculations – it is reaction between 
racemic 1-(1-naphtyl)ethanol with isobutyric anhydride catalyzed by chiral derivative of 
DMAP.[2] The aims of this study were an investigation of enantioselectivities of chiral 
DMAP-catalysts and checking whether previously suggested mechanism stay relevant with 
changing of the system. The conclusions about mechanism were similar to the preceding 
study. However, the first step of the acetylpyridinium cation formation in the nucleophilic 
catalytic cycle has been found to have slightly larger activation energy as compared to the 
second step. The nucleophilic pathway still has been found preferable. It has been recently 
found for desymmetrization of cyclic meso-anhydrides by chiral amino alcohols that the base-
catalyzed pathway, on the contrary, becomes preferable as compared to nucleophilic.[3] Other 
examples of comparison nucleophilic vs. base-catalysis, where the last one can be a 
favourable, have been also shown.[4] Thus, depending on the system, one or the other pathway 
is preferable, and within the nucleophilic pathway the transition states can exchange the rate-
determining nature.  
In this chapter of the present work we show results of a computational study for 
benzyl alcohol and benzoic acid anhydride in the prsence of DMAP. To the best of our 
knowledge the aryl derivatives from the side of an acylation agent have not yet been applied 
in mechanistic studies. We have compared both catalytic pathways with background reaction 
(no catalyst is involved) and studied the influence of donor and acceptor substituents in the 
aromatic ring of the reacting alcohol. In order to be consistent with the previous studies[1] we 
have chosen to use the same level of theory: B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d)//OPLS-
AA. 
 
7.2. The Background Reaction 
 In contrast to the previous studies in the field of the catalyzed acylation reactions 
mechanism,[1-2] the background (uncatalyzed) reaction is also shown in the present work. 
Surprisingly, there are only few theoretical studies for the uncatalyzed esterification 
reaction.[5] Kruger has studied acylation of methanol by acetic anhydride at the MP2/6-
31+G(d,p) level.[5a] It has been suggested that the reaction proceeds through a six-membered 
ring transition state. Aminolysis of succinic anhydride has been studied theoretically (MP2/6-
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311++G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) and CCSD(T)/6-31G(d)//B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)) by 
Leszczynski et al.[5b] The authors have compared a concerted mechanism with stepwise 
pathways. The concerted pathway has been found to be preferable. In the present work the 
concerted pathway is involved in the calculation, having in mind that the stepwise is possible 
but less preferable. 
The background reaction pathway is plotted in Fig. 7.2 by using the relative enthalpies 
at 298K (the enthalpies are collected in Table 7.1). We have chosen enthalpies and not free 
energies in order to be consistent with the previous st dies in this area.[1-2] 
 
Table 7.1 Relative enthalpies (kJ mol-1) for stationary points (best conformations, X = H) 
located on the potential energy surface at B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. 
 ∆H298 (gas phase) 
Background reaction (uncatalyzed)  
3 + 4 0.0 
5 -16.5 
6 +67.9 
7 -78.4 
8 + 9 -65.7 
 
 
Fig. 7.2 Gas-phase enthalpy profile (∆H298) for the uncatalyzed acylation of benzyl alcohol 
with benzoic anhydride as calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of 
theory. 
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The system forms a reactant complex and then, via as x-membered-ring transition state, goes 
finally to the product complex. The barrier relative to the reactant complex is found to be 84.4 
kJ mol-1.  
 
7.3. Nucleophilic Catalysis vs. Base Catalysis 
 In order to check whether in the case of our system the reaction mechanism is similar 
to that in the previously studied systems, calculations include both modes of catalysis. The 
results are shown in Fig. 7.3 using relative enthalpies at 298 K (the enthalpies are collected in 
Table 7.2).  
 
Table 7.2 Relative enthalpies (kJ mol-1) for stationary points (best conformations) located on 
the potential energy surface at B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. 
 ∆H298 (gas phase) 
Nucleophilic catalysis  
3 + 4 + 10 0.0 
11 -42.2 
12 +33.7 
13 +7.5 
14 +20.1 
15 -114.0 
8 + 9 + 10 -65.7 
Base catalysis (concerted)  
3 + 4 + 10 0.0 
11 -42.2 
16 +38.7 
15 -114.0 
8 + 9 + 10 -65.7 
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Fig. 7.3 Gas phase enthalpy profile (∆H298) for the competing nucleophilic and base catalysis 
mechanisms in the DMAP-catalyzed reaction of benzoic anhydride with benzyl alcohol as 
calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. Enthalpies 
represent the case of X = H.
 
The nucleophilic pathway starts from reactant complex 11 and via TS 12 yields the 
intermediate 13, a loose complex between acetylpyridinium cation of DMAP and a complex 
of benzoate and benzyl alcohol. This loose complex th n continues through TS 14 to form the 
stable product complex 15. If the base catalysis pathway is chosen, then the reactant complex 
11 goes through TS 16 and finally falls into the same product complex 15. As before the most 
important conclusions can be immediately drawn from the results shown in Fig. 7.3: 
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• The difference between nucleophilic and base catalysis pathways is not significant - 
the nucleophilic catalysis is found to be only 5 kJ mol-1 more preferable.  
• The first step of the nucleophilic catalysis pathway is the rate-determining step instead 
of the last step. This is in contrast to the reaction of tert-butanol with acetic 
anhydride,[1] but similar to the reaction of 1-(1-naphtyl)ethanol with isobutyric 
anhydride.[2] 
 
7.4. The Influence of Donor and Acceptor Substituents in the Aromatic Ring of the 
Alcohol 
 We have studied the influence of the substitution in p-position of the alcohol aromatic 
ring. In order to avoid expensive transition state optimizations and assuming unsubstantial 
changes of the geometries varying the substituent, we suggest the following “cheap” 
computational scheme: 
1. Substitution of -H to -R (here -NO2 or -CH3) in the agreed position of important 
stationary points (the best conformations of TSs, reactants and products). We have 
used two of the best conformations. If the stability order was changed in the 
B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) single-point calu ations as compared with 
the B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometry optimization, then we have used two of the best 
conformations after single-point as well as two of the best after the geometry 
optimization. 
2. Optimization with constrains (we freeze the distances in the reacting part of the 
transition states. The frozen bonds are shown by red colour in Fig 7.2 and 7.3). 
3. Single point calculations at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. 
 
In Fig. 7.4 we show the changes in the total energy barriers for the background reaction, the 
first and second transition states of the nucleophilic pathway, and for the base-catalyzed 
pathway, respectively. The relative total energies are also collected in Table 7.3.  
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Fig. 7.4 Reaction barriers for uncatalyzed and DMAP-catalyzed acylation of p-substituted 
benzyl alcohol by benzoic anhydride. 
 
Table 7.3 Relative total energies (kJ mol-1) for stationary points (best conformations) located 
on the potential energy surface at B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) level with X = H. 
For X = CH3 and NO2 energies of products, reactants d transition states are shown.  
X = H ∆Etot (gas phase) X = CH3 ∆Etot (gas phase) X = NO2 ∆Etot (gas phase) 
Background reaction (uncatalyzed) 
3 + 4 0.0 3c + 4 0.0 3n + 4 0.0 
5 -22.7     
6 +69.1 6c +68.2 6n +73.8 
7 -88.6     
8 + 9 -68.3 8c + 9 -69.3 8n + 9 -62.6 
Nucleophilic catalysis 
3 + 4 + 10 0.0 3c + 4 + 10 0.0 3n + 4 + 10 0.0 
11 -54.8     
12 +23.1 12c +23.9 12n +14.3 
13 -6.5     
14 +21.5 14c +23.0 14n +11.8 
15 -128.2     
8 + 9 + 10 -68.3 8c + 9 + 10 -69.3 8n + 9 + 10 -62.6 
Base catalysis (concerted) 
3 + 4 + 10 0.0 3c + 4 + 10 0.0 3n + 4 + 10 0.0 
11 -54.8     
16 +35.3 16c +36.3 16n +30.7 
15 -128.2     
8 + 9 + 10 -68.3 8c + 9 + 10 -69.3 8n + 9 + 10 -62.6 
 
Moving from donor substituent to acceptor substituen s in the benzyl alcohol reactant, the 
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systematically decrease. For all three alcohols the nucleophilic catalysis mechanism is slightly 
more preferable than the base-catalyzed and within the nucleophilic pathway the first step is 
the rate-determining. Trying to explain the effect of he substituent plotted in Fig. 7.4 we have 
calculated the overall charges (NPA/B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)) on the alcohol moiety in the 
transition state of the background reaction and in the rate-determining transition state of the 
nucleophilic catalysis reaction.    
 
Table 7.4. The overall charge (e) on the alcohol moiety in the transition states of the 
background and catalyzed reactions calculated at NPA/B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-
31G(d) level of theory.  
Alcohol 
 
HO
X   
 
 
 
 
 
 
X = 
Background reaction 
TS 16 
O
O
Ph
Ph
O
O
H
X
1.835 1.285
1.
26
6
1.411
1.064
1.7
77
  
Nucleophilic 
catalysis TS1 12 
N
N
O
Ph
O
O
Ph
H
O
X
2.1
25
1.537
1
.7
62
 
Nucleophilic 
catalysis TS2 14 
 
N
N
O Ph
O
H
O
O
Ph
X
1.5 2
5
2.087 1.
19
1
1.
22
4
 
 
CH3 +0.204 -0.010 -0.025 
H +0.201 -0.024 -0.022 
NO2 +0.188 -0.019 -0.048 
 
In the case of the background reaction change of the overall charge on the alcohol moiety 
coincides with the change of the reaction. The barrier is getting smaller, while the overall 
charge is increasing. For the case of first transition state in the nucleophilic pathway 12 the 
magnitude of the overall charge on alcohol stays clo e to zero (~20 times smaller than for the 
background reaction case), and there is no strong interdependence between the charge and the 
barrier. In the transition state of the background reaction, the alcohol is in close contact with 
the anhydride. It donates concerting the hydrogen and accepts the benzoic group, though in 
the 12 the alcohol role leads to the hydrogen bond formation, due to this its overall charge is 
close to zero. In the second transition state of the nucleophilic pathway 14 the alcohol overall 
charge is bigger, than in the 12 but substantially smaller as compared to background reaction 
TS 16, though the role of the alcohol moiety is similar to both 14 and background reaction TS 
16. On the whole, the charge transfer within the alcohol is substantially bigger for background 
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TS comparing to the catalyzed pathway. The higher ov rall charge of the alcohol moiety is 
(the larger charge transfer inside of the transition state is), the smaller the barrier is.  
In Fig. 7.5 we show the differences between background reaction and catalyzed 
reaction barriers for three studied systems. It can be seen from Fig, 7.5 that the difference is 
increasing with increasing of electron accepting effect. This can also be interpreted in the way 
that catalyst works most effectively for the aromatic lcohol with an acceptor substituent in 
the aromatic ring and least effectively if the substituent has donor character.   
 
 
Fig. 7.5 Differences between barriers of uncatalyzed and catalyzed reactions for three studied 
systems. 
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7.5. Conclusions 
As a whole our study continues the series of the works in the topic of the mechanism of 
DMAP derivatives catalyzed acylation reactions. Particularly we have found:    
• Similar to the previously studied acylation reactions where tert-butanol and racemic 1-
(1-napthyl)ethanol have been acylated by aliphatic nhydrides in the presence of 
DMAP derivatives, the nucleophilic mechanism is more favourable than the general 
base mechanism for the presently studied DMAP catalyzed reaction of aromatic 
alcohols with benzoic acid anhydride. But in this latter case the difference between 
nucleophilic and base catalysis becomes much smaller.    
• There is a substantial influence of the substituent in the para-position of the alcohol 
aromatic ring. For an acceptor substituent the difference between background and 
catalyzed reaction (the “performance of catalyst”) is bigger than in the unsubstituted 
benzyl alcohol and for donor substituent this difference is the smallest.   
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General	Conclusions	
(1) A reliable scheme for the prediction of 31P NMR chemical shifts of large phosphorus 
containing molecular systems in solution has been dveloped. The suggested strategy 
involved NMR shift calculations at the GIAO-MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) 
level in combination with a dual solvation model including the explicit consideration of single 
solvent molecules (vide Fig. 8.1) and a continuum (PCM) solvation model. We have found 
that Boltzmann averaging over all accessible conformations in solution is essential for 31P 
NMR shift predictions. We have explored that for ion pairs, such as those involving 
phosphonium salts, the consideration of the full system (inclusion of counterion) is necessary.  
 
Fig. 8.1 Energetically most favorable complexes of PPh3 and OPPh3 with CHCl3 as obtained -
at the MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) level of theory. 
 
The validity of the suggested scheme has been tested in the MBH reaction. For the  
experimentally detected phosphonium salt, formed via a side reaction of MBH, the 31P NMR 
chemical shift is predicted with experimental accura y of less than 1 ppm error. The 31P NMR 
chemical shifts of the key zwitterionic intermediate of MBH as well as its isomeric ylid are 
predicted. A model of co-behaviour between catalyst, co-catalyst, Michael acceptor and 
solvent during the possible side reaction of the phos onium intermediate formation is 
suggested. 
 
 
Fig. 8.2 Structures of the most stable complexes between phosphonium salt (side product of 
MBH reaction) and chloroform. 
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(2) The catalytic cycle of the MBH reaction is studied in detail for the triphenylphosphane-
catalyzed coupling of methyl vinyl ketone with p-chlorobenzaldehyde in the presence of p-
nitrophenol as a co-catalyst in tetrahydrofuran. The catalytic cycle has been compared with 
possible side reactions. It has been shown that there is a probability for reaction to be trapped 
in very stable intermediates due to protonation by co-catalyst. Such dual role of co-catalyst 
(assistance and disturbance) explains the experimental vidence of strong interdependence 
between MBH reaction rate and concentration of co-catalyst. The resulting energy diagram of 
the cycle is shown in Fig. 8.3 as relative free energies (∆G298,THF) vs. reaction coordinate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8.3 The reaction free energy profile (∆G298,THF) calculated at the MP2(FC)/6-
31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) level of theory with additional consideration of solvent at 
PCM(THF)/UAHF/RHF/6-31G(d) level. All found conformations are shown. The 
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diastereomeric pathways are shown in black colour (RS) and in red colour (RR). In blue 
colour the side reactions of protonation and ylidization are shown. 
 
(3) The protonation/deprotonation equilibrium between the first key intermediate of the MBH 
catalytic cycle, the phosphonium species formed from this intermediate and an ylid formed 
from the phosphonium intermediate has been studied in detail. On the pKa scale shown in 
Scheme 8.1 the phosphonium intermediate of the MBH reaction is compared with p-
nitrophenol (polular MBH reaction co-catalyst), isopr panol (system similar to the MBH 
reaction product), reference systems for the pKa calculations and DMSO (solvent used for the 
pKa calculations). The results explain experimental observations of side products, whose 
formation interferes with the MBH processes. The calcul tions of acidity properties have been 
extended to a series of catalysts and substrates showing potential of the catalyst/substrate 
combination to be “good”, giving more catalytic cycle intermediate and less side products, or 
“bad” if the situation is reversed.  
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Scheme 8.1 The pKa scale.   
 
(4) We have applied the methyl cation affinity approach (MCA) as a descriptor of catalytic 
activity for a series of phosphanes, including cyclophane-substituted phosphanes and 
cyclophosphanes. The obtained MCA values can be used a  a guideline for the optimization 
of phosphane-catalyzed organocatalytic transformations, e.g. the MBH reaction.  A new 
descriptor of catalytic activity is suggested for MBH reactions: XKA (“X”-Ketone Affinity) is 
the affinity of a catalyst to the MBH-substrate (“X”-Ketone). The XKA and its particular case 
MVKA (Methyl Vinyl Ketone Affinity) work well for a rough estimate of the efficiency for 
chosen catalyst/substrate combinations. The Fig. 8.4 collects in the graphical manner the 
MVKA values for one of the studied family of catalysts (so called bifunctional phosphane 
catalysts BPC).   
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Fig. 8.4 The MVKA scale of the BPC family.  
 
(5) A computational approach for the treatment of Lewis pair systems is suggested. The 
proposed MP2(FC)/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) approach accurately reflects 
geometries and energies of the Lewis pairs even for complicated cases with multiple minima 
on the potential energy surfaces (for the PH3BF3 system two minima have been located, as it 
is shown in Fig. 8.5). At the same time this method is computationally economical enough to 
be applicable even to large real-life systems of frustrated Lewis pairs. For a theoretical 
description of FLP systems we suggest the calculation of “frustration energy” as the energy of 
the exchange reaction between the FLP P(R1)3B(R
2)3 and unbiased reference system PH3B 3 
relying on proposed level of theory. 
 
Fig. 8.5 Potential energy curves for the interaction of PH3 with BF3 computed at MP2(FC)/6-
311++G(d,p) level. 
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(6) In continuation of the series theoretical studies n catalyzed esterification processes 
performed by the Zipse group, we have studied the DMAP-catalyzed acylation of aromatic 
alcohols by benzoic anhydride. In contrast to previous studies we apply an aromatic acylation 
agent and compare not only the catalyzed pathways with each other, but also with uncatalyzed 
background reaction. The situation of competing nucleophilic and base-catalyzed pathways 
has been discussed. The effect of the substitution in para-position of aromatic alcohol has 
been studied. The catalyzed reaction profile for the case of unsubstituted alcohol is shown in 
Fig. 8.6.  
 
 
 
Fig. 8.6 Gas phase enthalpy profile (∆H298) for the competing nucleophilic and base catalysis 
mechanisms in the DMAP-catalyzed reaction of benzoic anhydride with benzyl alcohol as 
calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. Enthalpies 
represent case of X = H. 
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9. Appendix 
 
9.1. General Details 
All calculated data (shielding values, total energis, free energies, enthalpies etc) are collected 
here. The quantum chemical calculations have been prformed with Gaussian03.[3] The force 
field calculations have been performed with TINKER[1] and MACROMODEL.[2]  
 
1 J. W. Ponder, TINKER; 4.2 ed., 2004. 
2 Schrödinger, LLC., MacroModel 9.7, 2009. 
3 Gaussian 03, Revision D.01, M. J. Frisch, G. W. Trucks, H. B. Schlegel, G. E. Scuseria, M. A. 
Robb, J. R. Cheeseman, J. A. Montgomery, Jr., T. Vreven, K. N. Kudin, J. C. Burant, J. M. 
Millam, S. S. Iyengar, J. Tomasi, V. Barone, B. Mennucci, M. Cossi, G. Scalmani, N. Rega, 
G. A. Petersson, H. Nakatsuji, M. Hada, M. Ehara, K. Toyota, R. Fukuda, J. Hasegawa, M. 
Ishida, T. Nakajima, Y. Honda, O. Kitao, H. Nakai, M. Klene, X. Li, J. E. Knox, H. P. 
Hratchian, J. B. Cross, V. Bakken, C. Adamo, J. Jaramillo, R. Gomperts, R. E. Stratmann, O. 
Yazyev, A. J. Austin, R. Cammi, C. Pomelli, J. W. Ochterski, P. Y. Ayala, K. Morokuma, G. 
A. Voth, P. Salvador, J. J. Dannenberg, V. G. Zakrzewski, S. Dapprich, A. D. Daniels, M. C. 
Strain, O. Farkas, D. K. Malick, A. D. Rabuck, K. Raghavachari, J. B. Foresman, J. V. Ortiz, 
Q. Cui, A. G. Baboul, S. Clifford, J. Cioslowski, B. . Stefanov, G. Liu, A. Liashenko, P. 
Piskorz, I. Komaromi, R. L. Martin, D. J. Fox, T. Keith, M. A. Al-Laham, C. Y. Peng, A. 
Nanayakkara, M. Challacombe, P. M. W. Gill, B. Johnso , W. Chen, M. W. Wong, C. 
Gonzalez, and J. A. Pople, Gaussian, Inc., Wallingford CT, 2004. 
 
 
9.2. Calculated Data for Chapter 2: Shielding Values, Total Energies, Free Energies 
 
1 C3 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311+G(d,p) 346.9819 
B98/6-311+G(d,p)  323.3616 
B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)  305.7122 
HF/6-311+G(d,p)  379.9194 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p)  362.4713 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)  337.0432 
MPW1K/IGLOIII  342.6872 
MPW1K/3-21G  504.5147 
MPW1K/6-31G(d) 403.1655 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF)  337.3980 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS)  337.4117 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAHF)  337.3727 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAKS)  337.3857 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF)  343.0746 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS)  343.0750 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAHF)  343.0124 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAKS)  343.0147 
 
1*CHCl 3_1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)  336.8437 
MPW1K/IGLOIII  342.6131 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF)  336.7176    
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS)  336.6920 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 342.6838 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 342.6780 
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1*CHCl 3_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)  334.7652 
MPW1K/IGLOIII  
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 334.6193 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS)  334.6221 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF)  
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl,UAKS)  
 
 MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)/MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
 Shielding, ppm Etot „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,CHCl3 
1*CHCl 3_1 336.7176 -2451.298781 -2451.055107 -2451.043044 
1*CHCl 3_2 334.6193 -2451.295285 -2451.052558 -2451.040463 
<σ> = 336.5897 ppm 
 
1*C6H6_1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 335.7529 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 341.6665 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 335.7325    
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAKS)  335.7386    
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 341.7266 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 341.7323 
 
1*C6H6_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 333.6551 
MPW1K/IGLOIII  
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 333.7080 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAKS)  
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAHF)  
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAKS)  
 
 MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)/MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
 Shielding, ppm Etot „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,CHCl3 
1*C6H6_1 335.7325 -1265.382840 -1265.055205 -1265.046041 
1*C6H6_2 333.7080 -1265.383835 -1265.056668 -1265.045672 
<σ> = 334.9158 ppm 
 
2_1 C1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311+G(d,p)  319.7633    
B98/6-311+G(d,p) 307.4676    
B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) 292.8302    
HF/6-311+G(d,p) 351.0237    
MP2(FC)/6-311+G(d,p) 336.2062 
MPW1K/6-311+G(2d,p) 308.0225    
MPW1K/6-311+G(2df,2pd) 307.1925    
MPW1K/3-21G 481.4436    
MPW1K/6-31G(d) 371.5699    
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 308.0144    
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 306.4356 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 306.2551 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 307.0724 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 306.9890    
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MPW1K/IGLOIII 312.4864    
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 308.9998 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 310.7379 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 311.5517 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 311.4672 
 
2_2 C3 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311+G(d,p)  320.9482 
B98/6-311+G(d,p) 308.9801 
B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) 294.3596 
HF/6-311+G(d,p) 352.6781 
MP2(FC)/6-311+G(d,p) 337.2729 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 308.4744 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 312.9412 
MPW1K/3-21G 484.0238 
MPW1K/6-31G(d) 372.7677 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 308.4744 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 305.3405 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 306.9241 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 307.6548 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 307.5553 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 312.9412 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 311.5801 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 311.4219 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 312.1449 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 312.0409 
 
 MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)/MPW1K/6-
31G(d) 
 Chemical shift, ppm (relative to PPh3) Etot „G“ 298, gas 
2_1 24.3 -1108.914974 -1108.673297 
2_2 23.9 -1108.915735 -1108.673065 
<δ> = 24.1 ppm 
 
 MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)/MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
 Chemical shift, ppm (relative to 
PPh3) 
Etot „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,CHCl3 
2_1 26.3 -1108.914974 -1108.673297 -1108.672978 
2_2 27.4 -1108.915735 -1108.673065 -1108.672204 
<δ> = 26.6 ppm 
 
 MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)/MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
 Chemical shift, ppm (relative to 
PPh3) 
Etot „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,C6H6 
2_1 26.2 -1108.914974 -1108.673297 -1108.671161 
2_2 27.3 -1108.915735 -1108.673065 -1108.670563 
<δ> = 26.6 ppm 
 
2*CHCl 3 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 302.9821 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 306.9763 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 302.2425 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 302.2417 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 306.2497 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 306.2487 
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2*C6H6 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 305.4242 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 309.7354 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 304.8235 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 309.1385 
 
3 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311+G(d,p) 588.6318 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)  586.2645 
MPW1K/IGLO-III 592.0708 
HF/6-311++G(2d,2p) 595.2526 
B98/6-311++G(2d,2p) 577.3875 
B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) 568.2426 
MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) 611.7305 
  
4 
Level of theory  Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)  194.0557 
MPW1K/IGLO-III 207.9761 
 
5 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)  73.7237 
MPW1K/IGLO-III 80.7244 
 
6  
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)  397.9419 
MPW1K/6-311+G(d,p) 409.5647 
MPW1K/IGLO-III 401.9422 
HF/6-311++G(2d,2p) 435.2273 
B98/6-311++G(2d,2p) 384.0079 
B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) 366.9421 
MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) 427.8159 
 
7_1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 317.6473 
 
7_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 316.7730 
 
7_3 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 315.6641 
  
7_4 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 318.1632 
  
7_5 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 315.8336 
 
7_6 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 322.2977 
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7_7 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 311.6041 
  
 MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) 
 Chemical shift, ppm 
(relative to PH3) 
Chemical shift, ppm 
(relative to PPh3) 
Etot „G“ 298, gas 
7_1 2.5172 14.7 -695.337277 -695.082770 
7_3 3.3915 15.6 -695.336113 -695.080627 
7_5 4.5004 16.7 -695.334107 -695.080404 
7_2 2.0013 14.2 -695.335158 -695.080115 
7_4 4.3309 16.5 -695.334409 -695.080070 
7_7 -2.1332 10.0 -695.332921 -695.076711 
7_6 8.5604 20.7 -695.331065 -695.076146 
<δ> = 14.9 ppm (relative to PPh3) 
<δ> = 2.8 ppm (relative to PH3) 
 
8_1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)  164.2884 
  
8_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 167.6754 
  
8_3 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 191.2445 
  
8_4 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)  145.5871 
  
8_5 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 199.1895 
  
 MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)/MPW1K/6-31G(d) 
 Chemical shift, ppm (relative to PPh3) Etot „G“ 298, gas 
8_1 168.1 -685.411875 -685.316081 
8_2 164.7 -685.413133 -685.315107 
8_3 141.1 -685.410670 -685.312847 
8_4 186.8 -685.408176 -685.310219 
8_5 133.2 -685.404419 -685.303744 
<δ> = 166.6 ppm (relative to PPh3) 
 
8_1*CHCl3_1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 165.5506 
 
8_2*CHCl3_1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 166.3742 
 
8_4*CHCl3_1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 146.8236 
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8_1*CHCl3_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 169.6337 
  
8_3*CHCl3_1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 190.3348 
  
8_3*CHCl3_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 193.5683 
  
8_4*CHCl3_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 152.2356 
  
8_5*CHCl3_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 201.0740 
 
 MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
 Chemical shift, ppm 
(relative to PPh3) 
Etot „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,CHCl3 
8_1*CHCl3_1 166.3391 -2102.905420 -2102.802752 -2102.795629 
8_2*CHCl3_1 165.5155 -2102.905303 -2102.800769 -2102.793199 
8_4*CHCl3_1 185.0661 -2102.902432 -2102.800623 -2102.793149 
8_1*CHCl3_2 162.256 -2102.898157 -2102.797380 -2102.791404 
8_3*CHCl3_1 141.5549 -2102.899183 -2102.796847 -2102.790839 
8_3*CHCl3_2 138.3214 -2102.896857 -2102.793321 -2102.787855 
8_4*CHCl3_2 179.6541 -2102.894943 -2102.791641 -2102.785203 
8_5*CHCl3_2 130.8157 -2102.890032 -2102.785269 -2102.781364 
<δ> = 167.3 ppm 
 
9  
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 307.0808 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 302.8686 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 302.4897 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 304.5230 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 304.3111 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 309.7277 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 305.6400 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 305.3037 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 307.2554 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 307.0572 
 
9*C6H6 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 304.6040 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 307.3231 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 302.9428 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 302.8898 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 305.7132 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 305.6632 
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9*CHCl 3 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 298.4922 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 301.2428 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 295.6368 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 298.4888 
 
10_1 C3 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 313.1888 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 312.8775 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 312.8453 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 312.9986 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 312.9823 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 322.5535 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 322.2479 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 322.2172 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 322.3696 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 322.3541 
 
10_2 C1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 319.4004 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 318.3833 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 318.3086 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 318.7836 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 318.7424 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 328.7141 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 327.7280 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 327.6565 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 328.1158 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 328.0757 
 
10_3 CS 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 316.8600 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 315.3937 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 315.9187 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 316.3318 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 316.2902 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 326.5091 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 325.6488 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 325.5763 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 325.9871 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 325.9485 
 
 MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)/MPW1K/6-31G(d) 
 Chemical shift, ppm 
(relative to PH3) 
Chemical shift, ppm 
(relative to PPh3) 
Etot „G“ 298, gas 
10_1 6.9757 19.1544 -760.547654 -760.444018 
10_2 0.7641 12.9428 -760.546429 -760.443496 
10_3 3.3045 15.4832 -760.544752 -760.442762 
<δ> = 16.7 ppm (relative to PPh3) 
<δ> = 4.5 ppm (relative to PH3) 
 
10_3*C6H6 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 317.3162 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 326.7555 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 316.9913 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 316.9829 
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MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 326.4295 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 326.4222 
 
10_1*C6H6 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 313.2352 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 322.4000 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 313.1300 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 313.1220 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 322.2874 
 
10_2*C6H6 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 319.3150 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 328.4058 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 318.8362 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 318.8070 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAHF) 327.9443 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(C6H6,UAKS) 327.9139 
 
 MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
 Chemical shift, ppm (relative to PPh3) Etot „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,C6H6 
10_3*C6H6 13.2 -992.116994 -991.928039 -991.925569 
10_1*C6H6 17.1 -992.1211642 -991.929749 -991.925478 
10_2*C6H6 11.4 -992.1200939 -991.927889 -991.924367 
<δ> = 14.6 ppm (relative to PPh3) 
 
10_1*CHCl3 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 315.0754 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 324.3176 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 314.8869 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 314.8881 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 324.1264 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 324.1285 
 
10_2*CHCl3 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 320.3781 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 329.6535 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 319.7309 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 319.7176 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 329.0210 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 329.0062 
 
10_3*CHCl3 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 316.8740 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 326.4599 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 316.3608 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 316.3450 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 325.9458 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAKS) 325.9300 
 
 MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
 Chemical shift, ppm (relative to PPh3) Etot „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,C6H6 
10_1*CHCl3 17.0 -2178.038722 -2177.932073 -2177.925826 
10_2*CHCl3 12.2 -2178.037242 -2177.929764 -2177.924680 
10_3*CHCl3 15.5 -2178.035824 -2177.928884 -2177.923609 
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<δ> = 15.9 ppm (relative to PPh3) 
 
11 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 556.6147 
  
12 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 447.6852 
  
13 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 448.1596 
  
14 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 306.9167 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 307.9990 
 
15 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 458.8171 
  
16 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 904.4006 
  
17 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)  -46.2557 
 
18_cation 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)  304.9854 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 308.2132 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 304.5109 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 307.8174 
 
18_cation*CHCl3 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 304.7771 
MPW1K/IGLOIII 308.0217 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF)  304.5229 
MPW1K/IGLOIII + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 307.7840 
 
18_ionic_associate_1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p); for I atom: MPW1K/6-311G(d,p) 313.0141 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF); for I atom: MPW1K/6-311G(d,p) 313.0282 
 
18_ionic_associate_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p); for I atom: MPW1K/6-311G(d,p) 319.9455 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF); for I atom: MPW1K/6-311G(d,p) 319.8243 
 
 MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) [+ 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p)]a 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)/MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
 Chemical shift, ppm (relative to 
PPh3) 
Etot „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,CHCl3 
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 Gas-phase Solution model 1 
18_ionic_associate_1 19.3 19.7 -7990.575319 -7990.302402 -7990.311295 
18_ionic_associate_2 12.4 12.9 -7990.574105 -7990.302606 -7990.310829 
athe theory shown in square brackets relates to solution model 1 and not to gas-phase calculations 
<δ> =15.5 ppm (gas-phase) 
<δ> = 17.1 ppm (solution modell 1) 
 
18_ionic_associate_1*CHCl3_1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
 MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF); for I atom: MPW1K/6-311G(d,p) 305.4268 
 
18_ionic_associate_2*CHCl3_1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 315.5837 
 
18_ionic_associate_1*CHCl3_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF); for I atom: MPW1K/6-311G(d,p) 307.6611 
  
18_ionic_associate_1*CHCl3_3 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF); for I atom: MPW1K/6-311G(d,p) 312.1285 
  
18_ionic_associate_2*CHCl3_3 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF); for I atom: MPW1K/6-311G(d,p) 316.3598 
 
18_ionic_associate_1*CHCl3_4 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF); for I atom: MPW1K/6-311G(d,p) 305.9459 
 
18_ionic_associate_2*CHCl3_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF); for I atom: MPW1K/6-311G(d,p) 318.0986 
 
 MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)/MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
 Chemical shift, ppm 
(relative to PPh3) 
Etot „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,CHCl3 
18_ionic_associate_1*CHCl3_1 26.5 -9408.065275 -9407.786178 -9407.783676 
18_ionic_associate_2*CHCl3_1 16.3 -9408.063140 -9407.786532 -9407.782994 
18_ionic_associate_1*CHCl3_2 24.2 -9408.062679 -9407.782659 -9407.780252 
18_ionic_associate_1*CHCl3_3 19.8 -9408.061179 -9407.780773 -9407.778876 
18_ionic_associate_2*CHCl3_3 15.5 -9408.059436 -9407.780425 -9407.777876 
18_ionic_associate_1*CHCl3_4 25.9 -9408.057140 -9407.778408 -9407.777404 
18_ionic_associate_2*CHCl3_2 13.8 -9408.051094 -9407.774153 -9407.774424 
<δ> = 23.1 ppm 
 
19 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 156.9698 
  
19*CHCl 3_1 
 Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 158.1013 
  
19*CHCl 3_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
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MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 159.4190 
  
19*CHCl 3_3 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 154.7541 
  
19*CHCl 3_4 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 159.5320 
  
 MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)/MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
 Chemical shift, ppm (relative to PPh3) Etot „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,CHCl3 
19*CHCl3_1 173.8 -7129.755150 -7129.689742 -7129.682571 
19*CHCl3_2 172.5 -7129.754516 -7129.688209 -7129.681245 
19*CHCl3_3 177.1 -7129.754901 -7129.689460 -7129.680807 
19*CHCl3_4 172.4 -7129.752551 -7129.688714 -7129.680395 
<δ> = 173.8 ppm  
 
20_1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 171.9077 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 169.3983 
  
20_2 
 Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 152.5953 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 150.5037 
  
 MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) [+ 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p)]a 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)/MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
 Chemical shift, ppm (relative to PPh3) Etot „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,CHCl3 
 Gas-phase Solution model 1 
20_1 160.4 163.3 -702.374270 -702.271149 -702.279882 
20_2 179.7 182.2 -702.369998 -702.267031 -702.275763 
athe theory shown in square brackets relates to solution model 1 and not to gas-phase calculations 
<δ> = 160.7 ppm (gas-phase) 
<δ> = 163.5 ppm (solution model 1) 
 
20_1*CHCl3 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 170.1380 
 
21_cation 
 Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 391.4385 
329.7804 
  
21_ionic_associate 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p);  
for I atom: MPW1K/6-311G(d,p) 
388.6395 
304.9301 
  
21_ionic_associate*CHCl3_1 
 Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF); for I atom: MPW1K/6-311G(d,p) 385.9969 
307.2375 
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21_ionic_associate*CHCl3_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF); for I atom: MPW1K/6-311G(d,p) 387.0484 
305.5388 
  
 MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)/MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
 Chemical shift, ppm 
(relative to PPh3) 
Etot „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,CHCl3 
21_ia*CHCl3_1 -54.1 -9598.694016 -9598.407812 -9598.407541 
 24.7    
21_ia*CHCl3_2 -55.2 -9598.687798 -9598.403959 -9598.404373 
 26.4    
<δ1> = -54.1 ppm 
<δ2> = 24.7 ppm 
 
22_1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 265.7888 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 266.4206 
  
22_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 281.5945 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 281.4732 
 
 22_3 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 245.3870 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 245.5205 
  
22_4 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 246.6964 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 246.3052 
  
22_5 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 252.3767 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 251.9034 
  
22_6 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 247.6572 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 248.4291 
  
22_7 
 Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 231.8476 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 232.4019 
  
22_8 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 229.9567 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 230.1054 
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22_9 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 251.9917 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 251.8790 
  
22_10 
 Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 245.0854 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 245.2238 
  
 MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) [+ 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p)]a 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)/MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
 Chemical shift, ppm (relative to PPh3) Etot „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,CHCl3 
 Gas-phase Solution model 1 
22_1 66.6 66.3 -1000.520008 -1000.118416 -1000.110927 
22_2 50.7 51.2 -1000.517667 -1000.117992 -1000.109468 
22_3 87.0 87.2 -1000.516425 -1000.115793 -1000.108145 
22_4 85.6 86.4 -1000.513206 -1000.113047 -1000.105224 
22_5 80.0 80.8 -1000.512755 -1000.112136 -1000.104503 
22_6 84.7 84.3 -1000.512573 -1000.110910 -1000.104106 
22_7 100.5 100.3 -1000.512714 -1000.110846 -1000.103851 
22_8 102.4 102.6 -1000.512417 -1000.111790 -1000.103823 
22_9 80.4 80.8 -1000.511937 -1000.111630 -1000.102404 
22_10 87.3 87.5 -1000.508684 -1000.106245 -1000.099648 
athe theory shown in square brackets relates to solution model 1 and not to gas-phase calculations 
<δ> = 61.5 ppm (gas-phase) 
<δ> = 64.7 ppm (solution model 1) 
 
22_1*CHCl3_1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 269.5152 
 
22_1*CHCl3_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 265.9469 
 
22_2*CHCl3_1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 279.7620 
  
22_2*CHCl3_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 281.0781 
 
22_3*CHCl3_1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 249.2158 
 
22_7*CHCl3_2 
 Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 233.1692 
 
22_3*CHCl3_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 246.7699 
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22_4*CHCl3_1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 248.4409 
  
22_9*CHCl3_1 
 Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 255.3035 
  
22_6*CHCl3_1 
 Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 253.6456 
  
22_7*CHCl3_1 
 Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 237.4259 
  
22_5*CHCl3_1 
 Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 253.7436 
  
22_5*CHCl3_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 252.9543 
  
22_8*CHCl3_1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 236.5452 
  
22_4*CHCl3_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 247.8256 
  
22_6*CHCl3_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 247.5471 
  
22_9*CHCl3_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 253.1536 
  
22_8*CHCl3_2 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 230.8414 
  
22_10*CHCl3_1 
Level of theory Shielding, ppm 
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 248.8534 
  
22_10*CHCl3_2 
  
MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + PCM(CHCl3,UAHF) 245.5574 
 
 MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
 Chemical shift, ppm 
(relative to PPh3) 
Etot „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,CHCl3 
22_1*CHCl3_1 +62.4 -2418.012453 -2417.605115 -2417.588063 
22_1*CHCl3_2 +65.9 -2418.011455 -2417.603255 -2417.586714 
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22_2*CHCl3_1 +52.1 -2418.011107 -2417.603583 -2417.585496 
22_2*CHCl3_2 +50.8 -2418.006454 -2417.600627 -2417.584356 
22_3*CHCl3_1 +82.7 -2418.010381 -2417.601381 -2417.583835 
22_7*CHCl3_2 +98.7 -2418.007090 -2417.599424 -2417.583280 
22_3*CHCl3_2 +85.1 -2418.004473 -2417.598363 -2417.582682 
22_4*CHCl3_1 +83.4 -2418.006987 -2417.598943 -2417.581206 
22_9*CHCl3_1 +76.6 -2418.005694 -2417.598336 -2417.580631 
22_6*CHCl3_1 +78.2 -2418.006641 -2417.597699 -2417.580599 
22_7*CHCl3_1 +94.5 -2418.006008 -2417.597546 -2417.580399 
22_5*CHCl3_1 +78.1 -2418.006719 -2417.598061 -2417.580133 
22_5*CHCl3_2 +78.9 -2418.001595 -2417.595216 -2417.579918 
22_8*CHCl3_1 +95.3 -2418.006382 -2417.597685 -2417.579869 
22_4*CHCl3_2 +84.1 -2418.001342 -2417.595296 -2417.579790 
22_6*CHCl3_2 +84.3 -2418.002483 -2417.594869 -2417.579092 
22_9*CHCl3_2 +78.7 -2418.000962 -2417.594742 -2417.578966 
22_8*CHCl3_2 +101.0 -2418.000476 -2417.593966 -2417.578030 
22_10*CHCl3_1 +83.0 -2418.002900 -2417.592096 -2417.575697 
22_10*CHCl3_2 +86.3 -2417.998250 -2417.589613 -2417.573932 
<δ> = 62.8 ppm 
 
 MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
 Chemical shift, ppm 
(relative to PPh3) 
Etot „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,CHCl3 
23*CHCl3_1 23.4 -2681.904802 -2681.573102 -2681.564004 
23*CHCl3_2 19.3 -2681.905643 -2681.570377 -2681.562681 
23*CHCl3_3 1.9 -2681.896295 -2681.562347 -2681.556866 
23*CHCl3_4 -7.1 -2681.89152 -2681.557191 -2681.552697 
     
25*CHCl3_1 25.0 -2681.908211 -2681.574543 -2681.559005 
25*CHCl3_2 27.8 -2681.905468 -2681.572147 -2681.558298 
25*CHCl3_3 27.9 -2681.904232 -2681.571595 -2681.557141 
25*CHCl3_4 23.1 -2681.901681 -2681.571295 -2681.556347 
25*CHCl3_5 24.7 -2681.904530 -2681.570387 -2681.555710 
25*CHCl3_6 25.1 -2681.903721 -2681.570711 -2681.555700 
25*CHCl3_7 25.0 -2681.901241 -2681.570337 -2681.555660 
25*CHCl3_8 21.1 -2681.899313 -2681.567559 -2681.554921 
25*CHCl3_9 23.4 -2681.894490 -2681.564595 -2681.554348 
25*CHCl3_10 23.7 -2681.896045 -2681.565111 -2681.554211 
25*CHCl3_11 22.3 -2681.896353 -2681.564101 -2681.550619 
25*CHCl3_12 20.5 -2681.892574 -2681.561828 -2681.549605 
     
24*CHCl3_1 28.0 -2682.350967 -2682.004392 -2682.027946 
24*CHCl3_2 32.6 -2682.349738 -2682.003189 -2682.026902 
24*CHCl3_3 28.0 -2682.348483 -2682.004226 -2682.026265 
24*CHCl3_4 29.5 -2682.340607 -2681.998288 -2682.025889 
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 MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
 Chemical shift, ppm (relative to PPh3) Etot „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,CHCl3 
24*ArO*CHCl3_1 31.3915 -3192.678599 -3192.239505 -3192.224589 
24*ArO*CHCl3_2 22.7087 -3192.670886 -3192.236324 -3192.223942 
24*ArO*CHCl3_3 18.423 -3192.67204 -3192.234901 -3192.223172 
24*ArO*CHCl3_4 22.4782 -3192.670493 -3192.235328 -3192.223089 
24*ArO*CHCl3_5 21.0232 -3192.665688 -3192.233148 -3192.221356 
24*ArO*CHCl3_6 26.9253 -3192.670591 -3192.236568 -3192.220982 
24*ArO*CHCl3_7 33.9335 -3192.662721 -3192.232324 -3192.220356 
24*ArO*CHCl3_8 30.253 -3192.668728 -3192.231606 -3192.218810 
24*ArO*CHCl3_9 -35.0522 -3192.672189 -3192.234253 -3192.217871 
24*ArO*CHCl3_10 22.3094 -3192.663438 -3192.230808 -3192.217788 
24*ArO*CHCl3_11 29.9289 -3192.663664 -3192.229630 -3192.217598 
24*ArO*CHCl3_12 26.2319 -3192.669796 -3192.232716 -3192.217370 
24*ArO*CHCl3_13 26.4131 -3192.660097 -3192.226807 -3192.214457 
24*ArO*CHCl3_14 -68.8475 -3192.66627 -3192.231177 -3192.214397 
24*ArO*CHCl3_15 21.0137 -3192.655187 -3192.223636 -3192.214186 
24*ArO*CHCl3_16 -63.3754 -3192.665937 -3192.230089 -3192.213595 
24*ArO*CHCl3_17 -49.3724 -3192.663535 -3192.226437 -3192.212524 
24*ArO*CHCl3_18 27.1949 -3192.658977 -3192.223906 -3192.211556 
24*ArO*CHCl3_19 -38.8093 -3192.656937 -3192.223565 -3192.211390 
24*ArO*CHCl3_20 -41.3591 -3192.656076 -3192.223992 -3192.211067 
24*ArO*CHCl3_21 -65.3327 -3192.661775 -3192.226016 -3192.211036 
24*ArO*CHCl3_22 -40.5328 -3192.660825 -3192.224896 -3192.211000 
24*ArO*CHCl3_23 32.7952 -3192.647088 -3192.218017 -3192.209969 
24*ArO*CHCl3_24 32.0927 -3192.645574 -3192.215242 -3192.209298 
 
 MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
 Chemical shift, ppm (relative to PPh3) Etot „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,CHCl3 
23*ArOH*CHCl3_1 -13.5311 -3192.674249 -3192.239322 -3192.218701 
23*ArOH*CHCl3_2 10.058 -3192.669981 -3192.235725 -3192.216139 
23*ArOH*CHCl3_3 18.0117 -3192.661357 -3192.229095 -3192.212299 
23*ArOH*CHCl3_4 26.838 -3192.658330 -3192.225378 -3192.210797 
23*ArOH*CHCl3_5 24.848 -3192.658376 -3192.224501 -3192.210589 
23*ArOH*CHCl3_6 24.0445 -3192.656156 -3192.224677 -3192.209649 
23*ArOH*CHCl3_7 24.2368 -3192.652908 -3192.220668 -3192.208429 
 
 MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-
311++G(2d,2p) 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
 Chemical shift, ppm (relative to PPh3) Etot „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,CHCl3 
25*ArOH*CHCl3_1 34.4015 -3192.648867 -3192.220635 -3192.201989 
25*ArOH*CHCl3_2 33.264 -3192.649169 -3192.218985 -3192.198699 
25*ArOH*CHCl3_3 31.9712 -3192.646273 -3192.215909 -3192.197869 
25*ArOH*CHCl3_4 33.0719 -3192.643498 -3192.214295 -3192.196462 
25*ArOH*CHCl3_5 31.3903 -3192.641135 -3192.211408 -3192.194405 
25*ArOH*CHCl3_6 33.8006 -3192.643229 -3192.212375 -3192.193539 
 
 MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) + 
PCM/UAHF/MPW1K/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
 Chemical shift, ppm (relative to PPh3) Etot „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,CHCl3 
33*CHCl3_1 -53.6556 -2681.921210 -2681.584704 -2681.569645 
33*CHCl3_2 -37.0376 -2681.932767 -2681.594346 -2681.578904 
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9.3. Calculated Data for Chapter 3 
 
Table 9.3.1. Total energies, enthalpies and free energies (in Hartee) for all stationary points 
 
MPW1K/6-
31+G(d) 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) 
MP2(FC)/6-
31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-
31+G(d); 
PCM/UAHF/RHF/6-31G(d) 
 Etot, gas Etot, gas „H“ 298, gas „G“ 298, gas „G“ 298,THF 
1 -1036.131942 -1033.805540 -1033.506480 -1033.568131 -1033.565437 
      
2_1 -231.167720 -230.606397 -230.507158 -230.542589 -230.544677 
2_2 -231.167421 -230.605751 -230.506640 -230.542340 -230.544030 
      
4 -805.080259 -803.679703 -803.567660 -803.608594 -803.611081 
      
7 -511.809352 -510.714225 -510.594103 -510.635796 -510.643207 
      
8_1 -1036.265298 -1034.311952 -1034.096506 -1034.152325 -1034.153201 
8_2 -1036.267134 -1034.312233 -1034.096555 -1034.151785 -1034.152470 
8_3 -1036.263295 -1034.309681 -1034.094262 -1034.150262 -1034.152031 
8_4 -1036.260186 -1034.306915 -1034.091649 -1034.147628 -1034.150050 
8_5 -1036.258234 -1034.305992 -1034.090769 -1034.147305 -1034.149042 
8_6 -1036.259973 -1034.307365 -1034.092138 -1034.148083 -1034.149023 
8_7 -1036.259496 -1034.307123 -1034.091894 -1034.148132 -1034.148610 
8_8 -1036.257430 -1034.304837 -1034.089521 -1034.145535 -1034.147941 
      
Int1_1 -2584.215430 -2578.852128 -2578.214936 -2578.355176 -2578.327065 
Int1_2 -2584.215840 -2578.847329 -2578.210017 -2578.350488 -2578.324927 
      
TS1_1 -2584.200085 -2578.843830 -2578.207439 -2578.336743 -2578.314114 
TS1_2 -2584.205215 -2578.847801 -2578.211146 -2578.339988 -2578.313965 
TS1_3 -2584.204044 -2578.843332 -2578.206755 -2578.336928 -2578.313885 
TS1_4 -2584.199729 -2578.835118 -2578.198364 -2578.328033 -2578.307348 
      
Inr2_1 -2584.217741 -2578.875320 -2578.237694 -2578.362585 -2578.342617 
Inr2_2 -2584.21828 -2578.871384 -2578.233928 -2578.358944 -2578.340968 
Inr2_3 -2584.218526 -2578.870152 -2578.233081 -2578.357950 -2578.338221 
Inr2_4 -2584.223903 -2578.861221 -2578.223713 -2578.349482 -2578.334216 
Inr2_5 -2584.219785 -2578.858677 -2578.221032 -2578.348716 -2578.333975 
Inr2_6 -2584.220008 -2578.855318 -2578.217803 -2578.344602 -2578.332395 
Inr2_7 -2584.211804 -2578.847834 -2578.209828 -2578.335804 -2578.319836 
Inr2_8 -2584.213379 -2578.851163 -2578.213178 -2578.337914 -2578.318185 
      
TS2_RR_1 -2584.202982 -2578.859229 -2578.221933 -2578.341338 -2578.330294 
TS2_1 -2584.199683 -2578.858096 -2578.220798 -2578.338465 -2578.329286 
TS2_2 -2584.203694 -2578.855060 -2578.218313 -2578.340415 -2578.325722 
TS2_3 -2584.199412 -2578.857068 -2578.220201 -2578.33 653 -2578.325526 
TS2_4 -2584.19381 -2578.849147 -2578.212390 -2578.3311 4 -2578.325158 
TS2_5 -2584.202468 -2578.856862 -2578.219953 -2578.339617 -2578.322788 
TS2_RR2 -2584.203608 -2578.853334 -2578.216373 -2578.33 525 -2578.322593 
TS2_RR3 -2584.204188 -2578.85341 -2578.216498 -2578.336623 -2578.322312 
TS2_RR4 -2584.197028 -2578.849769 -2578.212814 -2578.332168 -2578.321538 
TS2_6 -2584.190273 -2578.843586 -2578.206993 -2578.32 145 -2578.321504 
TS2_RR5 -2584.195998 -2578.853388 -2578.216839 -2578.33 607 -2578.319201 
      
Int3_RR_1 -2584.239317 -2578.897009 -2578.256597 -2578.372649 -2578.361064 
Int3_1 -2584.238027 -2578.886575 -2578.246426 -2578.366543 -2578.357730 
Int3_RR_2 -2584.235902 -2578.884997 -2578.244555 -2578.363691 -2578.357030 
Int3_2 -2584.237483 -2578.883907 -2578.243639 -2578.363615 -2578.355520 
Int3_RR_3 -2584.235185 -2578.883188 -2578.243154 -2578.360648 -2578.353540 
Int3_3 -2584.227839 -2578.881450 -2578.241314 -2578.359007 -2578.353031 
Int3_4 -2584.200377 -2578.854939 -2578.216293 -2578.335225 -2578.327783 
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Int3_5 -2584.198700 -2578.854752 -2578.216771 -2578.336468 -2578.327735 
Int3_RR_4 -2584.199033 -2578.851587 -2578.213015 -2578.331474 -2578.322756 
Int3_RR_5 -2584.194794 -2578.841896 -2578.203488 -2578.324703 -2578.318918 
      
TS3_1 -2584.209886 -2578.870766 -2578.236147 -2578.3 2731 -2578.340158 
TS3_2 -2584.207893 -2578.867938 -2578.232987 -2578.349397 -2578.334879 
TS3_RR_1 -2584.201068 -2578.862617 -2578.228150 -2578.345468 -2578.333787 
TS3_RR_2 -2584.198690 -2578.863181 -2578.228338 -2578.344709 -2578.331068 
TS3_3 -2584.196622 -2578.854615 -2578.219936 -2578.336466 -2578.327478 
      
Int4_1 -2584.230413 -2578.887042 -2578.247213 -2578.368459 -2578.354244 
Int4_2 -2584.230746 -2578.886054 -2578.246290 -2578.365320 -2578.349033 
Int4_3 -2584.232674 -2578.883119 -2578.243221 -2578.362438 -2578.348765 
Int4_4 -2584.221897 -2578.876185 -2578.237275 -2578.354904 -2578.344131 
Int4_5 -2584.210045 -2578.867134 -2578.227419 -2578.344892 -2578.329641 
Int4_RR_1 -2584.203334 -2578.859764 -2578.220294 -2578.338215 -2578.326040 
      
TS4_1 -2584.207687 -2578.863762 -2578.225395 -2578.348226 -2578.327812 
TS4_2 -2584.213606 -2578.863408 -2578.224915 -2578.346703 -2578.326735 
TS4_3 -2584.20968 -2578.854178 -2578.215619 -2578.337255 -2578.324491 
TS4_4 -2584.205659 -2578.857806 -2578.220668 -2578.341598 -2578.322267 
TS4_5 -2584.204769 -2578.855807 -2578.217652 -2578.340580 -2578.321250 
TS4_6 -2584.196704 -2578.847007 -2578.208643 -2578.329792 -2578.313346 
TS4_7 -2584.192501 -2578.842918 -2578.204797 -2578.326293 -2578.311266 
      
Int5_1 -2584.230383 -2578.869606 -2578.230065 -2578.359714 -2578.340607 
Int5_2 -2584.226937 -2578.868684 -2578.229423 -2578.359171 -2578.336415 
Int5_3 -2584.218809 -2578.866453 -2578.227392 -2578.360154 -2578.336026 
Int5_4 -2584.221443 -2578.866792 -2578.227608 -2578.357456 -2578.335082 
Int5_5 -2584.223634 -2578.866095 -2578.227058 -2578.358728 -2578.334760 
Int5_6 -2584.220010 -2578.868101 -2578.228992 -2578.359104 -2578.333686 
Int5_7 -2584.220932 -2578.856837 -2578.217724 -2578.350554 -2578.332754 
      
Int_p_1 -2584.224672 -2578.875602 -2578.237166 -2578.362055 -2578.345274 
Int_p_2 -2584.214979 -2578.866558 -2578.228694 -2578.356694 -2578.344934 
Int_p_3 -2584.208080 -2578.866518 -2578.228454 -2578.353307 -2578.341610 
Int_p_4 -2584.225338 -2578.872588 -2578.234278 -2578.358419 -2578.341288 
      
Int_y_1 -2584.198207 -2578.845497 -2578.209675 -2578.339980 -2578.322179 
Int_y_2 -2584.199932 -2578.850006 -2578.213676 -2578.341421 -2578.321230 
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9.4. Calculated Data for Chapter 4 
 
Table 9.4.1  
 mPW1K/6-
31+G(d) 
MP2(FC)/G3MP2Large/mPW1K/6-
31+G(d) 
MP2(FC)/G3MP2Large/mPW1K/6-
31+G(d); 
PCM/UAHF/RHF/6-31G(d) 
 Etot Etot „G“298, gas „G“ 298,DMSO 
3_1 -1267.285186 -1265.040105 -1264.713986 -1264.720280 
3_2 -1267.283911 -1265.040051 -1264.714916 -1264.719537 
3_3 -1267.267871 -1265.025808 -1264.702245 -1264.715614 
3_4 -1267.266261 -1265.023474 -1264.700180 -1264.712051 
10_1 -1267.742604 -1265.487585 -1265.151836 -1265.195145 
10_2 -1267.743910 -1265.492557 -1265.153153 -1265.194358 
10_3 -1267.742655 -1265.487773 -1265.151155 -1265.193 71 
10_4 -1267.741550 -1265.490008 -1265.151181 -1265.192975 
11_1 -1267.282487 -1265.041058 -1264.718256 -1264.71 504 
11_2 -1267.284987 -1265.045608 -1264.721128 -1264.71 59 
11_3 -1267.279783 -1265.042477 -1264.719432 -1264.7152 3 
11_4 -1267.283702 -1265.042730 -1264.718835 -1264.714852 
11_5 -1267.282746 -1265.040994 -1264.717595 -1264.713882 
11_6 -1267.278959 -1265.037474 -1264.715508 -1264.713819 
12_1 -1075.841650 -1073.908482 -1073.631537 -1073.674750 
12B_1 -1075.379886 -1073.460403 -1073.198647 -1073.95110 
12B_2 -1075.379391 -1073.459373 -1073.196258 -1073.93581 
13_1 -1306.836570 -1304.454521 -1304.100290 -1304.18 68 
13B_1 -1306.386905 -1304.015186 -1303.675068 -1303.671084 
13B_2 -1306.383352 -1304.011318 -1303.670585 -1303.667987 
     
3*DMSO -1820.449146 -1817.480720 -1817.083034 -1817.077394 
11*DMSO -1820.440582 -1817.481688 -1817.084430 -1817.071779 
10*DMSO -1820.913203 -1817.940245 -1817.531076 -1817.555343 
12B*DMSO -1628.53667 -1625.895606 -1625.564188 -1625.554580 
12*DMSO -1629.014316 -1626.356616 -1626.009847 -1626.036919 
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Table 9.4.2 
 
21
Nu
O
X
H
H
H
H
 
 
Nu X Species 
mPW1K/6-31+G(d) 
PCM(DMSO) 
/UAHF/RHF 
/6-31G(d) 
MP2(FC)/G3MP2large//mPW1K/6-31+G(d) 
Etot, a.u. “G” corr., a.u. G solv., a.u. Etot, a.u. “G” 298(gas), a.u. “G” 298(DMSO), a.u. 
PMe3 
Me 
Op.int_1 -692.238432 0.173039 -0.010404882 -691.086387 -690.913348 -690.923753 
Ilide_1 -692.227323 0.170212 -0.002310426 -691.07612 -690.905890 -690.908201 
Ilide_2 -692.233400 0.171997 0.001290652 -691.083515 -690.911518 -690.910227 
Ilide_3 -692.232637 0.171024 0.000892302 -691.082595 -690.911571 -690.910679 
Ilide_4 -692.235027 0.17282 0.000637359 -691.085718 -690.912898 -690.912261 
Proton_1 -692.685413 0.186611 -0.058716678 -691.523306 -691.336695 -691.395411 
Proton_2 -692.681813 0.184654 -0.061967208 -691.5187 3 -691.334099 -691.396066 
Proton_3 -692.689251 0.188218 -0.057983715 -691.526789 -691.338571 -691.396554 
OMe 
Op.int_1 -767.429628 0.177766 -0.014324639 -766.200864 -766.023098 -766.037423 
Op.int_2 -767.435797 0.17648 -0.010564222 -766.205155 -766.028675 -766.039240 
Ilide_1 -767.428206 0.176021 -0.001386255 -766.202837 -766.026816 -766.028202 
Ilide_2 -767.440400 0.177448 0.001226916 -766.214072 -766.036624 -766.035397 
Proton_1 -767.881646 0.193443 -0.060230405 -766.644016 -766.450573 -766.510804 
Proton_2 -767.891485 0.191764 -0.057282621 -766.6530 8 -766.461304 -766.518587 
Proton_3 -767.895044 0.193093 -0.05651779 -766.656334 -766.463241 -766.519759 
OPh 
Op.int_1 -959.129029 0.224913 -0.010309278 -957.528486 -957.303573 -957.313883 
Op.int_2 -959.125082 0.225384 -0.012412562 -957.527175 -957.301791 -957.314203 
Op.int_3 -959.128035 0.223261 -0.011472458 -957.527425 -957.304164 -957.315637 
Ilide_1 -959.120021 0.223835 -4.78019E-05 -957.524731 -957.300896 -957.300943 
Ilide_2 -959.128550 0.225718 0.002023614 -957.532324 -957.306606 -957.304583 
Ilide_3 -959.128356 0.224826 0.001210982 -957.532576 -957.307750 -957.306539 
Proton_1 -959.576171 0.241968 -0.054956261 -957.968843 -957.726875 -957.781831 
Proton_2 -959.578620 0.24049 -0.056135375 -957.970082 -957.729592 -957.785728 
Proton_3 -959.578552 0.23974 -0.055991969 -957.969835 -957.730095 -957.786087 
Proton_4 -959.582195 0.241366 -0.054780988 -957.973363 -957.731997 -957.786778 
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PPh3 
Ph 
Op.int_1 -1458.976757 0.375679 -0.005465352 -1456.364544 -1455.988865 -1455.994330 
Ilide_1 -1458.972379 0.373966 0.005592823 -1456.362029 -1455.988063 -1455.982470 
Proton_1 -1459.434460 0.3877 -0.038799216 -1456.81025 -1456.422925 -1456.461724 
Proton_2 -1459.436264 0.391163 -0.036711866 -1456.816923 -1456.425760 -1456.462472 
OPh 
Op.int_1 -1534.171864 0.377987 -0.005592823 -1531.483585 -1531.105598 -1531.111191 
Op.int_2 -1534.171588 0.375837 -0.005895569 -1531.481371 -1531.105534 -1531.111430 
Op.int_3 -1534.171257 0.37592 -0.006692267 -1531.481659 -1531.105739 -1531.112431 
Ilide_1 -1534.168667 0.37599 0.004270304 -1531.48347  -1531.107488 -1531.103218 
Ilide_2 -1534.176353 0.376714 0.005624691 -1531.488852 -1531.112138 -1531.106513 
Ilide_3 -1534.176397 0.37599 0.005879635 -1531.488886 -1531.112896 -1531.107017 
Proton_1 -1534.628387 0.391219 -0.037460763 -1531.932270 -1531.541051 -1531.578512 
Proton_2 -1534.635402 0.390982 -0.038177791 -1531.936226 -1531.545244 -1531.583422 
Proton_3 -1534.635015 0.391924 -0.038592074 -1531.9386 3 -1531.546769 -1531.585361 
H 
Op.int_1 -1227.970410 0.299452 -0.009002693 -1225.813631 -1225.514179 -1225.523182 
Ilide_1 -1227.965101 0.297462 0.002724709 -1225.812314 -1225.514852 -1225.512127 
Proton_1 -1228.421899 0.313644 -0.044248634 -1226.259230 -1225.945586 -1225.989834 
Proton_2 -1228.421104 0.310744 -0.045746427 -1226.255 89 -1225.944945 -1225.990692 
DMAP 
Me 
Op.int_1 -613.312424 0.222678 -0.018770216 -612.171524 -611.948846 -611.967616 
Ilide_1 -613.287124 0.219595 -0.006293918 -612.155562 -611.935967 -611.942261 
Ilide_2 -613.284489 0.218264 -0.007074683 -612.15485  -611.936591 -611.943666 
Ilide_3 -613.289530 0.220371 -0.005815899 -612.158699 -611.938328 -611.944144 
Proton_1 -613.771401 0.235612 -0.061457321 -612.621003 -612.385391 -612.446848 
OMe 
Op.int_1 -688.503919 0.227069 -0.022769643 -687.286500 -687.059431 -687.082200 
Op.int_2 -688.509662 0.226074 -0.019184499 -687.291096 -687.065022 -687.084207 
Ilide_1 -688.478006 0.22304 -0.010341146 -687.272519 -687.049479 -687.059820 
Ilide_2 -688.491692 0.222762 -0.006134578 -687.28560 -687.062858 -687.068992 
Proton_1 -688.963395 0.240971 -0.064771587 -687.737834 -687.496863 -687.561634 
Proton_2 -688.977819 0.241247 -0.060086999 -687.751157 -687.509910 -687.569997 
CN 
Op.int_1 -666.212064 0.192632 -0.024171832 -665.037182 -664.844550 -664.868722 
Ilide_1 -666.166388 0.188737 -0.005624691 -665.001964 -664.813227 -664.818852 
Ilide_2 -666.166012 0.188027 -0.00610271 -665.002211 -664.814184 -664.820287 
Ilide_3 -666.175923 0.19055 -0.009528514 -665.012286 -664.821736 -664.831264 
Proton_1 -666.636607 0.205472 -0.068340796 -665.454337 -665.248865 -665.317206 
Proton_2 -666.632430 0.20418 -0.071639127 -665.449327 -665.245147 -665.316787 
DABCO Me 
Op.int_1 -576.4167272 0.25026 -0.022737775 -575.327344 -575.077084 -575.099822 
Ilide_1 -576.3656588 0.247132 -0.01978999 -575.275739 -575.028607 -575.048397 
Ilide_2 -576.3719287 0.248341 -0.015041667 -575.282941 -575.034600 -575.049642 
Ilide_3 -576.3676314 0.247327 -0.019136698 -575.2780 6 -575.030699 -575.049835 
Proton_1 -576.8515078 0.26355 -0.076881403 -575.7523 4 -575.488824 -575.565706 
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Proton_2 -576.8540916 0.263753 -0.078124253 -575.755208 -575.491455 -575.569579 
Proton_3 -576.8519773 0.260958 -0.081709396 -575.752254 -575.491296 -575.573005 
 
Table 9.4.3 Reference acids 
 
 
Ph3P CH2 Ph3P CH3
12
H+
Me3N
H
N
Me3N
N
H
H
18
H+
12B 18B
 
  
Species 
mPW1K/6-31+G(d) 
PCM(DMSO) 
/UAHF/RHF 
/6-31G(d) 
MP2(FC)/G3MP2large//mPW1K/6-31+G(d) 
Etot, a.u. “G” corr., a.u. G solv., a.u. Etot, a.u. “G” 298(gas), a.u. “G” 298(DMSO), a.u. 
12B -1075.379886 0.261756 0.003537341 -1073.460403 -1073.198647 -1073.195110 
12 -1075.841650 0.276945 -0.043212926 -1073.908482 -1073.631537 -1073.674750 
18B -305.869391 0.122057 -0.016109243 -305.297479 -305.175422 -305.191531 
18 -306.291904 0.136256 -0.080976434 -305.715793 -305.579537 -305.660513 
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Table 9.4.4 Additional calculations to perform G3(MP2)mPW1K(+) scheme and SCS-MP2 calculations 
 
+ +
Me3P
O
Me
H
H
H
H
Me3P
O
Me
H
H
Me3P
O
Me
H
H
H
H
Me3N
H
N
Me3N
N
H
H
1817
20
19
18B
 
Species 
QCISD(T,FC)/6-
31G(d)//mPW1K/6-31+G(d) 
MP2(FC)/6-31G(d)//mPW1K/6-
31+G(d) 
G3(MP2)mPW1K(+) 
Etot, a.u. Etot, a.u. “G”298(gas), a.u. “G”298(DMSO), a.u. 
19_1 -690.672732 -690.540926 -691.045154 -691.055559 
20_1 -690.674752 -690.540696 -691.045628 -691.044735 
20_2 -690.677150 -690.543778 -691.046270 -691.045633 
20_3 -690.674623 -690.540462 -691.045678 -691.044388 
20_4 -690.667217 -690.533193 -691.039914 -691.04222 
17_1 -691.132451 -690.995848 -691.473297 -691.532014 
17_2 -691.127573 -690.990953 -691.470719 -691.532686 
17_3 -691.136907 -691.000159 -691.475318 -691.533302 
18B -305.020670 -304.926716 -305.269376 -305.285486 
18 -305.454621 -305.357796 -305.676362 -305.757338 
 
SCS-MP2 calculations 
Species 
HF/G3MP2large// mPW1K/6-
31+G(d) 
SCS-MP2(FC)/G3MP2large//mPW1K/6-31+G(d) 
Etot, a.u. “G” 298(gas), a.u. “G” 298(DMSO), a.u. 
19_1 -689.501677 -691.076716 -690.903677 -690.914082 
20_1 -689.503938 -691.075452 -690.904428 -690.903535 
20_2 -689.505464 -691.078285 -690.905465 -690.904827 
20_3 -689.503774 -691.076090 -690.904093 -690.902802 
20_4 -689.499205 -691.069593 -690.899381 -690.901691 
17_1 -689.963590 -691.521051 -691.334440 -691.393157 
17_2 -689.960523 -691.516906 -691.332252 -691.394220 
17_3 -689.965963 -691.524263 -691.336045 -691.394028 
18B -304.055527 -305.286738 -305.164681 -305.180790 
18 -304.488095 -305.710792 -305.574536 -305.655512 
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9.5. Calculated Data for Chapter 5 
9.5.1. Energies of Scan Calculations Performed During Development of MM3 Force 
Field Parameters For Phosphonium derivatives  
 
 
Van-der-Waals Parameter 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.5.1 Energy comparison between MP2 and MM3 parameters via can calculation (Ne 
and PH4
+). 
 
Parameters with C(sp3)  
  
Fig. 9.5.2 Energy comparison of 2D-scans of CP and CPC in PMe4
+.  
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f(x)=0.02191418*k*(x-x0)**2*(1-0.014*(x-x0)+5.6*10*-5*(x-x0)**2-7*10**-7*(x-x0)**3+9*10**-10*(x-
x0)**4)+z0 
Fig. 9.5.3 Energy comparison of HCP scans in PMe4
+.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.5.3 Energy comparison of HCP scans in PMe3Et
+.  
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Fig. 9.5.4 Energy comparison of HCP scans in PMe3iPr
+.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.5.5 Energy comparison of CCP scans in PMe3Et
+.  
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f(x)=3*(v1*0.5*(1+cos(x))+v2*0.5*(1-cos(2*x))+v3*0.5*(1+cos(3*x)))+3*(v1*0.5*(1+cos(x+120))+v2*0.5* 
(1-cos(2*(x+120)))+v3*0.5*(1+cos(3*(x+120))))+3*(v1*0.5*(1+cos(x-120))+v2*0.5*(1-cos(2*(x-120)))+v3* 
0.5*(1+cos(3*(x-120)))) 
 
Fig. 9.5.6 Energy comparison of HCPC scans in PMe4
+.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.5.7 Energy comparison of HCCP scans in PMe3Et
+.  
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Fig. 9.5.8 Energy comparison of CCPC scans in PMe3Et
+.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.5.9 Energy comparison of CCCP scans in PMe3nPr
+.  
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Parameters with C(sp2) 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.5.10 Energy comparison of 2D-scans of DP and DPC in PMe3 h
+.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.5.11 Energy comparison of DDP scans in PMe3Ph
+.  
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Fig. 9.5.12 Energy comparison of DPD scans in PMe2Ph2
+.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.5.13 Energy comparison of DCP scans in Allyl-PMe3
+.  
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Fig. 9.5.14 Energy comparison of DCP scans in MeAllyl-PMe3
+. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.5.15 Energy comparison of DCP scans in Me2Allyl-PMe3
+.  
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Fig. 9.5.13 Energy comparison of DDPC scans in PH2MePh
+.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.5.14 Energy comparison of DDDP scans in PMe3Ph
+.  
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Fig. 9.5.15 Energy comparison of HDDP scans in PMe3Ph
+.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.5.16 Energy comparison of CDDP scans in MePh-PMe3
+.  
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Fig. 9.5.17 Energy comparison of DDPD scans in PMe2Ph2
+.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.5.18 Energy comparison of DPCH scans in PMe3Ph
+.  
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Fig. 9.5.19 Energy comparison of DPCC scans in PMe2EtPh
+.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.5.20 Energy comparison of DDCP, HDCP (defined from the same scan) scan in Allyl-
PMe3
+. 
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f(x)=(v1*0.5*(1+cos(x))+v2*0.5*(1-cos(2*x))+v3*0.5*(1+cos(3*x)))+(v1*0.5*(1+cos(x+117.909))+v2*0.5* 
(1-cos(2*(x+117.909)))+v3*0.5*(1+cos(3*(x+117.909))))+(v1*0.5*(1+cos(x-117.91))+v2*0.5*(1-cos(2*(x-
117.91)))+v3*0.5*(1+cos(3*(x-117.91)))) 
Fig. 9.5.21 Energy comparison of DCPC scans in Allyl-PMe3
+. 
 
 
 
 
f(x)=(v1*0.5*(1+cos(x))+v2*0.5*(1-cos(2*x))+v3*0.5*(1+cos(3*x)))+(v1*0.5*(1+cos(x+117.019))+v2*0.5* 
(1-cos(2*(x+117.019)))+v3*0.5*(1+cos(3*(x+117.019))))+(v1*0.5*(1+cos(x-124.35))+v2*0.5*(1-cos(2*(x-
124.35)))+v3*0.5*(1+cos(3*(x-124.35)))) 
Fig. 9.5.22 Energy comparison of DCPD scans in Allyl-PMe2Ph
+. 
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Fig. 9.5.23 Energy comparison of CDCP scans in MeAllyl-PMe3
+. 
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9.5.2. Phosphanes With Unbranched and Branched Acyclic Alkyl Substituents and 
Cyclic Substituents 
 
Table 9.5.1. Total Energies and Enthalpies (in Hartree) as calcul ted at the B98/6-31G(d) and 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//B98/6-31G(d) level of theory for all systems. If more than one 
conformer exist at 298.15 K, the single values of each conformer are denoted as well as the 
Boltzmann-averaged values for H298 at MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//B98/6-31G(d) level of 
theory. Only conformers are included with a Boltzmann-weighting of at least 1 % up to a 
maximum to ten conformers per system.  
 B98/6-31G(d) MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)// 
B98/6-31G(d) 
System Etot H298 Etot H298 
     
CH3
+ -39.462922 -39.427481 -39.352370 -39.316929 
1    -460.069844 
1_1 -460.996371 -460.875351 -460.190864 -460.069844 
1-Me+    -499.616902 
1-Me+_1 -500.690725 -500.527994 -499.779633 -499.616902 
2    -499.229506 
2_1 -500.291789 -500.140620 -499.380925 -499.229756 
2_2 -500.290437 -500.139265 -499.379363 -499.228192 
2-Me+    -538.778959 
2-Me+_1 -539.988433 -539.795575 -538.971818 -538.778959 
3    -538.389368 
3_1 -539.587192 -539.405864 -538.570888 -538.389560 
3_2 -539.587129 -539.405732 -538.570864 -538.389467 
3_3 -539.586011 -539.404407 -538.569936 -538.388332 
3_4 -539.585712 -539.404324 -538.569356 -538.387969 
3_5 -539.585741 -539.404392 -538.569142 -538.387794 
3-Me+    -577.940957 
3-Me+_1 -579.286127 -579.063048 -578.164383 -577.941304 
3-Me+_2 -579.285951 -579.062897 -578.163903 -577.940849 
3-Me+_3 -579.285941 -579.062757 -578.163895 -577.940711 
3-Me+_4 -579.284342 -579.061078 -578.162030 -577.938767 
4    -577.548752 
4_1 -578.882317 -578.670863 -577.760698 -577.549243 
4_2 -578.882307 -578.670812 -577.760706 -577.549211 
4_3 -578.881414 -578.669729 -577.760384 -577.548699 
4_4 -578.881118 -578.669561 -577.759884 -577.548327 
4_5 -578.880980 -578.669528 -577.759134 -577.547682 
4_6 -578.880980 -578.669524 -577.759129 -577.547673 
4_7 -578.880891 -578.669360 -577.758980 -577.547449 
4_8 -578.879750 -578.668302 -577.757930 -577.546482 
4-Me+    -617.102794 
4-Me+_1 -618.583673 -618.330318 -617.356777 -617.103423 
4-Me+_2 -618.583473 -618.329956 -617.356358 -617.102841 
4-Me+_3 -618.583197 -618.329644 -617.355828 -617.102274 
4-Me+_4 -618.583239 -618.329669 -617.355840 -617.102271 
4-Me+_5 -618.581787 -618.328153 -617.354398 -617.100764 
4-Me+_6 -618.581665 -618.328057 -617.354175 -617.100566 
4-Me+_7 -618.581633 -618.328095 -617.354046 -617.100508 
5    -538.391333 
5_1 -539.589302 -539.408275 -538.572900 -538.391873 
5_2 -539.588174 -539.407153 -538.572003 -538.390982 
5_3 -539.587825 -539.406637 -538.571340 -538.390152 
5_4 -539.587287 -539.406091 -538.571187 -538.389991 
5-Me+    -577.942235 
5-Me+_1 -579.287376 -579.064571 -578.165220 -577.942415 
5-Me+_2 -579.284837 -579.062040 -578.162866 -577.940069 
6    -616.712941 
178 
 
6_1 -618.182248 -617.941090 -616.955068 -616.713910 
6_2 -618.182262 -617.941173 -616.954981 -616.713892 
6_3 -618.181133 -617.940002 -616.954157 -616.713027 
6_4 -618.180839 -617.939626 -616.954237 -616.713024 
6_5 -618.181138 -617.940029 -616.954087 -616.712978 
6_6 -618.181068 -617.939899 -616.954135 -616.712966 
6_7 -618.181010 -617.939943 -616.953560 -616.712493 
6_8 -618.180720 -617.939581 -616.953597 -616.712459 
6_9 -618.179976 -617.938952 -616.953255 -616.712231 
6_10 -618.180221 -617.939058 -616.953333 -616.712170 
6-Me+    -656.267583 
6-Me+_1 -657.883838 -657.600811 -656.551384 -656.268357 
6-Me+_2 -657.883653 -657.600694 -656.550788 -656.267829 
6-Me+_3 -657.883675 -657.600684 -656.550665 -656.267674 
6-Me+_4 -657.882065 -657.599070 -656.549224 -656.266229 
6-Me+_5 -657.881230 -657.598164 -656.548959 -656.265894 
6-Me+_6 -657.881204 -657.598155 -656.548639 -656.265590 
6-Me+_7 -657.881301 -657.598035 -656.548770 -656.265504 
6-Me+_8 -657.881205 -657.598070 -656.548557 -656.265422 
6-Me+_9 -657.881115 -657.598029 -656.548284 -656.265198 
6-Me+_10 -657.881245 -657.598096 -656.548343 -656.265194 
7    -695.034802 
7_1 -696.775018 -696.473798 -695.337264 -695.036044 
7_2 -696.773868 -696.472765 -695.337118 -695.036016 
7_3 -696.773942 -696.472760 -695.336405 -695.035223 
7_4 -696.773798 -696.472344 -695.336597 -695.035143 
7_5 -696.773832 -696.472713 -695.335952 -695.034834 
7_6 -696.772606 -696.471280 -695.336067 -695.034741 
7_7 -696.773726 -696.472593 -695.335715 -695.034582 
7_8 -696.773083 -696.471843 -695.335677 -695.034438 
7_9 -696.772825 -696.471643 -695.335565 -695.034383 
7_10 -696.772897 -696.471754 -695.335420 -695.034277 
7-Me+    -734.593073 
7-Me+_1 -736.479952 -736.136800 -734.937424 -734.594272 
7-Me+_2 -736.479848 -736.136499 -734.936971 -734.593622 
7-Me+_3 -736.479510 -736.136260 -734.936263 -734.593012 
7-Me+_4 -736.478156 -736.134954 -734.935157 -734.591955 
7-Me+_5 -736.477305 -736.133987 -734.934995 -734.591677 
7-Me+_6 -736.478036 -736.134740 -734.934846 -734.591550 
7-Me+_7 -736.477364 -736.134031 -734.934838 -734.591506 
7-Me+_8 -736.478124 -736.134734 -734.934891 -734.591501 
7-Me+_9 -736.477348 -736.133942 -734.934777 -734.591372 
7-Me+_10 -736.477121 -736.133836 -734.934641 -734.591356 
8    -577.552930 
8_1 -578.886760 -578.675867 -577.764655 -577.553763 
8_2 -578.885615 -578.674569 -577.763890 -577.552844 
8_3 -578.885623 -578.674542 -577.763890 -577.552809 
8_4 -578.885596 -578.674648 -577.763742 -577.552794 
8_5 -578.884541 -578.673516 -577.763406 -577.552381 
8_6 -578.884756 -578.673738 -577.763157 -577.552138 
8_7 -578.885276 -578.674266 -577.763125 -577.552115 
8_8 -578.883458 -578.672354 -577.762411 -577.551308 
8_9 -578.884029 -578.672918 -577.762227 -577.551116 
8-Me+    -617.104612 
8-Me+_1 -618.585691 -618.332926 -617.357773 -617.105008 
8-Me+_2 -618.584535 -618.331912 -617.357103 -617.104480 
8-Me+_3 -618.583181 -618.330407 -617.355721 -617.102947 
8-Me+_4 -618.582031 -618.329248 -617.355107 -617.102323 
9    -695.036158 
9_1 -696.777148 -696.476274 -695.338641 -695.037768 
9_2 -696.777175 -696.476313 -695.338476 -695.037614 
9_3 -696.775935 -696.475156 -695.337739 -695.036960 
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9_4 -696.775966 -696.474952 -695.337879 -695.036865 
9_5 -696.775941 -696.474913 -695.337859 -695.036831 
9_6 -696.776029 -696.475133 -695.337709 -695.036813 
9_7 -696.775991 -696.474941 -695.337855 -695.036806 
9_8 -696.776020 -696.475044 -695.337765 -695.036790 
9_9 -696.775863 -696.474745 -695.337901 -695.036783 
9_10 -696.776020 -696.475026 -695.337768 -695.036774 
9-Me+    -734.592214 
9-Me+_1 -736.480291 -736.137602 -734.936545 -734.593857 
9-Me+_2 -736.479259 -736.136327 -734.936061 -734.593129 
9-Me+_3 -736.480161 -736.137293 -734.935912 -734.593045 
9-Me+_4 -736.479238 -736.136291 -734.935899 -734.592953 
9-Me+_5 -736.480128 -736.137288 -734.935737 -734.592896 
9-Me+_6 -736.478291 -736.135371 -734.935489 -734.592569 
9-Me+_7 -736.478155 -736.135325 -734.935320 -734.592489 
9-Me+_8 -736.479060 -736.136198 -734.935219 -734.592357 
9-Me+_9 -736.479071 -736.136136 -734.935236 -734.592301 
9-Me+_10 -736.479083 -736.136105 -734.935251 -734.592273 
10    -812.520264 
10_1 -814.666280 -814.275333 -812.912789 -812.521842 
10_2 -814.667375 -814.276445 -812.912691 -812.521761 
10_3 -814.666120 -814.275086 -812.912277 -812.521243 
10_4 -814.665189 -814.274055 -812.912295 -812.521161 
10_5 -814.666141 -814.275205 -812.912010 -812.521074 
10_6 -814.666247 -814.275380 -812.911927 -812.521059 
10_7 -814.665089 -814.274045 -812.912063 -812.521019 
10_8 -814.666185 -814.275235 -812.911940 -812.520990 
10_9 -814.665077 -814.273919 -812.911925 -812.520767 
10_10 -814.664967 -814.273871 -812.911814 -812.520718 
10-Me+    -852.080761 
10-Me+_1 -854.374538 -853.941503 -852.515266 -852.082231 
10-Me+_2 -854.374190 -853.941393 -852.514736 -852.081940 
10-Me+_3 -854.373488 -853.940383 -852.514723 -852.081618 
10-Me+_4 -854.373538 -853.940333 -852.514725 -852.081520 
10-Me+_5 -854.373439 -853.940354 -852.514587 -852.081501 
10-Me+_6 -854.372400 -853.939482 -852.514139 -852.081221 
10-Me+_7 -854.372327 -853.939451 -852.514043 -852.081167 
10-Me+_8 -854.373274 -853.940189 -852.514213 -852.081127 
10-Me+_9 -854.373179 -853.940210 -852.514058 -852.081088 
10-Me+_10 -854.372322 -853.939355 -852.514046 -852.081079 
11    -616.714334 
11_1 -618.184164 -617.943271 -616.956247 -616.715354 
11_2 -618.182928 -617.942055 -616.955563 -616.714690 
11_3 -618.182977 -617.942136 -616.955465 -616.714624 
11_4 -618.182943 -617.942011 -616.955532 -616.714599 
11_5 -618.182953 -617.942028 -616.955398 -616.714473 
11_6 -618.182926 -617.942005 -616.955389 -616.714468 
11_7 -618.181892 -617.941003 -616.955143 -616.714254 
11_8 -618.181868 -617.940899 -616.955212 -616.714243 
11_9 -618.181974 -617.940892 -616.955258 -616.714176 
11_10 -618.182118 -617.941320 -616.954865 -616.714067 
11-Me+    -656.266368 
11-Me+_1 -657.883498 -657.600804 -656.549780 -656.267086 
11-Me+_2 -657.882355 -657.599641 -656.549179 -656.266464 
11-Me+_3 -657.882355 -657.599644 -656.549175 -656.266463 
11-Me+_4 -657.882290 -657.599642 -656.548983 -656.266336 
11-Me+_5 -657.881308 -657.598600 -656.548807 -656.266099 
11-Me+_6 -657.881098 -657.598463 -656.547916 -656.265282 
11-Me+_7 -657.879875 -657.597252 -656.547512 -656.264889 
11-Me+_8 -657.880049 -657.597323 -656.547302 -656.264576 
11-Me+_9 -657.878901 -657.596178 -656.546937 -656.264214 
11-Me+_10 -657.879787 -657.596989 -656.546839 -656.264042 
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12    -538.393636 
12_1 -539.588244 -539.407327 -538.574773 -538.393856 
12_2 -539.586615 -539.405739 -538.572794 -538.391918 
12-Me+    -577.944232 
12-Me+_1 -579.286326 -579.063815 -578.166742 -577.944232 
13    -616.715989 
13_1 -618.178225 -617.937456 -616.957188 -616.716419 
13_2 -618.176618 -617.935883 -616.955395 -616.714660 
13_3 -618.176410 -617.935504 -616.955300 -616.714394 
13-Me+    -656.270876 
13-Me+_1 -657.881357 -657.598580 -656.554033 -656.271256 
13-Me+_2 -657.879374 -657.596685 -656.551872 -656.269183 
13-Me+_3 -657.878696 -657.595912 -656.551172 -656.268388 
13-Me+_4 -657.877891 -657.595206 -656.550362 -656.267677 
14    -695.035243 
14_1 -696.764415 -696.463812 -695.336484 -695.035881 
14_2 -696.763341 -696.462502 -695.335357 -695.034518 
14_3 -696.762638 -696.461873 -695.334389 -695.033624 
14_4 -696.762440 -696.461212 -695.334289 -695.033061 
14_5 -696.762039 -696.461116 -695.333609 -695.032686 
14_6 -696.762066 -696.461454 -695.333293 -695.032681 
14_7 -696.760293 -696.459351 -695.332179 -695.031238 
14-Me+    -734.594174 
14-Me+_1 -736.471871 -736.129126 -734.937546 -734.594802 
14-Me+_2 -736.471122 -736.128196 -734.936952 -734.594025 
14-Me+_3 -736.469445 -736.126517 -734.935041 -734.592113 
14-Me+_4 -736.469539 -736.126489 -734.935065 -734.592016 
14-Me+_5 -736.469481 -736.126460 -734.934993 -734.591972 
14-Me+_6 -736.468954 -736.125966 -734.934333 -734.591345 
14-Me+_7 -736.469182 -736.126158 -734.934256 -734.591233 
14-Me+_8 -736.468365 -736.125385 -734.933808 -734.590828 
14-Me+_9 -736.468083 -736.124927 -734.933406 -734.590250 
15    -577.556719 
15_1 -578.886465 -578.676024 -577.767603 -577.557161 
15_2 -578.885522 -578.675023 -577.766660 -577.556161 
15_3 -578.884510 -578.673982 -577.765756 -577.555227 
15_4 -578.882279 -578.671646 -577.763566 -577.552934 
15-Me+    -617.106709 
15-Me+_1 -618.583929 -618.331600 -617.359130 -617.106801 
15-Me+_2 -618.581109 -618.328607 -617.355924 -617.103422 
16    -695.043972 
16_1 -696.776563 -696.476650 -695.344690 -695.044777 
16_2 -696.776633 -696.476686 -695.344523 -695.044576 
16_3 -696.775424 -696.475499 -695.344040 -695.044115 
16_4 -696.775787 -696.475855 -695.343936 -695.044004 
16_5 -696.775611 -696.475659 -695.343800 -695.043848 
16_6 -696.775546 -696.475518 -695.343603 -695.043576 
16_7 -696.774817 -696.474825 -695.343164 -695.043173 
16_8 -696.774639 -696.474559 -695.342872 -695.042792 
16_9 -696.774720 -696.474593 -695.342910 -695.042784 
16_10 -696.774564 -696.474616 -695.342699 -695.042750 
16-Me+    -734.596465 
16-Me+_1 -736.476703 -736.134674 -734.939499 -734.597470 
16-Me+_2 -736.476635 -736.134466 -734.939039 -734.596870 
16-Me+_3 -736.476555 -736.134548 -734.938738 -734.596731 
16-Me+_4 -736.476433 -736.134376 -734.938769 -734.596712 
16-Me+_5 -736.476517 -736.134645 -734.938568 -734.596695 
16-Me+_6 -736.476409 -736.134380 -734.938617 -734.596588 
16-Me+_7 -736.475762 -736.133699 -734.938612 -734.596549 
16-Me+_8 -736.476114 -736.134160 -734.938435 -734.596481 
16-Me+_9 -736.475926 -736.133960 -734.937814 -734.595848 
16-Me+_10 -736.475745 -736.133708 -734.937754 -734.595717 
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17    -812.531519 
17_1 -814.665707 -814.276335 -812.921906 -812.532534 
17_2 -814.665956 -814.276581 -812.921774 -812.532399 
17_3 -814.665462 -814.276121 -812.921337 -812.531997 
17_4 -814.665061 -814.275638 -812.920948 -812.531524 
17_5 -814.664644 -814.275127 -812.921029 -812.531513 
17_6 -814.664961 -814.275466 -812.920998 -812.531503 
17_7 -814.664958 -814.275423 -812.920993 -812.531458 
17_8 -814.664945 -814.275457 -812.920902 -812.531414 
17_9 -814.664124 -814.274512 -812.920558 -812.530947 
17_10 -814.663582 -814.274153 -812.920194 -812.530764 
17-Me+    -852.086758 
17-Me+_1 -854.368709 -853.936905 -852.519824 -852.088021 
17-Me+_2 -854.368442 -853.936798 -852.519273 -852.087629 
17-Me+_3 -854.368456 -853.936803 -852.519235 -852.087582 
17-Me+_4 -854.368129 -853.936341 -852.519009 -852.087221 
17-Me+_5 -854.367735 -853.936060 -852.518840 -852.087165 
17-Me+_6 -854.368436 -853.936690 -852.518887 -852.087140 
17-Me+_7 -854.367974 -853.936375 -852.518634 -852.087035 
17-Me+_8 -854.368096 -853.936345 -852.518617 -852.086866 
17-Me+_9 -854.368033 -853.936100 -852.518735 -852.086801 
17-Me+_10 -854.368320 -853.936514 -852.518608 -852.086802 
18    -577.559408 
18_1 -578.882974 -578.672922 -577.769460 -577.559408 
18-Me+    -617.112268 
18-Me+_1 -618.584037 -618.332107 -617.364198 -617.112268 
19    -695.043102 
19_1 -696.762757 -696.463368 -695.342492 -695.043102 
19-Me+    -734.601912 
19-Me+_1 -736.470129 -736.128730 -734.943311 -734.601912 
20    -812.514560 
20_1 -814.630252 -814.240491 -812.904321 -812.514560 
20-Me+    -852.078427 
20-Me+_1 -854.343293 -853.911353 -852.510367 -852.078427 
21    -616.724271 
21_1 -618.182550 -617.942963 -616.963858 -616.724271 
21-Me+    -656.272739 
21-Me+_1 -657.879352 -657.597861 -656.554230 -656.272739 
22    -773.379503 
22_1 -775.368653 -775.010665 -773.737751 -773.379763 
22_2 -775.368243 -775.010022 -773.736629 -773.378408 
22-Me+    -812.927595 
22-Me+_1 -815.066397 -814.665879 -813.328364 -812.927846 
22-Me+_2 -815.065766 -814.665403 -813.327304 -812.926940 
23    -930.035898 
23_1 -932.554859 -932.077946 -930.512811 -930.035898 
23-Me+    -969.582606 
23-Me+_1 -972.251943 -971.732487 -970.102493 -969.583038 
23-Me+_2 -972.250674 -971.730952 -970.101315 -969.581593 
23-Me+_3 -972.249772 -971.730229 -970.100256 -969.580713 
23-Me+_4 -972.248294 -971.728588 -970.098738 -969.579032 
24    -651.216064 
24-Me+    -651.216064 
25    -1033.516812 
25-Me+    -1073.069267 
26    -537.191893 
26_1 -538.345989 -538.188633 -537.349319 -537.191963 
26_2 -538.342312 -538.184924 -537.345605 -537.188217 
26-Me+    -576.740109 
26_Me+_1 -578.042476 -577.843397 -576.939188 -576.740109 
27    -614.313661 
27_1 -615.695093 -615.501506 -614.507499 -614.313912 
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27_2 -615.692343 -615.498599 -614.505189 -614.311445 
27_3 -615.692047 -615.498273 -614.504346 -614.310572 
27-Me+    -653.863612 
27-Me+_1 -655.394224 -655.158559 -654.099690 -653.864024 
27-Me+_2 -655.393933 -655.158173 -654.098930 -653.863170 
27-Me+_3 -655.393096 -655.157511 -654.098127 -653.862542 
28    -691.435173 
28_1 -693.043842 -692.813807 -691.665471 -691.435436 
28_2 -693.041564 -692.811529 -691.663637 -691.433602 
28_3 -693.038571 -692.808464 -691.661113 -691.431006 
28-Me+    -730.988661 
28-Me+_1 -732.746080 -732.473852 -731.261227 -730.988999 
28-Me+_2 -732.746007 -732.473804 -731.261194 -730.988991 
28-Me+_3 -732.745680 -732.473451 -731.260386 -730.988156 
28-Me+_4 -732.744884 -732.472684 -731.259551 -730.987351 
28-Me+_5 -732.744521 -732.472362 -731.258799 -730.986640 
28-Me+_6 -732.742665 -732.471431 -731.256499 -730.985264 
29    -576.354625 
29_1 -577.648530 -577.460788 -576.542706 -576.354964 
29_2 -577.647685 -577.460060 -576.542283 -576.354658 
29_3 -577.647391 -577.459517 -576.541616 -576.353742 
29_4 -577.646116 -577.458234 -576.539961 -576.352079 
29-Me+    -615.906429 
29-Me+_1 -617.348441 -617.118870 -616.136226 -615.906656 
29-Me+_2 -617.346862 -617.117303 -616.134344 -615.904786 
30    -692.639671 
30_1 -694.300547 -694.046038 -692.895067 -692.640558 
30_2 -694.299433 -694.045029 -692.894530 -692.640127 
30_3 -694.299517 -694.045025 -692.894137 -692.639646 
30_4 -694.299094 -694.044469 -692.894077 -692.639452 
30_5 -694.298681 -694.044150 -692.893776 -692.639245 
30_6 -694.297931 -694.043425 -692.892881 -692.638374 
30_7 -694.298167 -694.043693 -692.892735 -692.638260 
30_8 -694.298163 -694.043566 -692.892847 -692.638250 
30_9 -694.297543 -694.042879 -692.892741 -692.638077 
30_10 -694.297826 -694.043058 -692.892832 -692.638064 
30-Me+    -732.196074 
30-Me+_1 -734.005503 -733.708938 -732.493156 -732.196592 
30-Me+_2 -734.004978 -733.708285 -732.492939 -732.196245 
30-Me+_3 -734.005286 -733.708632 -732.492784 -732.196130 
30-Me+_4 -734.003454 -733.706876 -732.491555 -732.194977 
30-Me+_5 -734.003879 -733.707420 -732.491316 -732.194857 
30-Me+_6 -734.003477 -733.706863 -732.490889 -732.194276 
30-Me+_7 -734.002346 -733.705804 -732.489462 -732.192920 
31    -808.925527 
31_1 -810.952285 -810.630998 -809.247810 -808.926523 
31_2 -810.950983 -810.629604 -809.247147 -808.925768 
31_3 -810.950852 -810.629411 -809.247009 -808.925568 
31_4 -810.949659 -810.628393 -809.246334 -808.925069 
31_5 -810.949518 -810.628142 -809.245961 -808.924585 
31_6 -810.949138 -810.627765 -809.245826 -808.924453 
31_7 -810.949582 -810.628069 -809.245939 -808.924427 
31_8 -810.949181 -810.627638 -809.245818 -808.924275 
31_9 -810.948110 -810.626634 -809.245078 -808.923602 
31_10 -810.948024 -810.626645 -809.244832 -808.923452 
31-Me+    -848.485656 
31-Me+_1 -850.660901 -850.297246 -848.849889 -848.486233 
31-Me+_2 -850.660825 -850.297065 -848.849980 -848.486220 
31-Me+_3 -850.660927 -850.297213 -848.849546 -848.485833 
31-Me+_4 -850.660715 -850.296892 -848.849535 -848.485712 
31-Me+_5 -850.659964 -850.296287 -848.849114 -848.485438 
31-Me+_6 -850.659263 -850.295624 -848.848703 -848.485065 
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31-Me+_7 -850.659420 -850.295725 -848.848509 -848.484814 
31-Me+_8 -850.658729 -850.295072 -848.847943 -848.484286 
31-Me+_9 -850.658177 -850.294507 -848.847485 -848.483814 
31-Me+_10 -850.658818 -850.295069 -848.847535 -848.483786 
32    -615.548621 
32_1 -616.974756 -616.756123 -615.767613 -615.548980 
32_2 -616.972323 -616.753756 -615.765989 -615.547422 
32_3 -616.972428 -616.753513 -615.764823 -615.545908 
32_4 -616.969827 -616.750962 -615.762915 -615.544051 
32-Me+    -655.101863 
32-Me+_1 -656.675630 -656.415057 -655.362436 -655.101863 
33    -771.026414 
33_1 -772.951878 -772.635396 -771.343606 -771.027124 
33_2 -772.950858 -772.634361 -771.342818 -771.026322 
33_3 -772.949058 -772.632482 -771.342119 -771.025543 
33_4 -772.949803 -772.633309 -771.341926 -771.025432 
33_5 -772.950813 -772.634355 -771.340896 -771.024438 
33_6 -772.948254 -772.631658 -771.340896 -771.024300 
33_7 -772.946664 -772.630120 -771.340017 -771.023473 
33-Me+    -810.586007 
33-Me+_1 -812.659316 -812.300771 -810.945189 -810.586644 
33-Me+_2 -812.657985 -812.299400 -810.943854 -810.585269 
33-Me+_3 -812.658201 -812.299520 -810.943661 -810.584980 
33-Me+_4 -812.657911 -812.299181 -810.943708 -810.584977 
33-Me+_5 -812.655693 -812.296909 -810.942139 -810.583355 
34    -926.504276 
34_1 -928.926292 -928.511862 -926.919497 -926.505067 
34_2 -928.926236 -928.511821 -926.919422 -926.505006 
34_3 -928.925350 -928.510849 -926.918306 -926.503805 
34_4 -928.922901 -928.508590 -926.917255 -926.502943 
34_5 -928.924535 -928.510355 -926.917111 -926.502931 
34_6 -928.924810 -928.510251 -926.917264 -926.502705 
34_7 -928.924830 -928.510287 -926.917230 -926.502686 
34_8 -928.924811 -928.510267 -926.917216 -926.502672 
34_9 -928.924664 -928.510014 -926.917154 -926.502504 
34_10 -928.922635 -928.508092 -926.916522 -926.501979 
34-Me+    -966.069098 
34-Me+_1 -968.639512 -968.182722 -966.526451 -966.069661 
34-Me+_2 -968.639326 -968.182479 -966.526277 -966.069430 
34-Me+_3 -968.638236 -968.181448 -966.525667 -966.068879 
34-Me+_4 -968.638674 -968.181748 -966.525099 -966.068173 
34-Me+_5 -968.638585 -968.181718 -966.524450 -966.067583 
34-Me+_6 -968.637786 -968.180797 -966.524186 -966.067196 
34-Me+_7 -968.634666 -968.178090 -966.522303 -966.065726 
34-Me+_8 -968.634770 -968.177865 -966.522539 -966.065634 
34-Me+_9 -968.635863 -968.178898 -966.522588 -966.065624 
34-Me+_10 -968.634453 -968.177565 -966.522539 -966.065369 
35    -654.719362 
35_1 -656.279581 -656.030734 -654.968567 -654.719721 
35_2 -656.278069 -656.029107 -654.966692 -654.717730 
35_3 -656.276782 -656.027764 -654.966339 -654.717321 
35-Me+    -694.273148 
35-Me+_1 -695.981191 -695.690430 -694.563909 -694.273148 
36    -849.368146 
36_1 -851.561080 -851.184125 -849.745811 -849.368856 
36_2 -851.559589 -851.182731 -849.744344 -849.367486 
36_3 -851.559235 -851.182187 -849.743591 -849.366543 
36_4 -851.558011 -851.181065 -849.743344 -849.366397 
36_5 -851.556434 -851.179573 -849.741995 -849.365134 
36_6 -851.557367 -851.180686 -849.741693 -849.365012 
36_7 -851.556992 -851.179918 -849.742018 -849.364944 
36_8 -851.557436 -851.180642 -849.741600 -849.364806 
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36_9 -851.556505 -851.179489 -849.741805 -849.364789 
36-Me+    -888.929229 
36-Me+_1 -891.270251 -890.851153 -889.348727 -888.929629 
36-Me+_2 -891.268276 -890.849204 -889.346754 -888.927681 
36-Me+_3 -891.267660 -890.848531 -889.345823 -888.926694 
36-Me+_4 -891.266894 -890.847693 -889.345554 -888.926353 
37    -1044.015602 
37_1 -1046.839178 -1046.334212 -1044.521476 -1044.016511 
37_2 -1046.837691 -1046.332564 -1044.519801 -1044.014674 
37_3 -1046.837156 -1046.332032 -1044.519312 -1044.014188 
37_4 -1046.836104 -1046.331159 -1044.518985 -1044.014040 
37_5 -1046.836771 -1046.331715 -1044.518903 -1044.013847 
37_6 -1046.836643 -1046.331853 -1044.518182 -1044.013392 
37_7 -1046.835104 -1046.330102 -1044.518291 -1044.013289 
37_8 -1046.835141 -1046.329905 -1044.518274 -1044.013038 
37_9 -1046.834729 -1046.329608 -1044.517996 -1044.012876 
37_10 -1046.836320 -1046.331111 -1044.517996 -1044.012787 
37-Me+    -1083.582284 
37-Me+_1 -1086.554290 -1086.006709 -1084.130727 -1083.583146 
37-Me+_2 -1086.553596 -1086.006194 -1084.130105 -1083.582703 
37-Me+_3 -1086.551723 -1086.004412 -1084.128335 -1083.581025 
37-Me+_4 -1086.551798 -1086.004257 -1084.128346 -1083.580805 
37-Me+_5 -1086.551906 -1086.004324 -1084.128156 -1083.580574 
37-Me+_6 -1086.551905 -1086.004303 -1084.128159 -1083.580557 
37-Me+_7 -1086.551906 -1086.004284 -1084.128172 -1083.580550 
37-Me+_8 -1086.551403 -1086.003945 -1084.127374 -1083.579916 
37-Me+_9 -1086.550794 -1086.003232 -1084.127234 -1083.579671 
37-Me+_10 -1086.550796 -1086.003243 -1084.127223 -1083.579670 
38    -693.870295 
38_1 -695.565864 -695.286831 -694.150273 -693.871240 
38_2 -695.565569 -695.286448 -694.149777 -693.870656 
38_3 -695.565119 -695.285994 -694.149430 -693.870305 
38_4 -695.565140 -695.285947 -694.149059 -693.869867 
38_5 -695.563715 -695.284493 -694.148773 -693.869551 
38_6 -695.564706 -695.285578 -694.148555 -693.869427 
38_7 -695.564180 -695.285160 -694.147992 -693.868973 
38_8 -695.564414 -695.285052 -694.148270 -693.868909 
38_9 -695.564010 -695.284734 -694.147778 -693.868502 
38_10 -695.563508 -695.284603 -694.147369 -693.868464 
38-Me+    -733.425226 
38-Me+_1 -735.268597 -734.947693 -733.746676 -733.425772 
38-Me+_2 -735.267731 -734.946821 -733.745726 -733.424816 
38-Me+_3 -735.267503 -734.946515 -733.745522 -733.424534 
38-Me+_4 -735.267672 -734.946690 -733.745341 -733.424358 
PH2Me -382.386627 -382.326983 -381.789464 -381.729819 
PH2Me2
+ -422.046080 -421.944312 -421.343927 -421.242159 
PHMe2 -421.690601 -421.600096 -420.988339 -420.897834 
PHMe3
+ -431.369348 -461.236987 -460.562018 -460.429657 
 
 
 
 
185 
 
9.5.3. Cyclophane-substituted Phosphanes 
Table 9.5.2 
  
B98/6-31G(d) 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//  
  B98/6-31G(d) 
  Etot H298 Etot H298 
39R_1 -1252.027087 -1251.530889 -1249.315520 -1248.819322 
39R_2 -1252.022562 -1251.526895 -1249.311943 -1248.816276 
39R_3 -1252.022114 -1251.526258 -1249.311392 -1248.815536 
39R_4 -1252.020381 -1251.523976 -1249.308756 -1248.812351 
39R_5 -1252.018877 -1251.522316 -1249.307067 -1248.810506 
39R_6 -1252.017360 -1251.520819 -1249.306582 -1248.810041 
39R_7 -1252.005718 -1251.509452 -1249.294125 -1248.797859 
39R_8 -1252.005243 -1251.508887 -1249.293315 -1248.796959 
     
39S_1 -1252.024828 -1251.528552 -1249.314207 -1248.817931 
39S_2 -1252.022231 -1251.526230 -1249.311826 -1248.815825 
39S_3 -1252.020194 -1251.523971 -1249.309504 -1248.813281 
39S_4 -1252.020523 -1251.524494 -1249.308901 -1248.812873 
39S_5 -1252.020274 -1251.523981 -1249.308455 -1248.812162 
39S_6 -1252.019302 -1251.522886 -1249.307165 -1248.810749 
39S_7 -1252.018808 -1251.522932 -1249.305855 -1248.809979 
39S_8 -1252.012270 -1251.515854 -1249.300921 -1248.804505 
     
40R_1 -1252.045199 -1251.548897 -1249.331805 -1248.835502 
40R_2 -1252.039542 -1251.543407 -1249.325600 -1248.829466 
40R_3 -1252.037006 -1251.540854 -1249.324624 -1248.828472 
40R_4 -1252.032578 -1251.536349 -1249.319323 -1248.823094 
          
40S_1 -1252.040646 -1251.544494 -1249.327996 -1248.831844 
40S_2 -1252.035733 -1251.539723 -1249.325600 -1248.829590 
40S_3 -1252.039019 -1251.542564 -1249.325809 -1248.829355 
40S_4 -1252.034656 -1251.538717 -1249.321104 -1248.825165 
     
41_1 -1190.926607 -1190.548768 -1188.432654 -1188.054815 
          
45_1 -806.232164 -806.005150 -804.609743 -804.382729 
45_2 -806.231360 -806.004349 -804.609094 -804.382084 
45_3 -806.231066 -806.004074 -804.608748 -804.381756 
          
43_1 -1039.545644 -1039.186464 -1037.356364 -1036.997183 
43_2 -1039.539604 -1039.180331 -1037.349044 -1036.989771 
          
44_1 -731.250368 -731.013907 -729.785867 
 
-729.549406 
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39R_Me+_1 -1291.734557 -1291.195702 -1288.919449 
 
-1288.380594 
39R_Me+_2 -1291.734558 -1291.195696 -1288.919441 -1288.380579 
39R_Me+_3 -1291.728966 -1291.190884 -1288.909995 -1288.371913 
39R_Me+_4 -1291.727849 -1291.189409 -1288.908330 -1288.369890 
39R_Me+_5 -1291.725449 -1291.186512 -1288.905414 -1288.366478 
39R_Me+_6 -1291.710568 -1291.171518 -1288.892786 -1288.353736 
39R_Me+_7 -1291.710568 -1291.171518 -1288.892783 -1288.353733 
39R_Me+_8 -1291.708227 -1291.169332 -1288.890636 -1288.351741 
      
39S_Me+_1 -1291.728781 -1291.190260 -1288.909837 -1288.371316 
39S_Me+_2 -1291.725532 -1291.186154 -1288.910647 -1288.371269 
39S_Me+_3 -1291.726811 -1291.188559 -1288.909095 -1288.370843 
39S_Me+_4 -1291.725167 -1291.186790 -1288.907960 -1288.369583 
39S_Me+_5 -1291.724655 -1291.186160 -1288.906406 -1288.367911 
39S_Me+_6 -1291.723348 -1291.184589 -1288.906193 -1288.367434 
39S_Me+_7 -1291.717558 -1291.179387 -1288.898425 -1288.360255 
     
39SN_Me+_1 -1291.716994 -1291.176087 -1288.898728 -1288.357822 
39SN_Me+_2 -1291.708348 -1291.167545 -1288.892433 -1288.351630 
39SN_Me+_3 -1291.705083 -1291.164392 -1288.885615 -1288.344924 
39SN_Me+_4 -1291.700807 -1291.159693 -1288.881613 -1288.340498 
39SN_Me+_5 -1291.682159 -1291.140915 -1288.863869 -1288.322626 
39SN_Me+_6 -1291.680004 -1291.139054 -1288.861100 -1288.320150 
     
40R_Me+_1 -1291.747962 -1291.210253 -1288.926170 
 
-1288.388461 
40R_Me+_2 -1291.741981 -1291.204054 -1288.921288 -1288.383361 
          
40S_Me+_1 -1291.744499 -1291.206580 -1288.923228 -1288.385309 
40S_Me+_2 -1291.744295 -1291.206393 -1288.922774 -1288.384872 
     
40SN_Me+_1 -1291.733531 -1291.192548 -1288.912870 -1288.371886 
40SN_Me+_2 -1291.727813 -1291.187020 -1288.906671 -1288.365878 
40SN_Me+_3 -1291.718765 -1291.177603 -1288.898199 -1288.357037 
40SN_Me+_4 -1291.714826 -1291.174208 -1288.893876 -1288.353259 
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41_Me+_1 -1230.620488 -1230.201184 -1228.016255 
 
-1227.596950 
          
45_Me+_1 -845.932988 -845.664347 -844.202728 
 
-843.934087 
          
43_Me+_1 -1079.246809 -1078.845968 -1076.948806 
 
-1076.547966 
     
44_Me+_1 -770.950712 -770.672225 -769.378789 
 
-769.100302 
     
188 
 
9.5.4. Cyclic Phosphanes 
Table 9.5.3 
 B98/6-31G(d) MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2p,d)//B98/6-31G(d) 
 Etot H298 Etot H298 
49 
-538.383378 -538.223939 -537.384337 -537.224898 
 
49-Me+ 
-578.078258 -577.877210 -576.972147 -576.771099 
 
47 
-537.152608 -537.017432 -536.171106 -536.035930 
 
47-Me+ 
-576.847722 -576.670772 -575.757304 -575.580354 
 
46 
-537.154551 -537.019731 -536.173303 -536.038483 
     
189 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
46-Me+ 
-576.843873 -576.667442 -575.754277 -575.577846 
     
48 -615.760012 -615.563078 -614.574756 -614.377822 
     
48-Me+ -655.453918 -655.215172 -654.161473 
 
-653.922727 
 
50_1 
-577.683936 -577.494343 -576.580136 
 
-576.390543 
50_2 
-577.683137 -577.493444 -576.579239 -576.389546 
 
50_1-Me+ 
-617.383371 -617.151985 -616.173516 -615.942130 
 
CH3+ 
-39.462922 -39.427481 -39.352370 
 
-39.316929 
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9.5.5. MVKA of Recently Synthesized Bifunctional Phosphane Catalysts 
 
Table 9.5.4 
 MPW1K/6-31G(d) MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2p,d)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) 
 Etot H298 Etot H298 
BPC0 -1036.114027 -1035.814555 -1033.804862 -1033.55 9 
BPC0_MVK_1 -1267.258099 -1266.856987 -1264.404191 -1264.003079 
BPC0_MVK_2 -1267.256318 -1266.855328 -1264.404304 -1264.003314 
BPC0_MVKc_1 -1267.276995 -1266.875316 -1264.429498 -1264.027819 
BPC0_MVKc_2 -1267.27414 -1266.872154 -1264.424462 -1264.022476 
BPC1_1 -1361.983768 -1361.531129 -1358.899958 -1358.447319 
BPC1_2 -1361.983093 -1361.530261 -1358.898938 -1358.446106 
BPC1_3 -1361.986658 -1361.53389 -1358.896227 -1358.443459 
BPC1_4 -1361.972644 -1361.520477 -1358.888954 -1358.4 6787 
BPC1_5 -1361.986498 -1361.5339 -1358.895868 -1358.44327 
BPC1_6 -1361.97081 -1361.518601 -1358.886489 -1358.4 428 
BPC1_MVK_1 -1593.146131 -1592.592497 -1589.519060 -1588.965426 
BPC1_MVK_2 -1593.125401 -1592.571426 - - 
BPC1_MVK_3 -1593.112709 -1592.558842 - - 
BPC1_MVKc_1 -1593.151884 -1592.596886 -1589.530341 -1588.975343 
BPC1_MVKc_2 -1593.142835 -1592.588074 -1589.522197 -1588.967436 
BPC1_MVKc_3 -1593.14225 -1592.587464 -1589.521205 -1588.966419 
BPC1_MVKc_4 -1593.136187 -1592.581593 -1589.516613 -1588.962019 
BPC2_1 -1244.065312 -1243.70416 -1241.314136 -1240.952984 
BPC2_2 -1244.066917 -1243.705722 -1241.311467 -1240.950272 
BPC2_3 -1244.06122 -1243.700461 -1241.310238 -1240.949479 
BPC2_4 -1244.061207 -1243.700389 -1241.310259 -1240.949441 
BPC2_5 -1244.058096 -1243.697221 -1241.308677 -1240.947802 
BPC2_MVK_1 -1475.225494 -1474.763687 -1471.932111 -1471.470304 
BPC2_MVK_2 -1475.212619 -1474.750888 -1471.922388 -1471.460657 
BPC2_MVK_3 -1475.212612 -1474.750879 -1471.922347 -1471.460614 
BPC2_MVK_4 -1475.202344 -1474.740257 -1471.915818 -1471.453731 
BPC2_MVK_5 -1475.202477 -1474.740031 -1471.915233 -1471.452787 
BPC2_MVK_6 -1475.204925 -1474.743841 -1471.913593 -1471.452509 
BPC2_MVK_7 -1475.184977 -1474.723414 -1471.901214 -1471.439651 
BPC2_MVK_8 -1475.181687 -1474.720097 -1471.895989 -1471.434399 
BPC2_MVK_9 -1475.218044 -1474.755754 -1471.923266 -1471.460976 
BPC2_MVK_10 -1475.206447 -1474.744000 - - 
BPC2_MVK_11 -1475.202258 -1474.739914 - - 
BPC2_MVK_12 -1475.199379 -1474.737197 - - 
BPC2_MVK_13 -1475.202483 -1474.739957 - - 
BPC2_MVK_14 -1475.195929 -1474.733727 - - 
BPC2_MVK_15 -1475.198949 -1474.736536 - - 
BPC2_MVK_16 -1475.203483 -1474.740833 - - 
BPC2_MVK_17 -1475.20050 -1474.738118 - - 
BPC2_MVKc_1 -1475.2335 -1474.77003 -1471.945570 -1471. 82100 
BPC2_MVKc_2 -1475.222305 -1474.759184 -1471.937555 -1471.474434 
BPC2_MVKc_3 -1475.221689 -1474.758301 -1471.936354 -1471.472966 
BPC2_MVKc_4 -1475.222305 -1474.758845 -1471.931963 -1471.468503 
BPC2_MVKc_5 -1475.221356 -1474.757818 -1471.930994 -1471.467456 
BPC3_1 -1435.748984 -1435.329663 -1432.521852 -1432. 02531 
BPC3_2 -1435.751621 -1435.332309 -1432.516831 -1432.097519 
BPC3_3 -1435.744103 -1435.325301 -1432.515923 -1432.097121 
BPC3_4 -1435.751304 -1435.332013 -1432.515872 -1432.096581 
BPC3_5 -1435.743703 -1435.32491 -1432.515307 -1432.096514 
BPC3_MVK_1 -1666.912331 -1666.392005 -1663.139561 -1662.619235 
BPC3_MVK_2 -1666.9006 -1666.37997 -1663.132163 -1662. 11533 
BPC3_MVK_3 -1666.89456 -1666.374883 -1663.128780 -1662.609103 
BPC3_MVKc_1 -1666.918535 -1666.39703 -1663.153699 -1662.632194 
BPC3_MVKc_2 -1666.903605 -1666.382057 -1663.140942 -1662.619394 
BPC3_MVKc_3 -1666.898913 -1666.377472 -1663.140373 -1662.618932 
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BPC3_MVKc_4 -1666.906384 -1666.384622 -1663.139415 -1662.617653 
BPC3_MVKc_5 -1666.904075 -1666.382734 -1663.137268 -1662.615927 
BPC4_1 -1550.235872 -1549.780106 -1546.765679 -1546.309913 
BPC4_2 -1550.236117 -1549.780258 -1546.765747 -1546.309888 
BPC4_3 -1550.238693 -1549.782855 -1546.760397 -1546.30 559 
BPC4_4 -1550.231185 -1549.775843 -1546.759602 -1546.30 260 
BPC4_5 -1550.230802 -1549.775469 -1546.759539 -1546.30 206 
BPC4_6 -1550.238467 -1549.782662 -1546.759520 -1546.303715 
BPC4_MVK_1 -1781.399819 -1780.842889 -1777.383399 -1776.826469 
BPC4_MVK_2 -1781.399259 -1780.842329 -1777.383213 -1776.826283 
BPC4_MVK_3 -1781.387464 -1780.830362 -1777.375975 -1776.818873 
BPC4_MVK_4 -1781.381509 -1780.825289 -1777.372681 -1776.816461 
BPC4_MVKc_1 -1781.40561 -1780.847595 -1777.397606 -1776.839591 
BPC4_MVKc_2 -1781.405478 -1780.847342 -1777.397562 -1776.839426 
BPC4_MVKc_3 -1781.391744 -1780.833901 -1777.386320 -1776.828477 
BPC4_MVKc_4 -1781.390668 -1780.832606 -1777.384803 -1776.826741 
BPC4_MVKc_5 -1781.393476 -1780.835232 -1777.383076 -1776.824832 
BPC4_MVKc_6 -1781.391214 -1780.833196 -1777.380894 -1776.822876 
BPC5_1 -1527.952275 -1527.53262 -1524.550409 -1524.30751 
BPC5_2 -1527.947385 -1527.52816 -1524.544616 -1524.25393 
BPC5_3 -1527.947733 -1527.52855 -1524.544533 -1524.25352 
BPC5_4 -1527.954588 -1527.53489 -1524.544730 -1524.25033 
BPC5_5 -1527.954241 -1527.5346 -1524.543626 -1524.123985 
BPC5_MVK_1 -1759.11781 -1758.59726 -1755.169826 -1754.64928 
BPC5_MVKc_1 -1759.122806 -1758.60082 -1755.183011 -1754.661023 
BPC6_1 -1111.307321 -1111.002214 -1108.878307 -1108.573200 
BPC6_2 -1111.308552 -1111.00331 -1108.877854 -1108.572612 
BPC6_3 -1111.303574 -1110.998603 -1108.875100 -1108.57 129 
BPC6_4 -1111.300896 -1110.995876 -1108.871808 -1108.566788 
BPC6_MVK_1 -1342.489651 -1342.082027 -1339.512691 -1339.105067 
BPC6_MVK_2 -1342.448667 -1342.041973 -1339.475072 -1339.068378 
BPC6_MVK_3 -1342.448564 -1342.04189 -1339.474682 -1339.068008 
BPC6_MVK_4 -1342.448385 -1342.041713 -1339.474165 -1339.067493 
BPC6_MVK_5 -1342.447283 -1342.040574 -1339.472674 -1339.065965 
BPC6_MVK_6 -1342.447385 -1342.0407 -1339.472473 -1339.065788 
BPC6_MVK_7 -1342.446127 -1342.039467 -1339.471929 -1339.065269 
BPC6_MVK_8 -1342.442506 -1342.03588 -1339.470265 -1339.063639 
BPC6_MVK_9 -1342.443237 -1342.036636 -1339.468467 -1339.061866 
BPC6_MVK_10 -1342.441427 -1342.034814 -1339.467623 -1339.061010 
BPC6_MVKc_1 -1342.477093 -1342.069288 -1339.506135 -1339.098330 
BPC6_MVKc_2 -1342.464689 -1342.056977 -1339.497503 -1339.089791 
BPC6_MVKc_3 -1342.463235 -1342.055764 -1339.496542 -1339.089071 
BPC6_MVKc_4 -1342.46273 -1342.055381 -1339.495967 -1339.088618 
BPC6_MVKc_5 -1342.465132 -1342.057547 -1339.495858 -1339.088273 
BPC6_MVKc_6 -1342.460755 -1342.053414 -1339.492857 -1339.085516 
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9.5.6. XKA of Triphenylphosphane and Pyridine-derived Lewis Base Catalysts Using 
Three Different Michael Acceptors 
 
Table 9.5.5 
 MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) + PCM(UAHF)/RHF/6-31G(d)//MPW1K/6-
31+G(d) 
 Etot H298 E0 G298 G298,CHCl3 
Ph3P -1033.805540 -1033.506480 -1033.522956 -1033.568131 -1033.565374 
      
MA1_1 -230.606397 -230.507158 -230.513803 -230.542589 -230.544310 
MA1_2 -230.605751 -230.506640 -230.513355 -230.542340 -230.543695 
      
MA2_1 -305.682590 -305.576236 -305.583669 -305.613895 -305.614708 
MA2_2 -305.681653 -305.575258 -305.582690 -305.61294 -305.613856 
MA2_3 -305.667879 -305.561711 -305.569199 -305.600247 -305.604104 
MA2_4 -305.662507 -305.556425 -305.564152 -305.595291 -305.599434 
      
MA3_1 -307.813098 -307.674404 -307.681301 -307.711115 -307.716708 
      
Ph3P*1_1 -1264.404815 -1264.004430 -1264.026959 -1264.079680 -1264.083154 
Ph3P*1_2 -1264.404793 -1264.004283 -1264.026708 -1264.078674 -1264.081814 
Ph3P*1_3 -1264.391293 -1263.991325 -1264.014236 -1264.067730 -1264.076192 
Ph3P*1_4 -1264.389128 -1263.988845 -1264.011828 -1264.065834 -1264.073116 
      
Ph3P*2_1 -1339.467080 -1339.060242 -1339.084122 -1339.139373 -1339.144377 
Ph3P*2_2 -1339.470621 -1339.063517 -1339.087132 -1339.141415 -1339.143901 
Ph3P*2_3 -1339.470264 -1339.063181 -1339.086794 -1339.140879 -1339.143795 
Ph3P*2_4 -1339.465007 -1339.057932 -1339.081352 -1339.136098 -1339.141867 
Ph3P*2_5 -1339.464749 -1339.057654 -1339.081023 -1339.134864 -1339.140378 
Ph3P*2_6 -1339.463818 -1339.056751 -1339.080432 -1339.134661 -1339.140191 
      
Ph3P*3_1 -1341.588874 -1341.149366 -1341.172643 -1341.225978 -1341.235747 
      
PDLB2_1 -747.576237 -747.180888 -747.197756 -747.24077  -747.244328 
PDLB2_2 -747.575744 -747.180467 -747.197267 -747.239662 -747.243360 
      
PDLB2*1_1 -978.181725 -977.683257 -977.706032 -977.756636 -977.764047 
PDLB2*1_2 -978.180971 -977.682502 -977.705257 -977.756038 -977.763416 
PDLB2*1_3 -978.178939 -977.680804 -977.703669 -977.754319 -977.762510 
PDLB2*1_4 -978.178764 -977.680510 -977.703345 -977.754090 -977.761628 
PDLB2*1_5 -978.172688 -977.674222 -977.696992 -977.74 852 -977.759422 
PDLB2*1_6 -978.172993 -977.674444 -977.697175 -977.74 848 -977.758812 
PDLB2*1_7 -978.171366 -977.672989 -977.695750 -977.746462 -977.757968 
PDLB2*1_8 -978.171491 -977.673243 -977.695999 -977.746718 -977.757953 
PDLB2*1_9 -978.166473 -977.669194 -977.692714 -977.745261 -977.756496 
PDLB2*1_10 -978.165121 -977.667628 -977.691107 -977.744339 -977.756435 
PDLB2*1_11 -978.160297 -977.662758 -977.686222 -977.738999 -977.754616 
PDLB2*1_12 -978.160229 -977.662637 -977.686059 -977.738828 -977.754222 
      
PDLB2*2_1 -1053.246864 -1052.741815 -1052.765715 -1052.818432 -1052.826352 
PDLB2*2_2 -1053.246078 -1052.741080 -1052.765014 -1052.817974 -1052.825798 
PDLB2*2_3 -1053.244315 -1052.739584 -1052.763566 -1052.816306 -1052.825007 
PDLB2*2_4 -1053.242605 -1052.738150 -1052.762217 -1052.815397 -1052.824736 
PDLB2*2_5 -1053.241669 -1052.737363 -1052.761551 -1052.815413 -1052.824719 
PDLB2*2_6 -1053.240567 -1052.736544 -1052.760769 -1052.814237 -1052.824181 
PDLB2*2_7 -1053.244028 -1052.739206 -1052.763177 -1052.815886 -1052.823823 
PDLB2*2_8 -1053.239942 -1052.735868 -1052.760121 -1052.813780 -1052.823134 
PDLB2*2_9 -1053.236992 -1052.732622 -1052.756820 -1052.810563 -1052.823073 
PDLB2*2_10 -1053.238859 -1052.733921 -1052.757868 -1052.811009 -1052.822770 
PDLB2*2_11 -1053.237233 -1052.732746 -1052.756844 -1052.810045 -1052.822157 
PDLB2*2_12 -1053.239224 -1052.734170 -1052.758062 -1052.810853 -1052.821880 
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PDLB2*2_13 -1053.237668 -1052.732995 -1052.756999 -1052.810278 -1052.821736 
PDLB2*2_14 -1053.235755 -1052.731511 -1052.755671 -1052.808878 -1052.821340 
PDLB2*2_15 -1053.235722 -1052.731516 -1052.755676 -1052.808873 -1052.821272 
PDLB2*2_16 -1053.237615 -1052.732789 -1052.756713 -1052.809675 -1052.821229 
      
PDLB2*3R_1 -1055.368669 -1054.832124 -1054.855742 -1054.908215 -1054.922844 
PDLB2*3R_2 -1055.366930 -1054.830536 -1054.854215 -1054.906427 -1054.921375 
PDLB2*3R_3 -1055.364135 -1054.827469 -1054.851052 -1054.903211 -1054.921139 
PDLB2*3R_4 -1055.362519 -1054.826120 -1054.849773 -1054.901800 -1054.919664 
      
PDLB2*3S_1 -1055.368862 -1054.832421 -1054.856091 -1054.908757 -1054.923338 
PDLB2*3S_2 -1055.364162 -1054.827528 -1054.851184 -1054.903843 -1054.921500 
PDLB2*3S_3 -1055.366851 -1054.830493 -1054.854184 -1054.906424 -1054.921452 
PDLB2*3S_4 -1055.362763 -1054.826397 -1054.850078 -1054.902445 -1054.920325 
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9.6. Calculated Data for Chapter 6 
Table 9.6.1 
B3LYP/6-31G(d)   
System Etot H298 
PH3BH3 -369.786524 -369.723822 
PMe3BH3 -487.765856 -487.611052 
PH3BMe3 -487.745307 -487.592404 
PMe3BMe3 -605.720325 -605.474670 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~2 Å NM NM 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~3 Å -667.697792 -667.650757 
PMe3BF3 -785.670391 -785.535380 
PMe3 -461.098424 -460.981668 
BF3 -324.5532218 -324.536667 
PH3 -343.140281 -343.112204 
PMe3 -461.098424 -460.981668 
BH3 -26.613000 -26.582694 
BMe3 -144.609064 -144.487552 
B98/6-31G(d)   
System Etot H298 
PH3BH3 -369.718551 -369.655750 
PMe3BH3 -487.651276 -487.496507 
PH3BMe3 -487.631269 -487.478375 
PMe3BMe3 -605.560363 -605.314973 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~2 Å NM NM 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~3 Å -667.535840 -667.488677 
PMe3BF3 -785.462977 -785.323189 
PMe3 -460.996371 -460.875348 
BF3 -324.446133 -324.429085 
PH3 -343.084654 -343.056507 
PMe3 -460.996371 -460.875348 
BH3 -26.597091 -26.566768 
BMe3 -144.545972 -144.424571 
MPW1K/6-31G(d)   
System Etot H298 
PH3BH3 -369.776645231 -369.712404 
PMe3BH3 -487.737032504 -487.578602 
PH3BMe3 -487.714502244 -487.557365 
PMe3BMe3 -605.671022814 -605.419220 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~2 Å NM  
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~3 Å -667.589438315 -667.541147 
PMe3BF3 -785.547413812 -785.404112 
PMe3 -461.073024 -460.948757 
BF3 -324.449146 -324.431791 
PH3 -343.135431 -343.106440 
PMe3 -461.073024 -460.948757 
BH3 -26.599714 -26.568938 
BMe3 -144.574531 -144.450018 
MPW1K/6-31+G(d)   
System Etot H298 
PH3BH3 -369.778690631 -369.714608 
PMe3BH3 -487.741224670 -487.583194 
PH3BMe3 -487.719529272 -487.562842 
PMe3BMe3 -605.677765317 -605.426586 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~2 Å -667.608370150 -667.560421 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~3 Å -667.608309 -667.560305 
PMe3BF3 -785.571958037 -785.429144 
PMe3 -461.076331 -460.952348 
BF3 -324.467095 -324.449957 
PH3 -343.136347 -343.107383 
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PMe3 -461.076331 -460.952348 
BH3 -26.600665 -26.569954 
BMe3 -144.578092 -144.453944 
MP2(FC)/aug-cc-pVDZ   
System Etot H298 
PH3BH3 -369.137632 -369.074803 
PMe3BH3 -486.738005 -486.584109 
PH3BMe3 -486.728547 -486.575984 
PMe3BMe3 -604.331133 -604.087161 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~2 Å -666.525834 -666.479384 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~3 Å -666.527230 -666.480661 
PMe3BF3 -784.128944 -783.990424 
PMe3 -460.189797 -460.069553 
BF3 -323.906698 -323.890230 
PH3 -342.614054 -342.585805 
PMe3 -460.189797 -460.069553 
BH3 -26.486730 -26.456379 
BMe3 -144.102628 -143.981589 
MP2(FULL)/aug-cc-pVDZ   
System Etot H298 
PH3BH3 -369.150468 -369.087468 
PMe3BH3 -486.761139 -486.607085 
PH3BMe3 -486.751586 -486.598772 
PMe3BMe3 -604.364852 -604.120624 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~2 Å -666.546518 -666.499922 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~3 Å -666.547534 -666.500830 
PMe3BF3 -784.160213 -784.021573 
PMe3 -460.208873 -460.088541 
BF3 -323.917155 -323.900677 
PH3 -342.623224 -342.594858 
PMe3 -460.208873 -460.088541 
BH3 -26.488898 -26.458497 
BMe3 -144.114590 -143.993392 
B97-D/6-31G(d)   
System Etot H298 
PH3BH3 -369.751301 -369.689491 
PMe3BH3 -487.642330 -487.491187 
PH3BMe3 -487.623811 -487.474472 
PMe3BMe3 -605.515312 -605.275967 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~2 Å NM NM 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~3 Å -667.515075 -667.479532 
PMe3BF3 -785.398256 -785.261914 
PMe3 -460.992961 -460.874981 
BF3 -324.383827 -324.367224 
PH3 -343.125102 -343.097206 
PMe3 -460.992961 -460.874981 
BH3 -26.592362 -26.562380 
BMe3 -144.497521 -144.379234 
 
Table 9.6.1 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31G(d) 
System Etot „H 298“ 
PH3BMe3 -369.124253 -369.060011 
PMe3BH3 -486.745156 -486.586725 
PH3BH3 -486.728344 -486.571207 
PMe3BMe3 -604.349004 -604.097202 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~2 Å NM NM 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~3 Å -666.513876 -666.465585 
PMe3BF3 -784.131666 -783.988364 
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PMe3 -460.191191 -460.066924 
BF3 -323.913387 -323.896032 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) 
System Etot „H 298“ 
PH3BMe3 -369.124253 -369.060011 
PMe3BH3 -486.745142 -486.586711 
PH3BH3 -486.728393 -486.571256 
PMe3BMe3 -604.349009 -604.097206 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~2 Å -666.510958 -666.462666 
PMe3BF3 -784.132119 -783.988817 
PMe3 -460.191189 -460.067206 
BF3 -323.913551 -323.896413 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//B98/6-31G(d)   
System Etot „H 298“ 
PH3BMe3 -369.123947 -369.061146 
PMe3BH3 -486.744586 -486.589817 
PH3BH3 -486.727320 -486.574426 
PMe3BMe3 -604.347891 -604.102501 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~2 Å NM NM 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~3 Å -666.514157 -666.466994 
PMe3BF3 -784.131501 -783.991713 
PMe3 -460.190872 -460.069849 
BF3 -323.913963 -323.896915 
MP2(FC)/6-31+G(2d,p)//B97-D/6-31G(d)   
System Etot „H 298“ 
PH3BMe3 -486.726200 -486.576861 
PMe3BH3 -486.743317 -486.592174 
PH3BH3 -369.123204 -369.061394 
PMe3BMe3 -604.346589 -604.107244 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~2 Å -666.513315 -666.468771 
PMe3BF3 -784.130774 -783.994432 
PMe3 -460.189776 -460.071797 
BF3 -323.913767 -323.897164 
B2K-PLYP/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31+g(d) 
System Etot „H 298“ 
PH3BMe3 -487.506633 -487.349945 
PMe3BH3 -487.526692 -487.368661 
PH3BH3 -369.634727 -369.570645 
PMe3BMe3 -605.396907 -605.145727 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~2 Å -667.480776 -667.432827 
PMe3BF3 -785.372639 -785.229825 
PMe3 -460.888810 -460.764827 
BF3 -324.459070 -324.441932 
G3B3   
System Etot-DE(HLC) H 298-DE(HLC) 
PH3BMe3 -487.451698 -487.304234 
PMe3BH3 -487.471302 -487.322035 
PH3BH3 -369.588053 -369.527538 
PMe3BMe3 -605.334963 -605.098134 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~2 Å -667.349191 -667.303565 
PMe3BF3 -785.226929 -785.091918 
PMe3 -460.833707 -460.716951 
BF3 -324.366774 -324.350219 
G3MPW1K(+)   
System Etot-DE(HLC) H 298-DE(HLC) 
PH3BMe3 -487.452942 -487.296256 
PMe3BH3 -487.472665 -487.314635 
PH3BH3 -369.588492 -369.524414 
PMe3BMe3 -605.336882 -605.085707 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~2 Å -667.344435 -667.296486 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~3 Å -667.349132 -667.301164 
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PMe3BF3 -785.228423 -785.085612 
PMe3 -324.367051 -324.349913 
BF3 -460.834714 -460.710731 
B2-PLYP-FLP(c=0.65)/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) 
System Etot H298 
PH3BMe3 -487.777598 -487.620910 
PMe3BH3 -487.797683 -487.639652 
PH3BH3 -369.756484 -369.692402 
PMe3BMe3 -605.818522 -605.567342 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~2 Å -667.796788 -667.748839 
PMe3BF3 -785.838372 -785.695558 
PMe3 -461.120389 -460.9964063 
BF3 -324.689336 -324.6721984 
MP2(FC)/G3MP2large//MPW1K/6-31+G(d) 
System Etot H298 
PH3BMe3 -486.880996 -486.724308 
PMe3BH3 -486.900462 -486.742431 
PH3BH3 -369.199392 -369.135310 
PMe3BMe3 -604.582384 -604.331204 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~2 Å -666.798363 -666.750414 
PMe3BF3 -784.499268 -784.356454 
PMe3 -460.325413 -460.201430 
BF3 -324.147569 -324.130431 
MP2(FC)/G3large//MPW1K/6-31+G(d)   
System Etot H298 
PH3BMe3 -486.883046 -486.726358 
PMe3BH3 -486.902753 -486.744722 
PH3BH3 -369.200273 -369.136191 
PMe3BMe3 -604.585829 -604.334649 
PH3BF3 (r(P-B)) = ~2 Å -666.806339 -666.758390 
PMe3BF3 -784.508652 -784.365838 
PMe3 -460.327276 -460.203293 
BF3 -324.155066 -324.137928 
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9.7. Calculated data for chapter 7 
 
Table 9.7.1 
stationary Etot H298 Etot ∆Etot “H298”  
point 
(B3LYP/6-
31G(d)) 
(B3LYP/6-
31G(d)) 
(B3LYP/6-
311G+G(d,p)// 
(kJ/mol) 
(B3LYP/6-
311G+G(d,p)// 
“∆H298” 
(kJ/mol) 
   
B3LYP/6-31G(d)) 
 
B3LYP/6-31G(d)) 
 
4 -765.208202 -764.987441 -765.414457 - -765.193696 - 
3 -346.767634 -346.626227 -346.873971 - -346.732564 - 
9_1 -420.810576 -420.686904 -420.947989 0.0 -420.824317 0.0 
9_2 -420.822149 -420.698179 -420.937123 28.5 -420.813153 29.3 
8_1 -691.181036 -690.941536 -691.366462 0.0 -691.126962 0.0 
8_2 -691.181714 -690.941963 -691.366105 0.9 -691.126354 1.6 
3_c -386.085563 - -386.201349 - - - 
8_1_c -730.499302 - -730.694220 - - - 
8_2_c -730.499931 - -730.693862 - - - 
3_n -551.270605 - -551.438550 - - - 
8_1_n -895.681710 - -895.928746 - - - 
8_2_n -895.682849 - -895.928853 - - - 
background reaction  
4+3 -1111.975836 -1111.613668 -1112.288428 0.0 -1111.926260 0.0 
8_2+9_2 -1112.003863 -1111.640142 -1112.303228 -38.9 -1111.939507 -34.8 
8_1+9_2 -1112.003185 -1111.639715 -1112.303585 -39.8 -1111.940 15 -36.4 
8_2+9_1 -1111.992290 -1111.628867 -1112.314094 -67.4 -1111.950671 -64.1 
8_1+9_1 -1111.991612 -1111.628440 -1112.314451 -68.3 -1111.95 279 -65.7 
4+3_c -1151.293765 - -1151.615806 0.0 - - 
8_2_c+9_2 -1151.321451 - -1151.630985 -39.9 - - 
8_1_c+9_2 -1151.322080 - -1151.631343 -40.8 - - 
8_2_c+9_1 -1151.310507 - -1151.641851 -68.4 - - 
8_1_c+9_1 -1151.309878 - -1151.642209 -69.3 - - 
4+3_n -1316.478807 - -1316.853007 0.0 - - 
8_1_n+9_2 -1316.503859 - -1316.865869 -33.8 - - 
8_2_n+9_2 -1316.504998 - -1316.865976 -34.1 - - 
8_1_n+9_1 -1316.492286 - -1316.876735 -62.3 - - 
8_2_n+9_1 -1316.493425 - -1316.876842 -62.6 - - 
6_4 -1111.949452 -1111.588633 -1112.256434 84.0 -1111.895615 80.5 
6_3 -1111.955584 -1111.594277 -1112.260703 72.8 -1111.899396 70.5 
6_2 -1111.956002 -1111.593935 -1112.261888 69.7 -1111.899821 69.4 
6_1 -1111.956269 -1111.594587 -1112.262093 69.1 -1111.900411 67.9 
6_2_c -1151.274254 - -1151.589635 68.7 - - 
6_1_c -1151.274500 - -1151.589836 68.2 - - 
6_2_n -1316.456738 - -1316.824179 75.7 - - 
6_1_n -1316.457535 - -1316.824884 73.8 - - 
5 -1111.988713 -1111.624188 -1112.297079 -22.7 -1111.932554 -16.5 
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7 -1112.016330 -1111.650274 -1112.322183 -88.6 -1111.956127 -78.4 
 
Table 9.7.2 
stationary Etot H298 Etot ∆Etot “H298”  
point 
(B3LYP/6-
31G(d)) 
(B3LYP/6-
31G(d)) 
(B3LYP/6-
311G+G(d,p)// 
(kJ/mol) 
(B3LYP/6-
311G+G(d,p)// 
“∆H298” 
(kJ/mol) 
   
B3LYP/6-
31G(d))  
B3LYP/6-
31G(d))  
catalyzed reaction  
10 -382.257304 -382.085088 -382.359977 - -382.187761 - 
10+4+3 -1494.233140 -1493.698756 -1494.648405 0.0 -1494.11402  0.0 
10+8_2+9_2 -1494.261167 -1493.725230 -1494.663205 -38.9 -1494.27268 -34.8 
10+8_1+9_2 -1494.260489 -1493.724803 -1494.663562 -39.8 -1494.27876 -36.4 
10+8_2+9_1 -1494.249594 -1493.713955 -1494.674071 -67.4 -1494.38 32 -64.1 
10+8_1+9_1 -1494.248916 -1493.713528 -1494.674428 -68.3 -1494.139040 -65.7 
10+4+3_c -1533.551069 - -1533.975783 0.0 -   
10+8_2_c+9_2 -1533.578755 - -1533.990962 -39.9 -   
10+8_1_c+9_2 -1533.579384 - -1533.991320 -40.8 -   
10+8_2_c+9_1 -1533.567811 - -1534.001828 -68.4 -   
10+8_1_c+9_1 -1151.309878 - -1151.642209 -69.3 -   
10+4+3_n -1698.736111 - -1699.212984 0.0 -   
10+8_1_n+9_2 -1698.761163 - -1699.225846 -33.8 -   
10+8_2_n+9_2 -1698.762302 - -1699.225953 -34.1 -   
10+8_1_n+9_1 -1698.749590 - -1699.236712 -62.3 -   
10+8_2_n+9_1 -1698.750729 - -1699.236819 -62.6 -   
11_5 -1494.252853 -1493.713883 -1494.660274 -31.2 -1494.21304 -19.1 
11_4 -1494.254332 -1493.714941 -1494.661444 -34.2 -1494.22053 -21.1 
11_3 -1494.255363 -1493.716317 -1494.663513 -39.7 -1494.24 67 -27.4 
11_2 -1494.261937 -1493.722665 -1494.669193 -54.6 -1494.2 921 -41.7 
11_1 -1494.261846 -1493.722684 -1494.669262 -54.8 -1494.130100 -42.2 
12_8 -1494.227689 -1493.689361 -1494.633683 38.7 -1494.095355 49.0 
12_7 -1494.229267 -1493.691054 -1494.635002 35.2 -1494.096789 45.2 
12_6 -1494.228093 -1493.690129 -1494.635301 34.4 -1494.097337 43.8 
12_5 -1494.228811 -1493.690866 -1494.635303 34.4 -1494.097358 43.7 
12_4 -1494.229440 -1493.691130 -1494.636110 32.3 -1494.0978 0 42.6 
12_3 -1494.225674 -1493.687836 -1494.635742 33.2 -1494.0979 4 42.3 
12_2 -1494.227422 -1493.689389 -1494.636299 31.8 -1494.098266 41.4 
12_1 -1494.227638 -1493.689213 -1494.639594 23.1 -1494.101169 33.7 
12_7_c -1533.547255 - -1533.962389 35.2 - - 
12_4_c -1533.547152 - -1533.963301 32.8 - - 
12_2_c -1533.545247 - -1533.963593 32.0 - - 
12_1_c -1533.545367 - -1533.966665 23.9 - - 
12_7_n -1698.731621 - -1699.199446 35.5 - - 
12_2_n -1698.731419 - -1699.202023 28.8 - - 
12_4_n -1698.734083 - -1699.202284 28.1 - - 
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12_1_n -1698.733822 - -1699.207541 14.3 - - 
13_3 -1494.232601 -1493.693260 -1494.646218 5.7 -1494.106877 18.8 
13_2 -1494.240012 -1493.699842 -1494.649963 -4.1 -1494.10 793 11.1 
13_1 -1494.239909 -1493.700181 -1494.650886 -6.5 -1494.111158 7.5 
14_9 -1494.217766 -1493.683185 -1494.628463 52.4 -1494.093882 52.9 
14_8 -1494.222172 -1493.686546 -1494.631284 45.0 -1494.095658 48.2 
14_7 -1494.226104 -1493.691145 -1494.635132 34.8 -1494.100173 36.4 
14_6 -1494.226413 -1493.691763 -1494.635370 34.2 -1494.100720 34.9 
14_5 -1494.227315 -1493.692554 -1494.636160 32.1 -1494.101399 33.1 
14_4 -1494.225535 -1493.691768 -1494.635801 33.1 -1494.102034 31.5 
14_3 -1494.228769 -1493.693907 -1494.637954 27.4 -1494.103092 28.7 
14_2 -1494.226506 -1493.692334 -1494.637294 29.2 -1494.103122 28.6 
14_1 -1494.229028 -1493.695178 -1494.640219 21.5 -1494.106369 20.1 
14_3_c -1533.546501 - -1533.965085 28.1 - - 
14_1_c -1533.546633 - -1533.967008 23.0 - - 
14_3_n -1698.734081 - -1699.205124 20.6 - - 
14_1_n -1698.735846 - -1699.208489 11.8 - - 
15_2 -1494.279504 -1493.739901 -1494.686359 -99.6 -1494.6756 -85.9 
15_1 -1494.290465 -1493.750686 -1494.697227 -128.2 -1494. 57 48 -114.0 
16_6 -1494.220951 -1493.685626 -1494.625500 60.1 -1494.090175 62.6 
16_5 -1494.222632 -1493.687000 -1494.627133 55.8 -1494.0915 1 59.1 
16_4 -1494.219925 -1493.684868 -1494.626990 56.2 -1494.091933 58.0 
16_3 -1494.221830 -1493.687183 -1494.628466 52.3 -1494.093819 53.0 
16_2 -1494.227839 -1493.691662 -1494.632397 42.0 -1494.096220 46.7 
16_1 -1494.229513 -1493.693828 -1494.634956 35.3 -1494.099271 38.7 
16_6_c -1533.538698 - -1533.952693 60.6 - - 
16_5_c -1533.540258 - -1533.954094 56.9 - - 
16_2_c -1533.545585 - -1533.959464 42.8 - - 
16_1_c -1533.547130 - -1533.961950 36.3 - - 
16_6_n -1698.726649 - -1699.192932 52.6 - - 
16_5_n -1698.728152 - -1699.194385 48.8 - - 
16_2_n -1698.732820 - -1699.199275 36.0 - - 
16_1_n -1698.734321 - -1699.201274 30.7 - - 
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